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HISTORICAL SECTION (C.5.)

ARMY HEd<DQ,UARTER5

~anadian Participation in the Korean
War, Part I: 25 Jun 50 - 21 Mar 52.

.--

21 May 53

1. The object of this Heport is to present
a general account ~f Canadian participation in the
Korean War, from its beginning on 25 Jun 50 to the end
of March 1952. While the Report deals principally with
Canada's military contribution, in particular with her
contribution of ground troops, the title has been
interpreted broadly enough to permit mention of some
of the diplomatic activity arising from the conflict,
aDd XO justify a brief account of Canada's share in
this activity. This approach was adopted -- after
consideration .r the various dangers inherent in it -
for the roason that it did not appear too early to
quote certain speeches and documents that authorized
action or stated policies which affected the actual
fighting.

2. A variety of sources was consulted in
the preparetion of the sections which deal with this
aspect of the subject, ranging from speeches by members
of the ..Governments involved, or their representatives
at the United Nations, through official and officially
inspired accounts, to editorials and articles in
Canadian and Amarican newspapers and periodicals.
This study led to the conclusion that, of the mass
of fact and conjecture available, four items could
and indeed should -- be included in the Report. The
first was, naturally, the Resolutions of the Security
Council which established the basis in law for action
by the United Nations in Korea. The second was the
Resolution of the General kssembly which indirectly
authorized mdlitary operations by U.N. forces north
of the 38th parallel. The third was the treatment
by the General J-lssembly of the situation created by
Chinese intervention, and the fourth was the question,
raised during the second approach of U.N. forces to
the 28th parallel and given emphasis by the dismissal
of Cen MacArthur, as to whether the approaching
stalemate or "stabilization of a military position ll

should be resolved by expanding the war to include
direct action against Chins, or by process of negotiation.

2. At the same time, it appeared that
three "features of Ctlnadian policy were established
clearly enough -- and had had sufficient influence
on the course of events -- to justify their being
mentioned. These features were, briefly, that the
conflict should be regarded ~s a police action, under
control and authority of the United Nations, that the
area affected by it should be limited to the minimum,
and that the fighting should be ended by negotiation if at
all possible. In the Report, therefore, action in the
United Nations, and Canadian policy on the conflict
are discussed within the limits outlined above.
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4. In those parts of the Report which deal
with the Canadian military contribution, the main
emphasis falls on Army matters. However operations
of the Navy and Air Force are covered, insofar as they
directly affected ground operatione or reflected a
development in Government policy. The account of the
Army contribution ia divided into two parts, the first
concerning the raising and training of the troops, the
second dealing with their employment abroad,

5. The greater part of the material con-
tained in the first part was derived from the Historical
Records of the Branches at A.H.Q... .'
supplemented by reference to the appropriate A.H.Q.
files. In this connection, it is probably worth mention
that a part of the material on file lacks adequate
safeguards for its preservation. Papers have been
written on Branch Discussion Files (B.D.Fs.) and on
Top Secret files which, being held by the Directorate
principally interested in the SUbject, have become in
effect B.D.Fs. The result of this practice has been,
in SOmB oases, the dlsappear~nco of valuable papers
connected with the early history of the Canadian Army
Special Force. It has also made research on certain
sUbjeots difficult or impossible, since the files
concerned must be examined in the Directorate which
holds them. In addition. a number of important decisions
were reached during informal conferences of staff officers.
These decisions Hr6 recorded in the files, but the
reasons which prompted them are frequently omitted.
As a reSUlt, information on the background of certain
significant developments in the story of the Special Force
can be obtained only by interviewing the staff officers
concerned in these informal conferences, and this souroe
is becoming progressively less accessible as the officers
are posted away from Army Headquarters. A third reason
for information about eertain SUbjects not being on A.ll.Q.
files is the fact that responeibility for these eUbjects.
such as administration and training of the Special Force
in its early days. was delegated to Commands, and action
taken is only imperfectly reflected in A.H.Q. files. The
record of actions and decisions on the Chief of The
General Starf/Cabinet Defence Committee level is reasonably
complete to the middle of lfuvember 1950. This, fortunately,
Was the vital period in the history of the Special Force.
The reaSons for some de~~ns taken after this period.
however, lie in files and records retained in the
Offiees of the C.G.S., A.G. and Q.M.G. This material
will no doubt eventually become available. but in the
meantime lock of access to it hus led to gaps in this
Report. In general, the portions of the Report whioh
deal with the raising and training of the Foree have been
~de as complete as the limitations outlined above hava
allowed.

6. The second part of the reoord of the
Army oontribution -- that dealing with the operations of
Canadian troops in Korea -- is in~omplete. Several
oircumstancee contributed to this result, the most important
being the quality of the War Diaries available. One
or the most serious gaps in the present Report -- •
complete laek of infor~~~on on the development of the
Commonwealth base in~Nand of administrative arranse
ments made with the United States and with other eountries
Of the Commonwealth -- would not have existed had th~

War Diary of the Canadian Military Mission. Far East
been adequate. Further limitation on the completeness
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of the record was imposed by the lack of information on the
operations of higner formations Which had Canadian troops
under command.. Some useful information waB gleaned from the
daily reports of G.H.Q. in Tokyo, but these did not prove to
be completely satisfactory substitutes for War Diaries and
Historical Reports of such formations. In additionk accurate
and comprehensive information on operations from the enemy
point of view is not yet available, the material recsived to
the date of this Report being more in the nature of 9ropaganda
produotions than accurate records. In sum, the best that oan
be said of the account of the operations of Canadian troops
in Korea is that it may prove useful during the preparation
of a more adequate record.

TOPOGRAPHY OF KOREA*

7. In view of the fact that the geography of
Korea 1s unfamiliar to most westerners, the following general
description, which was prepared by the Directorate of Military
Intelligence on the outbreak of the war, has been included in
the opening section of this Report.

Korea ••• is a long peninsula extending south
eastward from Manchuria. In the northeastern
corner Korea adjoins the U.S.S.R. for a distance of
about 10 miles. Vladivostok is about 80 miles
distant from this corner ~f Korea.

The northern third of Korea is occupied by a
mass of rough mountains separated from Manchuria by
the deeply trenched valleys of the Am!lok-kang** and
Tuman-gang. Southward from these mountains the
Taebaek Range, a long barrier of lower mountains,
extends to the end of the peninsula keeping close
to the east coast.

Mountain and hill spurs branch from the Taebaek
Range westward to the coast of the Yellow Sea. The
principal lowlands of Korea lie between these
mountain spurs. The lowland of the Naktong-kang
(river) opens upon the south coast, but all other
large lowlands border the west coast. All the long
rivers of Korea, except the Tuman-gang in the north,
flow westward from the Taebaek Range and wind
througn the lowlands. The roughness of the mountains
and the wetness of the lowlands with their large
rivers and irrigated fields are serious hindrances
to movement.

The south and west coasts are highly irregular,
with alternated beach-fringed lowlands and rocky
headlands, and numerous offlying islands, rocks,
reefs, and shoals. Broad drying mud flats and sand
bars, and a large tidal range, add to the difficulty
of approach along the west and south coasts ••••

In contrast to the west and south coasts, the
east coast is fairly regular, with mnall beaoh
bordered pocket valleys separated from one another
and from the interior by steep mountains with swift
streams; approaches rrom the sea are relatively
clear••.•

The most important artery of transportation in
Korea is the double-track railroad running from
Pusan in the southeast corner of the peninsula to
the Manchurian border at Sinuiju - Antung in
the northwest corner, Bnd thence to

*Geographical detail mentioned in this section is shown
in Map 1.

**"Kang" and "gang" are alternative representations, in our
script, or the Korean word ror river.
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Mukden. This railroad links the ohief lowlands
and the three largest cities of Korea. The rail
road has many vulnerable bridges. Several branches
connect the main line of the railroad with ports
on the west coast.

The rail systems of the west and the east
coasts are connected with ODe another by two cross
lines winding through the mountains. The most
important of these lines runs southward from \loDsan

• •• to •••. Seoul traversing the mountains by
way of a natural corridor; the other runs
westward from Wonsan to P'yongyang••.•

Korea does not have an extensive net of a11
weather roads. The use of automobiles has never
been widespread, and the roads have been laid out
ohiefly from the military viewpoint. The main road
arteries form a great X intersecting at Seoul
and extending to the four corners of the peninsula,
one highway running from Pusan to Sinuiju~ and
the other from Mokp'o to Onsong ••• by way of
Wonsan •. Some of the few hard-surfaced roads
connect major cities with their nearby ports.
~~st of the motorable roads are made of macadam.
3pring thaws,. summer rains and floods. and, in
the mountains, landslides,. often impede traffic
on ordinary roads.,

((Il.S •.l 112.3Ml023 (D 12). "Korean Handbook".
Chap 4, paras 1 to 5)

THE INVASION OF SOUTli KOREA (25 to 30 JUN 50)
AND TIlE REACTIOlI OF THE UNITED ST~TES AND TIlE UNITED

lIATIONS (25 JUN - 7 Jul 50)*

The Korean 'ffir derives its importance
principally from the fact that, unlike the disturbances
in Palestine, K~shmir and Indonesia, it led to inter
vention by armed forces placod at the disposal of the
United Nations to oonduot a polioe aotion aimed at
restoring the peace.** The object of this portion of the
Report is to dooument the steps by whioh the United Nations

*Geographicu1 detail mentioned in this section is
shown in l&1p 1.

**These words, commonly used by persons in authority
when referring to the fighting in Korea, do little to
dispel the cloud which covers certain important aspects
of this peculiar conflict. To begin with,. the phruse "at
the disposal of the United Nl:itions ll is misleading, since
all forces were not, in ftict, so placed~ Great Britain,
as will be seen (para 30 below), placed her nuval forces
in Japanese waters at the disposal of the United States
to operate on behalf of the United Uations~ In addition,
there is no record available that the United States placed
its forces in Korea "at the disposal of the United Nations".
This terminology, also, might be taken to imply a greater .
measure of control over the operations in Korea than was
actually exercised by the United Nations. The second
phrase - "police action': - suCgests !!lOre· the form which it
was hoped United Nations intervention would take in the
future than what actually developed on this occasion.
Certainly there is little similarity between the status
and action of the U.N'. forces in Korea and those of a
national police force.. Finally, the words Il aimed at
restoring the peaoe" give little olue (although seeming to
do so) to the objeot of the fighting, for they do not state
the basis on which peace wus to be restored. It is
impossible, however~ without a great deal more infor~tlon

than is now available, to select words which convey a more
precise description of these important aspects of the
operations in Koreu._
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came to int~rvene in Korea, and to describe briefly the
early stages of the conflict, the principal source for this
latter effort being a summary prepared by the Directorate
of Military Intelligence r'Korean Handbook", 8 Sep 50,
Chap I, paras 4 to 12).

9. The North Kbrean People's Army began the
invasien of South Korea at 0400 hrs, 25 Jun 50A ~orean

time~ small formations struck all along the 30th
parallel to tie down the South Korean units, while the
main attack, supported by tanks, was launched due south
~n Uij.ngbu and seoul. h second strong attack was aimed
at Seoul from Kaesong. The South Korean troops, caught
by surprise and overwhelmed by superior forces, were not
able to offer much more than a token resistance to the
well-planned invasion.

10. Comparison of the relative strengths of
the two armies offered little hope that the South Koreans
would be able to prevent a quick Victory. The North
Kerean People's Army had a strength of six divisions,
supported by three brig~des of constabulary and n further
56,000 semi-military police (ibid, para 7). The Republic
of Korea Krmy, (the Army of South Korea), while at a
strength of eight divisions, lacked the tank and artillery
support enjoyed by its enemy. In addition, it was not
trained for a full-scale war, such as had now developed.

11. The location of the invasion and the
absence of the Russian delegate from the Security Council
were two features of the general world situation which
had important - even decisive - effects on subsequent
developments. The first contained serious ~0ssibilities

of a general war, since the 38th parallel fOl'med a line
of contflct between the Russian and United States spheres
of influence. In the second lay a less apparent but
no less important possibility of restricting the urea
affected by the conflict, for the Security Council, freed
from the shackles of the veto by the absence of the
Russian delegate, was in a position to take action to
restore the peace. It should be noted that the Russians,
who were boycotting the meetings of all organs and
agencies of the United Nations in which representatives
of Nationalist China were present, challenged the power
of the Security Council to take action on the invasion
in absence of the Russian deleg~te. They based their
argument on the five affirmative votes reouired by the
Oharter to give legal effect to decisions of the Council
on such matters. The·americans argued that abstention
from voting did not constitute a veto, and cited in
support of their case the fuct th~t Russia had abstained
from voting on several previous occusions without
subsequently challenging the validity of the resolutions
passed in her absence ("Department of State press release
No. 702 11

, 30 Jun 50, in Union Calendar No. 889, House
Report llo. 2495. 8lst Congress, 2nd Session, Buckground
Information on Korea, Report of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs (Vashington, 1950), pp 49 ~nd 50)

12. A statement issued by the Department of
State indicates the reaction of President Truman and his
advisers to the attack .

••• hS soon as word of the attack on Korea
was received in \mshington, it was the view of
the President 3nd of all of his advisers that
the first responsibility of the Government of
the United StBtes wns to report the attack to
the United N&tion£ .•••
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A meeting of the Security Council ~as

immediately called on Sunday, June 25, at the
request of the United States.

•

("Memorandum of July 3, 1950, Prepared by
the Department of State on tt.e I\.u"':.hority of
the President to Repel the Attack in Korea ",
~n 8ac~grQund Infor~ation on Kor~, 9- 61)

13. At this meeting, the Council passed its
first Hesolution dealing with the Korean War which~

omitting the preamble, ran as follows:

I. Calls for the immediate cessation of
hostilities; and
Calls upon the authorities of North Korea
to withdraw forthwith their armed forces to
the thirty-eighth parallel;

II. Requests the United Nations Commission on
Korea

(a) To communicate its fully considered
recommendations on the situation with
the least possible delay;

(b) To observe the withdrawal of the North
Korean forces to the thirty-eighth
parallel; and

(c) To keep the Security Council il~o~med
on the execution of this re~alutionj

III. Calls upon all Members to rend.revery
assistance to the United IJations in tha
execution of this resolution and to refrain
from giving assistance to the North Korean
authorities.

(Background Inform~tion

on Ko~, p. -"-5)

14. This resolution did not commit the United
Nations to any more positive action than it had taken in
connection with other breaches of internationul peace.
At least one powerful member, however, considered that
such action was required. On 27 Jun 50, the President of
the United States issued a state~ent which committed his
country to intervention in Kore~, whether or not the United
Nations decided to take any form of direct action to
defeat the invasion. I

In Korea the Government forces, which were
armed to prevent border raids and to preserve
internal security, Vlere attacked by invading
forces from i~rth Korea. The Security Council
of the United Nations called upon the invading
troops to cease hostilities and to withdraw to
the thirty-eighth parallel. This they have
not done, but on the contrary have pressed the
attack. The Security Council called upcn all
members of the United Nations to render every
assistance to the United Nations in the execu
tion of this resolution. In these circQIDstances
I have ordered United States air and sea forces
to give the Korean Government troops cover and
support.
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The attack upon Korea makes it plain
beyond all doubt that communise has passed
beyond the use of subversion to conquer inde
pendent nations and will now use armed invasion
Bnd war. It has defied the orders of the
Security Council of the United"Nations issued
to preserve international peace and security.
In these circumstances the occupation of Formosa
by Communist forces would be a direct threat to
the security of the Pacific area and to United
States forces performing their lawful and
necessary functions in that area.

accordingly I have ordered the Seventh
Fleet to prevent BOY attack on Formosa. As
a corollary of this action I ac calling upon
the Chinese Government on Formosa to cease all
air aod sea operations against the mainland.
The Seventh Fleet will see that this is done.
The determination of the future status of
Formosa must await the restoration of security
in the Pacific, a peace settlement with Japan,
or consideration by the United Nations.

I have also directed that United States
forces in the Philippines be strengthened and
that military assistance to the Philippine
Government be acceLerated.

I huve similarly directed acceleration-in
the furnishing of military assistance to the
forces of France and the associated States in
Indochina and the dispatch of a military mission
to provide close working relations Nith those
forces.

I know that all members of the United Nations
will consider carefully the consequences of this
latest aggression in Korea in defiance of the
Charter of the United Nations. A return to the
rule of force in international dffairs would
have far-reaching effects. The United States
will continue to upholc the rule Of law.

I have instructed Ambassador Austin, as
the representative of the United States to the
Security Council, to report these steps to the
Council.

(Ibid, .E.I! 15 and 46)

15. loportant issues hung on the reaction to
this declaration of the members of the United Nations.
The scope of the preventive ~ction which had been ordered
was rather broad. It savoured as much of a crusade against
Communism us of ,limited police uction to restore the peace.
Russia, if she returned to the United Nations, was certaln
to be in violent opposition. Support of India, as a leader
of Fur Eust opinion, was doubtful. Canada J while supporting
the broad policy of the statement as designed to prevent
extension of the conflict in Korea, sh~rply dissociated
herself from the neutralization of Formosa (para 29 below)~'
The President's reference to 0. possible lIdirect threat to
the security of the P~cific firea und to United St~tes

forces performing their lawful dnd necessary functions in
that areal! might be interpreted as indicating that he was
prepared, on the issue of Korea J to fight a war in defence
of threatened nBtio~l interests. FortunatelYJ the
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I
resolution which was passed by the Security Council,
a few hours after the President's statement was issued,
concentrated exclusively on Korea, in such terms as to
comm~nd the widest support.

The Security Council,

Having determined that tbe armed attack
upon the Republic of Korea by forces from
North Korea constitutes a breach of the peace,

naving called for an immediate cessation
of hostilities, and

Having called upon the authorities of
North Korea to withdr~w forthwith their armed
forces to the 38tb parallel, and

H&ving noted from the report of the United
!lations Commission for Korea that the author
ities in North Korea huve neither ceased
hostilities nor withdrawn their armed forces
to the 38tb parallel and that urgent military
measures are required to restore international
peace and security, and

Having noted the appeal from the Republic
of Korea to the United I~tions for immediate
and effective steps to secure peace and
security,

Recommends tbnt the Members of tbe United
Utltions furnish such ussistance to the Republic
of Korea dB may be necessary to repel the armed
attack und to restore internutional peace and
security in the area.

(Ibid, p. 48)

16. In consequence of President Truman's
order, United Stdtes aircraft uttucked planes of the North
Korean Air Force, which had initiully supported the
ground operations of their countrymen as well as making
bombing attacks on Seoul and the air b~se at nearby Kimpo.
American citizens were evucuated from SeOUl under fighter
cover, four enemy plunes being shot down in the operation.
These casualties were soon increased to eighteen, and
North Korean oir supremacy ~as ended.

17. This success, however, did not attract
much attention in the United Nations, where interest
centred on one vital issue -- the command and control
or the proposed collective effort in Korea. As will
appear later (para 28 below), this question was the
SUbject of almost continuous discussions in New York
and elsewhere. Eowever no information on the nature of
these discussions hus been released.officially. In the
absence or any uuthoritative statemont on the matter,
no attempt C4n be made to evaluate the arrangement finally
mdde by the Third Security Council Resolution of 7 Jul 5~.

Tbe Security Council, having determined
that the urmed ntttwk upon the RepUblic of
Koreu by forces rrom North Korea constitutes
a breach of the peace, having recommended thut

"members of the United Nutions rurnish such

•
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assistance to the Republic of Koren as may
be necessary to repel the armed attack and to
restore international petioe and security in
the urea,

(1) Ilelcomes the prompt and vigorous
support which governments and peoples of the
United Nations have given to its resolutions
of 25 and 27 June1950 to assist the Republic
of Korea in defending itself a~inst armed
attuck and thus to restore international peace
and security in the area;.

(2) Notes thdt members of the United
Nations have transmitted to the United Nations
offers of assistance for the Republic of
Korea;

(3) Recommends that all members providing
military forces and other assist~ce pursuant
to the aforesaid Security Council resolutions
make such forces and other assistance available
to a unified command under tho United States;

(4) Reguests the United States to designate
the commander of such forces;

(5) Authorizes the unified command at
its discretion to use the United Nations flag
in the course of the operations against North
Korean foraus concurrently with the flags of
the various nations participating.

(6) Reguests the United States to provide
the security Council with reports, as appro
priate on the course of action taken under the
unified command.

(Ibid, p. 53)

18. As has been said, only brief and confusing
glimpses ure yet available of the organization und operation
of the command, under the United Stdtes J to which nationttl
contingents were to be made uvaildble~ For one thing,
the relationship of this command to that which controlled
the operations conducted independently by the United
States in respect of Formosa is not revealed in material
at hund. In addition, the exact arrangement. under which
nations, who had placed forces at the disposal of the
U.N., participated in the higher direction of the war
is not stated in the sources avuilable. A study of the
pUblished materiel which bears, directly or indirectly,
on the Unified Commend discloses the following facts
which, while they do not present any sort of complete
picture, re nevertheless included for the use of a
future investigator.

(a) The Command made periodic reports on operations
to the United Nations. A document containing excerpts
from two of these reports is available ((H.S.) 681.013 (7),
G.H.Q., u.n. and Far East Comd, lfil Int Sec, G.S., "United
Nations Offensive Operations, 15 September - 15 October
1950").

(b) !ll Pearson has referred to conversutions
initiated by the U.S. Government on the Canadian view

•
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about the question of bombing the Chinese air bases in
Manchuria (Department of External Affairs, External
Affairs, May 1951, p. 152). l~ Churchill, on the other
hand, stated in tha British House of Coemons that the
U.N •. Command had no obligation to consult the British
Covernment regarding operations within Korea (Royal
Institute of International Affairs, Chronology of
Internat~onal Events and Documents Su lament to The
Wor 0 ay, Vo III, No. 13, p. 409.

(c) On 6 lfuv 50, Canada expressed misgivings to the
State Department about carrying the cacpaign to the
northern border of Korea. (pura 113 below), but her
representations do not uppear to huve had much effect,

(d) The General llssembly passed resolutions which
were in effect directives to the U.N. Comd. At least
one of these, relatins to the conduct of operations north
of the 38th parallel ("all appropriate steps be taken
to ensure conditions of stability throughout Karaali), was
so general as to permit a great latitude of interpretation
(para 109 below). Also there is some presumptive evidence
indici;lting that resolutions of the General Ass6cbly were
only binding on the U.N. Comd when the U.S. had voted for
them. Mr Pearson, referring to the Indian resolution on
the repatriation of prisoners of \mr (passed in the period
sUbsequent to thut covered by this Report), said: "this
resolution, having been accepted ~ the United States
Government [own italics], now becomes operative in respect
of the Unified Command in Korea" (Externtll Affairs,
December 1952, p. 414)

(e> At least the Canadian and British c0ntingents
had "charters"l1which permitted reference of .:.ertain orders
to higher Canadian or British military authority (paras
104, 181, 231 below).

19. Meanwhile, in Korea, Seoul had fallen on
29 Jun. The North Koreans regrouped after their capture
of the city and launched an attack across the Han river,
which flows through the southern outskirts. Following
the establishment of a bridgehead across the Han, the
enemy forces hesitated, perhaps because the unexpected
collapse of the southern forces had caused success to
outrun their plans, but more probably because of an
announcement, on 30 Jun 50, by the President of the United
States that he had authorized the use in Korea of certain
supporting ground troops of the United States riXcy
(ChrOnOlogy! Supplement to The '/orld To-day, Vol VI,
No. 13, p. 39).

RETREAT TO AND DEFENCE OF 'mE PUSAN PERIMETER
(30 JlJll - 15 SEP 50)*

20. If, during this period. there was initial
uncertainty as to whether the Korean \rer would be
recognized as a matter for police action under the United
Nations, there was equal uncertainty as to'whether the first
practical example of such action would not end in disaster
to the U.N. forces involved. Outnwmbered by an enemy who
was confident of victory, the United Nations forces fought
desperately to save their own lives and, to arrest, for as
long as possible, the progress of the North Korean advance.

*Geographical detail mentioned in this section is
shown in l.\ap 1.
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The following account of the principal developments in
this bitter struggle is based on a summary prepared by the
Directorate of Ifill tary Intelligence ("Korean Handbook ll

,

Chap 1, paras 13 to 25), supplemented by material from
reports of the United Nations Command ((R.S.) 681.013 (D8),
G.H.Q.. J U.U. Comd, l4il lot Sec\ G.B. J IIOne Year 1n Korea,
A SUmmary, 25 Jun 50 - ~5 Jun 51", pp 2 to 6).

21. Following their pause on the Han river,
North Korean forces captured Suwon, fifteen miles south
of SeOUl, and pressed further into South Korea. On 7
JUl} their advance first encountered U.S. Army troops,
units of 24 U.S. Inf Div, whose combat elements had
completed an air move to Korea by 5 Jul. Initially,
this American intervention had little impor~ant effect
on the campaign, since the units employed were under
strength and inexperienced. HO\vever the Republic of
Korea ~rmy, by this time fairly well advanced in its
programme of re-equipment and reorganization into two
corps, was able to offer some assistance, so that the
newborn U.N. forces were at least able to impose delay
on the enemy. They held positions on the Kum river
until the night of 14/15 Jul, and by 18 Jul were bitterly
resisting an enemy att~ck on Taejon.

22. The move on Taejon was part of the North
Koreans' main effort against Taegu and Pusan, directed
along the axis Taejon - Kumchon - Taegu. 24 U.S. Inf
Div, supported by elements of 25 U.S. Inf Div, at first
bore the main weight of the enemy's attack. On 18 Jul
50, the total of U.S. divisions in Korea was increased
to three, when 1 U.S. Cav Div began landing at Pohang-dong
on the east coast 60 miles north of Pusan. Gradually,
as the American divisions were brOUght up to strength
Bnd gained experience, they improved their aoility to
meet the combination of frontal and flanking attacks
charactoxistic of the enemy's tactics, and imposed
greater and greater delays on his advance.

23. In face of this increased U.N. strength,
two North Korean divisions were directed south and east
in a wide outflanking movement Which, being unopposed
except by air, soon created a threat to Pusan. To meet
this threat, troops were quickly withdrawn from the
Kumchon - Taegu axis and deployed to the west of Pusan.
This reduction in U.N. forces covering Taegu, together
with the threat of being outflanked from the south,
forced a more rapid withdrawal on Taegu. By the first
week of AUgust, U.N. forces had retreated to a defensive
perimeter about Pusan, which ran from Chindong-ni, on
the south coast, north along the Naktong river to a point
immediately above ~ffiegwan and thence east to the coast at
Yongdok.

24. In this perimeter, U.S. troops were joined
by 2 U.S. Inf Div and 1st Provisional Marine Brigade.
The reinforcement was needed. On the south coast, the
enemy pushed to within eight olles of Masan before being
.driven back. savage attacks ecross the Naktong south-west
of Taegu and in the area of \laegwan were repUlsed. On
the east coast, the enemy penetrated south to Pohang-dong
along the mountains inland from the sea. These
efforts, however, bled the North Korean army
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white~ and by 15 Sap the forces opposed along the
perimeter appeared to be stalemated.

25. Meanwhile, changes in the commHnd structure
had taken place. On 12 JU1, Eighth United States Army
in Korea (EUSAK) took over COQffiand of U.N. ground forces
in Korea from United States ,~my Forces in Korea (USAFIK)
(Chronology: Supplement to the \wrld To-day, vol VI,
no. 14, p. 461) and on 24 Jul 50, the United Nations
Command was formed, with General of the army Douglas
MacArthur in command ("One Year in Korea", pp 3 and 4).

POLICY OF 'l1iE C,INADIAN GOVERNMENT

26. Canadian policy on the Korean conflict
was clillracterized by an absolute insistence that the
fighting be limited as sharply as possible, and regarded
as a police action under authority of the United Iffitions,
not as a war. In support of this policy, the Government
was prepared to campa1gn vigorously within the United
Nations, and to apply pressure by way of withholding a
Canadian contribution until its wishes had been
substantially met. Although it cannot be claimed that
Canada was solely responsible for the action in Korea
taking the form it did, it can at least be stated that
the outcome conformed very closely to the main line of
Canadian policy.

27. The first official announcement of
Canadian policy on the conflict was made by the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, l~ L.B. Pearson, to the
House of Commons on 26 Jun 50, when, in reply to a
question, he asserted that the Korean War had not made
the Government more favourably disposed to the setting-up
of a Pacific defence council (House of Commons Debates,
26 Jun 50, p. 4117). Later, when the Prime l,jJ.nister,
l~ L.S. St Laurent revealed the Government's attitude
to the Korean COnflict, it became plain that Canadian
policy logically excluded participation in a Pacific
defence pact, at least as far as conduct of the operations
in Korea was concerned. In his statement, the Prime
'Moister made a careful distinction between police action
and war against any state, and indicated that the sltuaticn
in Korea would be best met by police action under the
United Nations .

••• Our responsibility in this metter
arises entirely from our membership in the
United lfutions and from our support of the
resolution of the security council passed on
Tuesday last ••.•

*This is the view of the sources quoted, but the
possibility must not be overlooked that the lfurth
Koreans replaced some proportion of their good troops,
before the Inchon landing,~ith conscripts raised locally,
and withdrew the good troops well north. Available
reports on the interrogation of prisoners taken by the
U.N. forces after the Inchon landing indicate that a .
proportion of these were South Koreans who had been
forced into the N.K.P.A. in August or shortly before.
AlSO, the surprising resurgence of the N.K.P.a. in
December of 1950 indicates that some troops escaped the
Inchon trap or had been withdrawn before it was sprung.
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Any participation by Cnnada in carrying
out the foregoing resolution - and I ~i~h to
emphasize this strongly - would ·not b~ :.a=ti··
cipation in wur against any state. It ho~ld

be our part in collective police dcti~r. undc
the control and authority of the United Kat~onn

for the purpose of restoring peace to an area
where an aggression had occurred .•. It is only
in such circumstunces that this country would
be involved in uction of this kind .

... r would add, however, that if we are
informed that u Canadian contribution to aid
United Nations oportitions, under a Unitec
Nutions cor~nder, would be important to achieve
the ends of peace •.• tho government •..would
immediutely consider making such a contribution.

(Ibid, 30 Jun 50, p. 4459)

28. On 31 lIug 50, the Secretary of State for
External J\.ffoirs told the house of Comm.ons ubout Canada's
part 1n the discussions preceding the resolution ~~ich

established the Unified Command .

•.. • three dtiys ufter the security council
resolution [of 27 Jun~50], it was announced
1n this place that three Canudian dest~oyers

would move at once into western Pacific W.lter.J
where •.• they might be of ussist~nco to the
United Ndtions in Korea.

vlhile they were moving toward the scene
of United Nations operations, almo~~ continuous
discussions were held in new York c,....ld elsewhere
as to the way in which the United ~ations

forces should be organized. The representatives
of Canada participated actively in these dis
cussions with a vie\~ to making ::lure that th:'s
was to be a genuine United Nations operation
under a unified command v~hich vJOuld receive
authori ty from the United l~ations. He consi-:'~reJ.

this to be no academic matter, but to be a ,cry
important principle and one which should be
established in a way wh:ch would be not only
satisfactory for the present but a valuable
precedent for the future. This was done wher.
the security council passed an additional
resolution on July 7 establishing a unified
command and reouesting the United States to
designate a commander of such United Nations
forces as might be made available. \Ie welcomed
this resolution because it established the
United letlons character of the operations in
Y.:orea without limiting unduly the military
authority which any commander must have if he
is to be successful.

After that resolution was passed, the three
Canadian destroyers ...were made available on
July 12 to the United Nations unified comma~1•.•

(Ibid, 31 Aug 50, p. 93)
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29.
explained
neeossi ty

Later in the same speech, htr Pearson
the strong views held by the Government on the
of limiting the area affected by the conflict.

I would like to emphasize also that it is
not the purpose of this government to support
any course of policy which will extend the
scope of the present conflict in Korea ...•

This attitude ... ls the only sensible onei
first, because we should do everything we can
to minimize the risk of a world-wide war;
secondly, beceuse we think that it is vitally
important that the high degree of unanimity
which hes been obtained in the United Nations
in condemning the aggression against Korea
should be preserved, and third, because we
should maintain close co-oporation between
the free countries of Asia and the western
world ... . \ie have ... been disturbed by state
monts that seem in our minds to confuse the
defence of Korea, which has been assumed by the
United Nations, with the defence of Formosa,
which has not .•.• So far as this government
is concerned, we arc concerned solely with
carrying out our United I~tions obligations in
Korea or elsewhere. These obligations do not,
as I understand them, ... include anything that
can be interpreted as the restoration of the
nationalist Chinese governmont to the main
land of China, or an intervention in Fornosa.

(Ibid, 31 AUg 50, pp 95 and 96)

30. The question of Canadian aid ~n Korea was
first raised in the form of a request by a senior official
of tile Secretariat of the United Nations that Canada
provide two military observers for service with the
United Nations Commission in Korea. Canada agreed to
do this (Ibid, 29 Jun 50, p. 4384) and selected Lt-Col
F.E. Ilhite D.S.O. and \I/C 1I. l.lalkin D.F.C., A.F.C. (The
Ottawa Citizen, 1 Jul 50, p. 1). Hcr first contribution
of armed forces was the placing of three destroyers at the
disposal of the Unified Command, as described by the
Secretary of State for External Affairs in the passage
quoted above (para 28). It is worth noting that the
timing of this action, and the organization of the
material in the Secretary's remarks on the subject clearly
suggest that Canada withheld her contribution until she
was sure that a genuine United Nations operation was
in prospect. In this respect, her practice differed from
that of some other Commonwealth countries. On 28 Jun the
British Goverrnaent announced that it had decided to place
its navul forces in Japanese wuters at the disposal of
the U.S. to operate on behalf of the Security Council
(ChronOlOgy: Supplement to The \mrld Today, Vol VI,
lID. 13, p. 418). Australiu had sent u squadron of
transport ~ircraft to Koreu, and placed the n.A.~.F.

Mustung fighter squadron in Jupan, us Hell as two naval
vessels then in Jupunese waters, ut the disposal of the
United Nations by 30 Jun. (ibid, p. 407)

31. On 14 Jul 14r Trygvio Lie, the Secretary-
Generul of tho United Nations, requested the Canadian
government to examine its capJcity to provide an
increased volume of combat forces, particularly ground
forces, for service in Korea. Announcing the result of
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the Cabinetts consideration of this request, the Prime
Mini ster said:

•••Having in mind the other obligations
for the employment of Canadian ground forces,
the Cabinet has reached the conclusion that the
despatch, at this stage, of existing first line
elements of the Canadian rlXmy to the Korean
theatre would not be warranted. However, with
a view to strengthening the Canedian Army to
meet future require~ents the Cabinet has
authorized recruiting above present ceilings and
the acceleration of other aspects of the Army
programme. Should a decision be teken by the
Security Council of the United Nations to
recruit an international force for service,
under the U.. N. Commander, in Korea, the
Canadian Government will give immediate con
sideration to ¥anadian pertieipation in such
an undertaking...•

It has been indicated to tha Government
that transport by air is an immediate need.
The Government has, therefore, decided to
provide at once a long,range RCAF transport
squadron for service in the Pacifio airlift ••••

(External ~ffairs, August 1950,
pp 293 and 295)

32. AS a result of this deoision, No. 426
(Transport) Squadron R.C.h.F. was ordered to operate
with the U.S. Military ~ir Transport Service. On 25 Jul
the squadron moved from Dorval to looChord Air Force Base
near Tacoma in llashington, and within 36 hours had
despatched planes to Tokyo. ((H.S.) 180.013 (Dl),
"RCAF in Korean liar, 19 Jul 50 to 23 Jun 51", 8 Nov 51)

33. Eighteen days passed before eny announce-
ment w~s made further to the Prime Minister's statement of
19 Jul.. During this period, a storm of editorial protest
develo~ed against the government's alleged inactivity
( (H.S.) 000.5009 (D3), "Korean iiar, Editoriels", August
1950), while in Korea the United Nations forces appeared
to move daily nearor to complete dofeat. Finally, on
? Aug, the Prime Minister announcod the decision to
recruit the Canadian J\.rmy Speci~l Force ..- .... Since our wartime forces were demobi

lized we have not attempted to maintain, in the
Canadian Army, a fully trained expeditionary'
force available for immediate action outside
Oanada.

~k wanted to get the best value we could
for the Canadian taxpayer's defence dollars;
ahd for the army, the first requirements were
for our immediate territoriel d~fenoe and for
a baeic training establiehment. lie have

~This sentenoe appears to suggest that there was a
secone reuson" other than that given in the first sentence,
for Canaaa's decision not to send ground troops to Korea.
If this be so, the second reason is not developed in any
subsequent official statement made within the period
coverea by this Report,
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developed an air-borne brigade group highly
trained for operations in the North and de
signed to share in the immediate protection of
this continent. Ue have also maintained an
establishment for the rapid expansion of t~e

Canadian Army in the event of a general war~

But, at this time, we have no expeditionary
·force in being. MOreover, before the aggres
sion in Korea, no definite plans existed for
the creation of a United Nations force .••.

...The Government has therefore authorized
the recruitment of an additional army brigade
which is beginning on iiednesday. 'llhia brigade
will be known as the Canadian Army Special
Force Bnd it will be specially trained Bnd
equipped to be available for use in carrying out
Canada's obligations under the United Nations
charter or the North atlantic Pact. Naturally,
this brigade will, SUbject ~o the approval of
Parliament, be available for service in Korea
as part of United Nations forces, if it can be
most effectively used in that way when it is
ready for service. The way in which it could
be usod in the United Nations force is being
discussed with the unified co~~and~

For this new brigade the army wants youn~
men, physically fit, mentally alert, sing2e
or married, particularly just as many veterans
of the Secom \iorld ",iar as possible. Tha
brigade Will, of course, include ir.fantry,
artillery and otller elements. The bfantry
units will be organized as second ~qttalions

of the Royal Canadian Regiment, of ~he Prin
cess Patricia's and the Royal 22nd. The
association of the ae\') brigade -Nith these his
toric regiments will have numerous advantagas ..•

((H.S.) 000.4013 (D3), "Taxt of Radio Address
by Prime Minister:t, 7 Aug 50 in Hontreal
Gazette, 8 Aug 50) ---

THE CdmDIaN aN elY SPEC I,lL FORC]; IN CANJ\DA

(7 AUG TO 22 NOV 50)

34. The raising of the Special Force was an
historic event on two counts. I~ the first place J the
Force was formed lias a part of the Canadian Army l\.cti ve
Force" (P.C. 3860, 7 Aug 50). Since the Active Force is
the Army component of the Regular Forces of Canada
(o...R.(Arroy) 2.02), units of' the Special Force were regular
units. Thus the raising of the Special Force represented
an increase in Cantlda' s regular army units \/i thout
parallel in her peacetime history.* In the second place,

*It Is necessary, in ~ppreciuting the importance of
this development, to distinguish between wartime expansion,
which has usually taken the form of a llfield force;; whose
life is limited to the dur~tion of the war or emergency,
and expansion of the regUlar forces which, in co~~n

custom, is taken to represent a r.or~ permanent increase.
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the forco was raised as an expeditionary force, to be
sent wherever North Atlantic Tree ty Organization (Il.A. T. 0.)
or United Ilations commitments required it to be sent.
I/hile Canada had raised large expeditionary forces for
service overseas in wartime, she had never in her history
maintained a formation abroad in peacetime. A special
importanco attaches to the raising of the Special Force,
as an unprecedented expansion of Canadian regular ground
forcos, and the story is conseQuently presented in some
detail in this portion of the Report.

Formation

35. In his address of 7 ~ug 50 the Prime
Minister explained at Bome length why it was that Canadian
defence planning had not provided for an expeditionary
force in being. Later, the Secretary of State for External
Affairs gave a further statement on tho subject.

Canadian defence policy, therefore, until
June of this year, had been based on the con
cept of providing a small, highly-skilled
regular army, charged with responsibility of
doing its immediate share of Ilorth American
defence, especially in the Arctic, and designed
to be capable of rupid expansion in the event
of a general war which might require Canada
to be defended outside of Canada. The
furnishing to the United Nations on short
notice of expeditionary forces capable of
quick deployment in distant areas ••. had not ..•
entered into our planning ...•

(House of Commons Debates, 31 Aug 50,
p. 94)

36. Initially, however, it was considered that
the Active Force might have to becoQe an expeditionary
force, since it was the only source available for any
contribution of ground troops which might be made by
Canada to the United Nations Command ("C.G.S. Daily
Diary - Extrabts Concerning the Cenadian Army Speqial
Force", p.l (C.G.S. Historicall:ecord, 11 Jul tp 18 Nov 50
held by E.O. lUst)). Accordingly the C.G.S., Lt-Gen
C. Foulkes, C.B., C.B.E., 0.8.0., requested the Minister
to obtain Cabinet approval to raising the ceiling of the
Active Forco for recruiting purposes (ibid), and this
approval was granted (para 33 above). ----

37. While this submission was working its way
up to the Cabinet, a chungo in thinking took place. On
17 JU1, ut a special meeting of the Chiefs of Staff
Commdttee, the C.G.8. suggested recruiting a special
Koroan force. He stuted that he anticipated no manpower
problem, and thut a force specially enlisted for service
in Korou could be provided almost us quickly as one based
on the Active Force. Jl further advantage of this proposal
was that it \~uld leavo the I~bile Striking Force intact
for tho defence of Canada (ibid, p. 2). The C.G.S.
subsequently discussed his proposal with the hlinister,
Mr Brooke Claxton, and gained the impression that any
Canadiun contribution would be restricted to a battalion
group (ibid, p.3).

38. By 1 Aug the ideu of Canada's contribution
taking the form of a special force appears to have been
accepted, for General Foulkes was submitting detailed
proposals about such a force. The detail submitted
involved a force of approximutely brigade strength,
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organized to operate within a Commonwealth division,
and specially recruited by voluntary enlistment. It
was not to contain existing Active or Reserve Force
units, but might cont~ln personnel from both these
components of the Canadian Army (ibid, p. 4, ond Appx "C",
C.G.S. to 14.N.D., 1 llUg 50).

39. Available records do not show the exact
time when it was decided to recruit a force for service
abroad, although the decision was probably taken during
tho eighteen days which intervened between the Prime
Minister's announcements of 19 Jul and 7 Aug. \ihat is
more important, from the point of view of this narrative,
is that decisions ubout details, on which a recruiting
campaign could be based, were not reuched until 7 Aug,
in a meeting between the tfinister, the Adjutant-General,
J.!aj-Gen 1I.Il.S. l.!acklin, C.D.E., with a Staff Officer, and (
the Judge advocate General, Brig~dier W.J. Lawson. These
decisions were approved by the Cabinet on the same day,
and the Army had, for the first tiQe, a detailed direction
as to wh~t was to be done. ( ltDaily Journal of Events,
D Org" , 7 Aug 50 (,".G. Br!Ulch Historical Record, August
1950 - held by E.O. Jiist»)

40. Legal authority for the raising of the
Force and its designation as the Canadian Army Special
Force, as well as for the period of engagement of 18 I
months, was provided by P.C. 3860, issued on 7 Aug 50
and effective the same day. Eighteen months had been
set dS the term of service since lithe Axmy would not wish
to retain the 'soldier of fortune' type of personnel on
a long term basis~' (ItExtracts from C.G.S. Daily Diary'i,
p. 4), the intontion being to disband the Force "after
the crisisu ("ii.G. lUst necord ll

, AU~ust 1950, Appx "A-13 11
,

Tel A.G. 1619, ~.G. to Comds and Areas, undated). Since
the Order in Council established the Special Force lias a
part of the Cfinadian Army ~l.ctive Force", units of the
Force had the status of units of the regUlar p~ound forces,
a status which, in custom, usually denotes some measure
of per~nence in the existence of the units concerned.
The A.~ stetement, which no doubt reflected the thouBht
of the lunister of National Defence and of his colleagues
in the Cabinet, would seem to indicate that the Government
regarded the expansion in the nwmber of regUlar units as
temporary only, to be ended \lhen need for the extra troops
had passed. In view of ~his attitude, it is not easy to
see why the Government placed the Special Force in the Active
Force, instead of in an lIac tive service forcel! whose life

would have been generally understood to be limited. One
immediate practical reason for the Government's action,
of courso, is the fact that the terms of the National
Defence ~ct (N.D.~.) then in effect authorized the
formation of "an active service force" only in an emergency,
and the existence of a state of emergency had not been
declared nor, &pparently, \las such a declaration planned.
This, however, WflS not an absolute bar to action, since
it would have been quite possible to have called an
emergency session of the House of COl:lLD.ons and passed an
amendment to the Act broadening the conditions on which
!Ian active service rorce lt could be raised. Such an wnendment
was' in fact, passed in 8epteaber, in The Canadian Forces
Act of 1950. In the absence of any positive information,
one can only speCUlate that there may have been some
reason for giying an outward semblance of permanence to
an expansion which, at the time, was taken to be temporary.
Alternatively, there may have been such urgent reasons
for haste in forming the Special Force that the delay
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involved in aJ:lending the U.D ...\-. could not be accepted;
or such wnend!1ent oight not, at that time, have been
considered politically feasible.

41. Thus, in h&ste and confusion, was the
Special Force born, the Cinderella of the Active Force
family. as will bocome apparent, however, those who
regarded th~ Force as a mere teQporary expedient
required to dischargo a transitory obligation to send
troops abroad, seriously misjudRed the nature and power
of the influonces at work on Canada and on her armed
forces. h continuing and increasing reqUirement for
troops abroad, to which no end could be foreseen, forced
important changes in the role of the Rogular Forces of
Canada, and on the status of the Special Force. In
slightly less than two ye~rs, units of the Special Force
had been elevated to a position of equality with those
of tho .u.ctive Forco consistent with the farmer's existinglBgal
position, and had replaced the latter at their home stations
in Can~da. Meanwhile the Active Force units, designated
as elements of a "special force", hud taken over positions
in Korea.

Recruiting

42. Hecruiting for the Special Force began
on \fednesday 9 I\ug 50. (para 33 "bove). One day only
intervened between the Prime Minister's ~nnouncement and
the start of the c~mpaign. The records available do not
show any reuson for this haste, but they do show some
important reSUlts, most of which might have been avoided
had the announcement Hnd recruiting boen deferred until
the Army had had a chance to prepare for what proved to
be a difficult task. It is no exaggeration t> say that the
recruiting of the Special Force, because of the way in
which it was done, affected the character of the Force
more than any other single influence which bore on it.
For this reasoD, the record given here of the recruiting
phase has been made as detailed as available sources
permit •

43. In the first place, Commands and areas
had had little advance warninh to enable them to acquire
adequate buildings for the reception, messing and
aocommodation of recrUits, or to arrange the necessary
supplementing of medical, personnel selection and
clerical stuffs of the personnel depots. The .n.djutant
General had authorized depot staffs to be augmented
"the moment it becomes apparent that depots are being
overworked" (ibid: Appx till 2", A.G. to t.1.N".D., 2 aug 50,
para 5). but successful operation of this systom depended
on early warning. Grasp of this fact may have influenced
the St~ff Officers who, on 4 hug, prepared a warning
order for t\~ of the Commands. This order was passed
by the A.G. to the C.G.S., but it was "considered
inadvisable to implement such a move therefore Telegram
A.G. 1606 d(4 hUg 50 was destroyed" (ibid: "Daily
Journal of Events: Office of the A.G:-n-;-4 AUg 50). The
oircumstances surrounding th~ destruction of this wire
would appear to establish definitely that Commands had not
been warned prior to,and including, 4 aug. Next day,
envelopes containing mobilization instructions, enlistment
policy and documentation instructions wore sent to Commands,
to be opened on receipt of the code word "LOTUS" (ibid,
"Daily Journal of Events, D Org". 6 Au~ 50);. Receipts
for the documents are on JI.Q.s.2730-151/25. vol 2. On
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? AUg, copies of tho radio address which the Prime
Alinlster was to doliver that evening were sent to Commands,
and "LOTUS" was notified (ibid, 7 Aug 50).

44. Following receipt of this warning order,
and while they were in the midst of hurried preparations,
local staffs had their difficulties further increased by
receipt of important amendments and additions to the
information they had received in the L~US envelopes.
It 1s not necessary to tabulate here the various letters
and signal mess~ges which spreAd some conception of the
regulations affecting the recruiting thrOUgh Commands
and Areas, sinco they arc re~dily available in the
Historical Record of the hdjutant-General's Branch (ibid:
ItDaily Journals of Events for Offices of A..G., D. Org,
D. l\dm, D. Pay", 5 to 31 AUg 50; olso Appx ;la 13", "Gil
and IIFIl). One of the more spectacular examples of delayed
transmission of information is to be found in the fact
that the French translation of the supplementary declaration
on attestation, without which applicants could not be
legally enlisted, was sent out at 2010 hrs, 12 Aug 50
(i!!!E.: Appx "C", Tel Org 331, D. Org to Comds, Areas,
Pers Depots, 12 2010 AUg 50). The Minister of National
Defence hud the opportunity of observing some results
of this method of promUlgating orders during the second
day of recruiting in Toronto, when "talking to a man
carr~ing his blankets I found that he was leaving for
home because he was not going to receive a marriage
allowance although he wus t,~enty-t\\lo, which under the
regular pay and allowance regulations would prevent his
receiving marriago nllowance~ There was another case with
him. I told Colonel Vipond that he should have
communicated with Army Headquarters, Ottawa." (H.Q~S.

2730-151/25, vol 3: II. N.D. to C.G.S. and h.G., 11 Aug 50).
At 2010 hrs, 11 AUg 50, the A.G. sent the following
mess~ge respecting payment of marriage ~llowance:

TEE HEGULi,TION \,liICIl FORBIDS PAYMENT OF
lWlRIED ALLO' ""mE 'ro SOLDIEHS UNDER T'IENTY
TIiREE IS BEING ,J,IEIIDED IN HBSPECT OF lJEMBERS
OF TliE SPECIhL FORCE :fi;Q \JILL BB ELIGIBLE FOR
lW"tRIED hLLO~i,u~E S'roP BNSUHB ,lLL \iF.0 hRE
JJJVISING '.??LIC,u1J'S KilO.. 'll:IS

(!IA.G. liist I.ecord ll
, August 1950:

Appx "A 13", Tel A.G. 1633, A.G. to
Comds etc, 11 2010 Aug 50)

45. The principal regulations affecting officers
and men of the Special Force, as far as they. had been
determined by the end of AUgust, wore summarized for the
Minister by the Adjutant-Generel us follows:

LeBal Position: By uuthority of this P.C. [3860] the
Cnnadi~n nrmy Special Force is ostablished
as ptlrt of the C~nftdian ~rmy Active Force
and therefore personnel enrolled therein are
members of the Active Force to all intents
and purposes subject to the limitation as to
term of service contained in the P.C. which
provides:

*It would be intoresting to know how this ~n came
to be issued with blankets before being enlisted or, if
he had been enlisted, how he thought it possible to
"go home II •
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(a) iJith respect· to men enrolled for service 
term of service shdll bo for 18 months or for
such further period ~s ~y be required in
consequence of nny action undertaken by Canada
pursuant to un Intcrnhtionul agreement or
whore the term of service expires during an
emergency or within one year of the expiration
thereof.

(b) llith respect to officers appointed for
service - appointment 1s under clear under
standing that it is for same period uS is
described with respect to men enrolled for
service.

Administrdtive Position: By reuson of limitations placed
on term of service ~nd by reason of special
natures of the duties to be performed by the
Speeihl Force, it is intended that certain
benefits arc to uccrue to porsonnel thereof
and certain limitations havo been or will be
placed on the upplication of regulations
pertaining to U!e Active Force generully.
These ,include, inter alia:

(a) Applicution to personnel enrolled in the
Special Force of benefits under the Veterans
Ch~rter us extended by Parliament, including
Pension Act.*

(b) Enlistment standards have been lowered
with respect to men enrolling in Special Force.

(i) Age requirenent raised to 35 except in
c~se of tradesmen when age may be up
to 45.

(ii) "M" Test requirement reduced to 90
except in case of trl:ldesmen when score
must be 115.

(iii) Restriction on enrolment of married
cen is reooved.

(c) With respect to Pay and Allowances certain
speci~l regUlations dre to apply:

(i) No deduction of contributions under the
Military Pension Act.

(ii) Age restriction with respect placing on
married roll and consequent payment of
Marriage Allownnce is suspended. It
will be noted that Special Force
personnel ure also entitled to separated
family ullawunce on suoe basis 8S any
member of the Active Force.

(iii) Compulsory assignment of pay is
required to us sure adequate maintenance

*Thesebenefits were not completely defined until
much later, in P.C. 5412 of 8 !lov 50..
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of dependents. The amount of this
assignment is fixed at total of
allowances (Marriage or Separated
Family) plus up to a maximum of 15 days
pay.*

(d) Personnel of Special Force ara not allowed
to move dependents at government expense.
Married quarters are not provided for them
nor is it intended to pay for the education
of thair children.

(e) Special leave regulations will be required
for them by reason of the special nature of
their servic e.

(f) Outfit allO\lanc e will not be payable to
officers and warrant officers Class I as it
is intended that they TIlll receive free
issue of clothing and equipment, from Q.M.
Stores.

("A. G. Elst Record", August 1950 J

Appx "A 8", A.G. to II.n.D., 30 Aug 50.)

46. During the first days of the recruiting
campaign, great nwmbers of appllc~nts for enlistment
flocked to the personnel depots. 1650 were interviewed
at the Ottawa depot during AUgust (ibid, para l2(e)).
697 men reported to the depot in Toronto on 9 Aug 50,
432 the next day. The situation 'in Montreal was similar
(ibid, September 1950: Appx "A-6", "Army Enlistment,
August 1950. Report by the Op Research Gp, D.R.B.",
para 16). The depots, faced with this flood of volunteers
and handicapped by the circumstances outline( in the
immediately preceding paragraphs, proved incapable of
enlisting applicants fast enough. On 11 AUg the IUnister
of National Defence, who had visited tho personnel depot
in Toronto on the previous d~y, made several suggestions
to the e.G.B. and the A.G. about means of accelerating the
process of recruiting (H.~.S. 2730 -151/25, vol 3, M.N.D.
to C.G.S. and A.G., 11 Aug 50). On 12 Aug 50, the A.G.
issued the following order:

PARA T,IO I ,IISH IT TO BE UNDERSTOOD Tli;;T APPLICANTS
ARE TO BE PROCESSED AND ATTESTED IN ONE DAY OR
LESS liliD 1l0T IN 'I'HREE OR FOUR DAYS 1<S SEEMS TO
BE THE CASE NQ;i STOP COIlMiUIDS filID ~S I.RE TO
PUT THIS RECRUITING INTO TOP PRIORITY AlID DEVOTE
lliE RESOURCES TO IT REQ,UIRED TO GET HEN ATTESTED
AS TliEY: ,U'PLY STOP •••

PARA FOUR I REPEAT THaT \ll!1<T IS I.ANTED IS SIGNATURES
011 THE "TTESTaTION FORti STOP TIlE REFIllEl.lENTS
OF OOCm.n::llT"TION CAN \TaIT AllD IF NECESSARY
COIa.lll.llDS CAN ORG,JlIZE DOCUMENTATION TEAMS AND
CLEAN UP THE JOB IN TEE CAlJPS

("A.G. Hist Hecord", August 1950:
Appx "A 13" I Tel A.G. 1635, A.G. to
Comds, 12 lblO Aug 50)

•*The Minister was not empo~red to
assignments.until 15 Aug 50 (P.C. 3972,

order compulsory
15 Aug 50).
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"In obediance to a detailed order wliich had preceded this
message (g2id: Appx "Gil, Tel Org 310, D. Org to Comds
etc, 111 5 Aug 50), documentation and interviews by
p~rsonnel selection officers were reduced drastically
in length, and the recruits poured through the depots.

471 On 18 Aug the C.G.S. reported to the
Cabinet that the Special Force was virtually recruited to
strength. He recommended that enlistment continue until
sufficient reinforcements for twelve months had been
recruited. The Cabinet accepted his recommendation and
authorized the recruiting of 9979 all ranks for the Force
("Extracts from C.G.S. Daily Diary", p. 6). The
personnel depots were accordingly advised not to stop
recruiting in any category ("A .G. Iiist Record ll

J August
1950: "ppx "h 13", Tel A.G. 1675, A.G. to Comds etc, 19
Aug 50) and orders were issued providing for the concen
tration of surplus men in PetawaW6, where they were to be
held in special companies of the reinforcement group (ibid,
Appx "C", Tel Org 455, D. Org to Comds etc, 19 AUg 50).'

48. Then, on 22 J\.ug, came the railway strike.
Commands and areas were made responsible for the adminis
tration of soldiers enlisted or stranded within their
boundaries. Quebec Command was ordered to arrange road
transport for recruits destined for Petawawa (ibid: Appx
"C", Tel Org 433, D.Org to Comds etc, 19 Aug 5or:- Eastern
Command planned to provide air transport to Uplands
Airport, from which point soldiers could travel to
Petawliwa by bus (ibid, tlDaily Journal of Events: D. Orgll ,

22 hUg 50). Under the cOQbined effects of the rail
strike and the plan for disposition of surplus personnel,
the concentration in PetawBwa soon assumed formidable
proportions.*

49. The peak of the flood passed rather quickly.
On 23 AUg recruiting was limited to quotas, (ibid, Tel
A.G. 1647, A.G. to Comds etc, 23 AUg 50) although the
number still at depots or in transit maintained the flow
to units for some time after recruiting was limited··.
On 25 AUg 50 it was judged that the volume of recruiting
hed fallen off to the point where depots might be permitted
to remain closed on Sunduy (ibid: Appx "C", Tel Org 514,
D. Org to Comds etc, 25 "ug~ .

50. There is no precise quantitative data on
which to base a description of the situation which existed
when the first rush of recruitinn had passed, but the
following general description can be justified.
"pproxinately 8000 soldiers had enlisted (ibid: Appx
liE 16", llStrength of C.~hS.F. Units neported by \lire ll ,

26 Aug 50).' These recruits were at depots, in transit
or gathered in what umounted to collecting points in

*There is no record of its exact strength, but a
member of the staff estimated that there were at least
4500 men in this group at one time (P..Q.S. 1454 - 151/25,
"Hist Records Bod Diaries: 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gpl., vol 3:
IIPersontil Recollections of PetawaWB, Maj J.W.F. Bryann ,

25 Aug 52.)

"Cf "Strength of C.A.S.F. Units Reported by Ilire",
a daily report by the Director of Army Personnel on
enlistment (Ibid l "ugust 1950: "ppx "E 16" and September
1950, Appx "l5='I")
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Chilliwaok, Shilo\ Calgary, Camp Borden, Barriefield,
Petawawa and Valcartler, the l~rgest group being in
Petawawa (para 47 above and para 65 below). Medioal
examination of these soldiers had been hasty, dnd men
of low oategory had been enlisted. es the Department of
VeterHDs Affairs discovered when it begun to examine its
files. (ibid. September 1950: Appx "A-3". A.G. to l.I.N.D••
22 Sep 50r;--Other recruits had boen lost altogether.
sinca they had been posted from the personnel depots to
units which had not yet been formed (paras 52 to 57 below)
or to newly-formod units Which, lacking the necessary.
administrative stuff, further attached" them to units of
the Active Force (ibid, September 1950. para 5(i)).
Documentation wus Incomplete, (pura 46 above) and in some
cases erroneous. In Quebec Command, for example, it was
discovered that 1400 recruits hHd been "taken into the
Army" without having been uttested (ibid, September 1950.
para 4 (a)). -

51. On 28 Aug 50. ordars were issued for e
sorting of the Force. Medical categories were to be
checked, documentation completed and allocation to units
oonfirmed or changed. 16 Sep was set as deadline for
completion of this task (ibid. August 1950: Appx "c"
Tel Org 530, D. Org to CoiiiCISetc. 28 Aug 50). but it was,
in fact, only nearly completed by the third week of
October (H.~.S. 2730 - 151/25. vol 3, Tel Org 818. D Org
to Comds etc, 22 Oct 50), and orders were issued as late
as 15 Nov 50 on the necessity of expediting discharge of
medically unfits (D.H.S. 9~24-1. "25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp
(C.A.S.F.)-General (!.liscellaneous Material)", vol 1. Tel
A.G. 1702. A.G. to Comds etc, 15 I~v 50. By the end of
l~rch 1951, when the Force was sorted out and on the eve
of sailing for Korea. 2099 had left the army, through
discharge. desertion or death. It should be noted that.
since total enlistments at this time stood at 10.208
("A.G. Eist Record ll

, March 195': Appx "D_2:1, I1Strs as
of 1700 brs, 31 Mar 51"). the Force had roughly maintained
itself at the effective strength of 8000 (para 50 above)
which it reached during the first three weeks of recruiting.

Order of Battle

52. The development of the Order of Battle of
the Special Force went forward with the recruiting. On
8 Aug 50, in a telecommunication conference with G.O.Cs.
which had been substituted for a conference in Ottawa
("A.G. Ilist Record". August 1950: "Daily Journal of Events:
Office of the A.G.". 5 and 7 JWg 50). the C.G.S. named
the types of units which were proposed for inclusion in
the Force. These were a headquarters, a defence platoon,
three infantry battalions, a field regiment, a field
ambulance. an infantry workshop plus light aid detachments
and a transport company. In addition, an anti-tank
battery, a field squadron of engineers and a signal
section were to be raised from the Active Force, although
recruiting of trained tradesmen for these units was
authorized ("Extracts from e.G.s. Daily Diaryll, p. 5 and
Appx "F"). In a submission to the Minister dated 11 Aug
50, General Foulkes requested authority to form these
units plUS a reinforcement group and an administrative unit,
and the Minister approved the submission (H.~.S. 2001-151/25,
"Org and Adm. 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp". vol 1: C.G.S. to M.N.D ••
11 Aug 50, T.D; 2) •
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53. . SUbse~uentlYJ the decision to include Active
Force units in the Force was reversed.* In a submission
to the Minister datod 14 RUg 50, the C.G.S. requosted
authority to form an armoured squadron. an independent
field squ~dron and a signal troop, in addition to certain
miscellaneous units. The Minister approved on 17 Aug
(ibid: e.G.s. to n.N.D., 14 Aug 50, T.D. 4). A sidelight
on the time allowed those concerned in the operation to
prepare for this change of policy is contained in the
record that, on 11 aug, a verbal message from the Director
of army Personnel was the first notification received by
the Director of Signals that R.e. Sigs recruiting would
commence. On 14 ~ug the first recruits arrived at the
Royal Canadian School of Signals ("G. S. Branch: Historical
Record: C.Jl..S.F.", August 1950 (held by E.O. Hist): "ppx
llA-ll" , liD 8igs lIist Record, 25 JUD to 18 AUg 50. tl

)

54. On 12 Sep the C.G.S. proposed the formation
of an ordnance compuny, a public relations unit and an
historical detachment. The tlinister, however, objected
to the formation of the public relations unit and the
historical detachment as separate units, suggesting that
they be attached to the brigade staff (H.Q.S. 2001 - 151/25,
vol 1: C.G.S. to I.I.N.D., 12 Sep 50, I.I.N.D. to e.G.s.,
14 Sep 50, T.D. 8). On 19 Sep, an amended submission
proposed formation of the ordnance company and the public
relations unit, this latter on the grounds that the unit
would huve to operate independently. It was agreed that
the historicul section could be dttached as an increment
to the brigade staff. The Minister still objected,
considering thdt the overhead was apt to be too high,
but finally signed the draft General Order on 29 Sep
(ibid: C.G.S. to M.N.D., 19 Sep 50, B.F. by M.N.D.,
unduted, T.D. 8).

55. On the same d~y, he signed two other draft
Generdl Orders, authorizing formation of additional
miscellaneous units for movement control, postal services,
ordnance liaison, repair und recovery. In addition, the
Orders authorized formation of the medical units necessary
to form dO udvanced surgical unit, since the U.S. Army
hud indicated thut it could not provide Canadians with
facilities for surGery in forw~rd ureas (ibid: e.G.s. to
M.N.D., 25 Sep 50, T.D. 11 and 12).

56. Submissions on and prior to 19 Sep had
requested ~uthority to form units in the part of the
Active Force designated us the Canadiun army Special Force.
The draft General Order which accompanied the submission,
however, authorized emboniment in the Canddlan iUmy Active
Force. As u result of this usage in the General Orders,
units forned were Jlctive Force units, not embodied in a
"special force II within the terms of paragraph 7 of The
Canadian Forces Act of 1950. These terms require
designation of units forming a "special force", in order
that their members may qualify for benefits under the
Veteran's Charter. To correct this condition, a submission
was prepared for ministerial authority to embody these
units in a "special force". This submission was approved
by the lllnister on 12 Oct 50, (i2!£: D. Org to h.G., Jl..G.
to M.N.D., 30 Sep 50, T.D. 13) approval being reflected
in publication of a new Canadian army Order which cancelled

*110 reason for this change is apparent in the sources
available.
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previous orders affecting the formation of these uotts, and
embodied the unite in the Special Force. (Supplements to
C.A.Os., Issue No. 210 of 1950, C.A.O. 110-2, para 2)

57. By 20 Oct, formation of nearly all of the
major units of the Canadian Army Special Force had been
authorized. A few other units were formed later, it 1s true,
to meet special conditions of service in Korea and Japan (para
102 below). or to take care of reinforcements (paras 83 to 86
below). However all major units in the group formed to take
care of reinforcements were left in Canada (para 102 below).
It is therefore correct to· say that the Special Force units
which sailed as part of 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp had nearly all been
authorized by 20 Oct, and that the Order of Battle of the
Special Force as of that date, which is attached as Appendix
"A", is sUbstantially the Order of Battle of 25 Cdn Inf Bde
Gp.~ .

Command of the Force and Selection of Officers

58. Brigadier John M. Rockingham G.B.E., D.S.O. was
posted to H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Ede as Commander, his appointment
being made effective on 2 Aug 50 (Supplements to C.A.Os., Issue
No. 200 of 1950, p. 8)~ The new Commander had won his rank
during the Second World War, when he commanded 9 Cdn Inf Bde -
the "Highland ·Brigade" - dUring the Nar!lllI1dy o....~. After the
WBr in Europe, he returned to c~vl1 life in Victoria as an
official of the British Columbia Electric Railway Comryany. At
the same time he carried on his military activities ae
commander of a brigade of the Reserve Force (15 Cdn In! Bde)
in Vancouver. (P.N. 50 - 50, "Immediate Release, Brigadier
John M. Rockingham, C.B.E., D.S.O.")

59. On 14 Aug 50 Brigadier Rockingham established
a portion of hie staff in Army Headquarters (D.H.S. 9-24-3,
"25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp (C.A.S.F.) - Mob Ordere and Locs", voll:
SO 1 Letter No 4038, 11 Aug 50), and began his first task -
assisting in the selection of senior officers for the Force.
Applications ...forom officers of the Reserve were considered,
but by 16 Aug, when 120 applications had been studied, only
two selections had been made from this group. Of the first
seven appointments approved by the Minister, five were from
the Active Force (~.G. Hist ReCOrd", August 1950, para 21 and
"Daily Journal of Events, Office of D.G.A.P.", 14 Aug 50/

60. From the first, the plan wes to centralize the
selection of officers in Army Headquarters, although authority
to aopoint limited quotas of lieutenants had been delegated
to G.O.Cs. of Commands (~, August 1950: Appx "C", Tel Org
297, D. Org to Comds etc, undated). This authority was sub
sequently Withdrawn, and all remaining aopointments made by
Army Headquarters (ibid, September 1950: Appx "C-4", Tel Org
579, D. Org to Comd~ Sep 50). Some difficulty waS apparentll
encountered in recruiting satisfactory officers for the Special
Force (ibid, September 1950: "Daily Journal of Events: Office
of A.G.~5 Sep 50), but memoranda written on this subject
are not available.

*The Order of Battle referred to is, of course, that which
existed during the oeriod covered by this Reoort.

**when 25 Cdn Inf Bda Gp was formed, on concentration in
Fort Lewis of the greater part of the C.A.S.F. units, Brigadier
Rockingham became Commander of the Group (para 63 below).
Prior to that time, the units had been under the G.O.Cs. of
the Commands in which they were located (ibid), although the
Brigadier had, in fact, exercised a largeJmeasure of control
over them.
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61. In the end, it became necessary to draw
rather heavily on the Active Force for Staff Officers,
Commanding Officers and Technical Officers, as the
following table shows.

!I CATEGORY IActive
!<1JMBERS I

Force Special Force Total I
I,Officers of ,

28~.Q. 25 Cdn In! Bde/ 21 7
(Incl Increments)

ICOmmending Officers! 22 10 32
of Units !

I I
ITechnical Cor ps 1

7 5 12R.C.E. I
n.c. Sigs

,
4 1 <,

R.C .A.M.C. 7 7 14
R.C.E.M.E. 14 3 17
R.C.D.C. 2 1 3

(H.Q.S. 1454 - 151/25, vol 3: D. Reo to D. Hist,
28 AUg 52; D. Org to D. Hist, 27 Aug 52)

62. A nominal roll' of the Commending Officers
of the units in existence in February 1951 is given at
Appendix lIB". These officers bore the heavy load of the
initial organization and training of their units, and the
success which they achieved in the face of epparently
insurmountable difficulties represents a feat of soldieri~g.

Location and Training

6,. Initially, and until they were concentrated
in Fort Lewis, Brigadier Rockingham had no power of command
over units of the Force, ~hlch were placed under the G.O.Cs.
of the Commands in which they were located (D.H.S. 9-24-0,
"25 Cdn In! Bde Gp (C ..... S.F.) Org-Est and Order of Battle",
vol 1: S.D. 1 Letter J~ 4034, 9 AUg 50). The general
principle followed in locating the units was to pIece them
beside their Active Force opposite nU~lbers: who \Jere to be
responsible for them during the mobiJ.':'~l;ltion period ("n.G.
Rist Record", August 1950: l\.PPX II}\ 13:1, Tel a.G. 1619, A.G.
to Comds etc, undated, para 5). Con3equcntly, the artillery
regiment \res located in Shilo, the ir.fantry units in
Calgary, Petawawa and Valcartier, ~nd other units in
Chilliwack, Camp Borden and Barriefield. (D.H.S. 9-24-0,
vol 1: S.D. 1 Letter I~. 4034, 9 AUg 50).

64. Training prior to the concentration of the
Brigade was made the responsibility or the a.o.es., who ~

were directed to integrate units of the Special Force
with existing Ji..ctive Force units until the coropletio~ of
the advanced training stage. hdvanceQ training, i.e.
training to section level in infantry battal~ons, wa3 to
be completed by 15 Nov 50, and the formation was expected
to be completely trained by the aiddle of February 1951.
One interesting feature of the training progr~e was the
revival of instruction in current affairs, limited initially
to three SUbjects - the purpose of the Special Force, the
principles of the United Nations and the meaning of
Communism and its objectives. (D.H.S. 9-24-1, vo: 1: "Cdn
Army Trg Instr No 6", 14 AUg 50)

65. The same Instruction provided that Active
Force units, in addition to traininG t~leir Special Force
counterparts, would also train reinforcements, 1 R.C.R •.. , ...
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beinB made responsible for trainine two-thirds of the
infantry reinforcement stream* (ibid: AppX nAil). By
19 J-l.ug 50,. however, this latter portion of the plan had
been amended, and arrangements were being made to establish
an ad hoc training organization in Petawawa for these
infantry reinforcements (1ll1..G. Iiist Recordll , AUgust 1950:
Appx "C", Tel Org 435, D. Org to Comds etc, 19 Aug 50).
This plan in turn \/8S dropped when the decision was taken
to .train reinforcements for 2 P.P.C.L.I. 1n "lestern
Command (D.H.S. 9-24-1, vol 1: Tel G.S. 218, C.G.S. to
Comds, 23 Aug 50). Quotes issued subsequently provided
~br Central Command to train 1224 reinforcements, in
addition to 2 R.C.R., whose strenp,th was set at 918.
Prairie and Quebec·Commands were each made responsible for
training reinforcement quotas of 1225, in addition to the
second battalions of 1 P.P.C.L.I. end 1 R. 22e R.
respectively (ibid: Tel Org 499, D. Org to Comds, 24 "ug 50..

66. Maj-GenC. Vokes C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., and
Maj-Gen U.H.S. Penhala C.B.E., G.O.Cs. of Central anp
irestern Commands respectively, protested against this
arrangement, requesting that special ostublishments be
set up for training reinforcements, and that some positions
on these establishments be filled from outside the
Commands to avoid overloading the first battalions.
(li.Q.S. 3201 - 151/25, "Tr!\ General 25Cdn Inf Bde Gp",
vol 1·: 1'.S.C.C. 2980 - 151/25, Vokes to ".H.,!., 1 Sep 50
and Tel G.O·.C. 666, Army Edl:lonton to M::JY Ot.ta»:a, 6 Sep 50)
These proposals were rejected by l\..E.Q. J which ru.led
that, since no additional officers ~r m~n were available,
the Conmands would have to fill vacancies on the ad hoc
training establishments from within their own resources
(ibid: Tel G.S. 233, V.C.G.S. to G.O.C. Hestern, 9 Sop 50
aiiCfLetter (no ·file ref), V.C.G.S ..to G.O.C. Central,
9 Sep 50). \iith the shipment of infantry reinforcements
at an estimated strength of 1165 (H.Q.S. 2730-151/25,
vol 2: Tel Org 560, D. Org to Army Edmonton, 2 Sep 50)
from Petawawa to \restern Command, the training pattern
took shape. Units and reinforcenonts trained under Command
arrangements, which are only imperfectly reflected in the
A.H.Q. files. The fact that units, particularly infentry
battalions, were actually carved from these masses of men,
and put in fair posture for war, speaks v:,lumes for the
devotion to duty and professional competence of those who
did the job.

67. It was planned that officer training would
run concurrently with the basic and advanced training of
other ranks, under Commanding Officers. G.O.Cs. were
made responsible for overall supervision, and Brigadier
Rockingham for direction.·: The training programme called

*The "inf'antry reinforcement strewnll referred to in
these sources was not, at this time, a very precisely defined
body of man. In general, it consisted, or would consist)
of what was left of the large group in ?etawawa after the
second battalions had taken enough men to bring themselves to
strength.

**The effect of this arrangement was for Brigadier
Rockingham to issue the training directives which were to
be followed by Commanding Officers) while G.O.Cs, supervised
the operation of the system within their re$pective
Commands.
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for refresher training until 30 Sep 50, tactical exercises
without troope until 15 Oct, skeleton exercises until 1 Nov
and, finally. preparations for advanoed training, these
last to be finished by 15 Noy. (D.H.S. 9-17-0, "Cdn Army
Trg Instrs", vol.1: "Cdn Army Trg Instr No 7", 30 Aug 50)
As in the case of the training of men, the record of this
officer training lies at Command level, though certain
results of it are reflected in the story of the formation
in Fort Lewis (para 91 below).

Equipment

68. At a special meeting of the Chiefs of Staff
Committee on 17 Jul 50, the C.G.S. cited, as one advantage
of sending a brigade rather than a regimental combat team
to Korea, the fact that a brigade would be prOVided with
British-type eqQipment, in the Qse of Which Canadian
troops had been trained ("Extracts from C.G.S. Daily
Diary", p. 2). He appears to hav'e attached importance to
avoiding a change of eqQipment if at all possible, for on
16 AQg 50 he stated that he had considered re-eqQipping
the C.A.S.F. with eqQipment from the United States, and
had decided against it, on the groQnd that SQch a move
would involve major changes in the minor tactical doctrine
of the Force, and much of the value of the experience of
soldiers in the Force WOQld be lost (ibid: Appx "N", C.G.S.
Conference No. 93, 16 AQg 50). ----

69. The general lines of this directive appear
to have been followed, bQt the record of the eqQipping of
the Special Force is SQch as to preclQde the forming of
positive conclusions. An attempt was made to piece the
story together, but for reasons given in the introduction (para
5 above), the initial SQrvey revealed .that the task WOQld
take too long to complete. The attempt was accordingly
abandoned, although the information which was obtained dQring
the sQrvey is given in the following two paragraphs, for the
use of subsequent investigators.

70. The SQccessive War Establishments of each
type of Qnit in the Special Force are held by the Directorate
of Staff DQties (Staff DQties 2) at Army HeadqQarters. From
them, it is possible to learn the various equipment entitle
ments which were established. Among the more important
items were the replacement of Canadian vehicles. by U.S.
pattern vehicles, the aQthorization of the.issQe of six
mediQm machine guns to each infantry battalion, and the
taking into use of American mortars and rocket launchers.

71. Brigadier Rockingham participated in the
discussions on entitlements of equipment. Every decision
to change or modify equipment was based on his experience
or tha~ of his Commanding Officers, or on reports from
Korea «(H.S.) 4lDBl!;.009 (D5): "Comments on draft of Hist Sec
Report No 62 by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 JQl 53).
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Plans and Hovements

72. Altho~gh the Speci~l Force had not been
raised specifically for employment in Korea (para 33
above), .planning went ahead on the assumption that it
would, in fact, fight in that country. On 9 Aug 50, the
C.G.S. announced that he proposed to investigate the .
possibility of sendipg the force to J~pan or Hawaii by
the middle of Hovember (l;Extracts from C.G.S. Daily
Diaryll: .H..ppX "Gu, C.G.S. Conference No. 90, 9 AUg 50,
para 3). Later in the same month, he wrote the Chief of
Staff of the United St~tes Army, General Joseph L~wton

Collins, to enquire whether it would be possible to huve
the Force complete its training in Japan some time after
the end of October (ibid: Appx nOli, Foulkes to Collins,
21 ~ug 50). General Collips replied that General
I~cAXthur questioned the political wisdom of training
U.N. forces' in Japan, particularly those supplied by nations
which were not participating in the occupation, but was
willing to accept the Canadian troops in Okinawa (ibid:
Appx liS", Collins to Foulkcs, 8 Sop 50). General Foulkes
agreed that Okinawa was acccptablc, and that the proposed
date of movement, late in November,. was satisfactory
(ibid: Ap'px flU", Tel G.S. 234, Foulkes to Collins,
11 Sep 50).

73. During the sane period, the House of Commons
passed The Canadian Forces Act of 1950 (I~ouse of Commons
Debates, 8 Sap 50, p. 503). One of the purposes of this
Act, us explained by tho Minister of Nutional Defence,
was to extend the legal grounds for placing the forces
on active service. Previously these grounds had been
limited by The Nutional Defence Act to the existence of a
state Of emergency. By The Canadian Forces Act, they were
to be enlarged to include the consequences of action
undertaken by Canada under the United !ffitions Charter, the
North .atlantic Treaty or any similer instrument for
collective security (ibid: 7 Sep 50, p. 459). During the
debate on the Bill, the Prime Minister stated that no
resolution authorizing the sending of troops to Korea would
be presented (ibid: 8 Sep 50, p. 495) but that an Order in
Council would be prepared, under authority of the new Act,
to place the arced forces on active service. This Order
would state the Goverrunent's plans for employment of the
Special rorcs, and Parliament could, if it saw fit, express
disapproval of these plans \.hen the Order was presented.
(ibid: 8 Sep 50, pp 495, 496 and 497). On 9 Sap 50, the
Minister of National Defence tabled P.C. 4365, which
placed the forces on active service in order that they
might ~ost effectively participate in restoring the peace
in Korea (ibid: 9 Sep 50, p. 528). Since no effective
opposition~this Order in Council developed, the Cabinet
presumably considered itself authorized to employ the
Special Force in Korea, for, in a note dated 25 Sep 50,
service of the Canadian Army Special Force was formally
proffered to the secretary-General of the United Nations
(H.~.S. 2001 - 151/25, vol 1: P.C. 4631, 25 Sep 50,
T.D. 14).*

74. On 26 Sep, outline plans for the movement
of the Special Force overseas were completed when the
C.G.S. signed a warning order which pr.ovided for an advance
party to sail around the middle of OctOber, the main body
to follow during the last week of November (ibid: Tel
SD 1510, C.G.S. to Comds etc, 26 Sep 50). Previously, the
Canadian Military Illsslon, Far East (C.II.M.F.E.) had
left Canada for Japan on 20 Sep, in order to provide a
means of liaison with the United Nations Command and to

. *A document of some historic importance.
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prepare for arrival in the theatre of Canadian troops
(\i.D., C.M.I~.F.E., 20 Sep 50 and "Extracts from C.G.S.
Daily Diaryll: Appx nyn, C.G.S. to Comd C.r.i.M.F.E.,
21 Sep 50).

75. The orderly execution of this plan was
rudely disturbed by events in Korea. The landings at
Inchon and the subsequent pursuit.of the shattered enemy
across the }8th parallel, which was crossed by American
and British forces on 9 Oct 50 (para 111 below), radically
altered, or appeared to alter, the requirement for
additional ground troops in Korea. As a result, the
planners began to consider alternative employments for
tho Special Force. On 29 Sep, the C.G.S. outlined a plan
for inclusion of the Special Force, if it should not be
required in Korea, in a training division to be formed as
part of the NATO Integrated Force ("Extracts from C.G.S.
Daily Diaryl1, p. 7). In addition, conversations with the
United States began at vtirious levels, to determine the
sort of contribution required from Canada in. the changed
situation. Finally, in the last week of October, the
C.G.S. telephoned the V.C.G.S. from \ffishington to report
that the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommanded II
to the State Department that the Canadian contribution be
reduced to one battalion for non-combat service (lie .G.S.
Hist Record": "Record of V.C.G.S. Decisions", 26 Oct 50).
On 30 Oct, in response to a request from the C.G.S. in
Wnshington, the M.A. to the C.G.S. got in touch with
Brigadier Rockingham and informed him that there was every
possibility that the Minister would make an announcement
from \lashington to the effect that 2 P.P.C.L.I. would be
sent to Korea, and th~t remaining units of the C.A.S.F.
would train in Fort Lewis during the winter 1950/51 (ibid,
"C.G.S. Daily Diary, 10 Oct to 18 Ilov 50", 30 Oct 50).

76. On 6 Nov, orders were issued confirming
the change in plan for movement of the Special Force.
2 P.P.C.L.I., with a small administrative element, was
to sail during the lost week in Novomber, and the main
body of the force was to concentrate in Fort Lewis, which
had been chosen as staging c~p in the previous movement
plan (par~ 74 above), and train there until further notice.
The advanco party, which hud sailed for Pusan* on 21 Oct
(II.D., Adv Vlater P3rty, 21 Oct 50), was to return to Fort
Lawis (D.H.S. 9-24-3, "25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp (C.J<.S.F.) Mov
Orders, LOCS"j vol 1: Tel S.D. 1832, C.G.S. to Comds
etc, 6 Nov 50 •

77. The movement took place as planned, the
ooncentration in Fort Lewis baing completad by 22 Nov 50
(D.H.S. 9-24-4-1, "25 Cdn Inf lide Gp, C.A.S.F.: Bist
Officer's Monthly Sum..mories fl , vol 1: Summary No 2). It
was not without incident, however, for 2 R.C.B.a. lost
17 killed in a train collision at Canoe River on 21 Nov 50

*It is established th~t there was a last-minute
change, from Okinawa to Koroa, in the destinction of the
Foroe, including the ~dvunce watar pttrty (H.~.S. 5800
151/25, "Tn: Overall Policy: C.h. S.F.", vol 1: Tel ~.C.
195, Defensor to Oanmilitry, undated.) but available
sources give no indication of the reason for this change.
The fuct that D.S.T. ruised u query us to whether the
commander of the advnnce w~ter party had been informed of
the change of destindtion (ibid: Tel T.M.D. 122, 1 M.C.
Gp to D.S.T., 25 Oct 50) might be t~ken to indicate
that the change was made suddenly.
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(IlA.G, Hist Record", December 1950: Appx lIA 6 11
, a.G. to

J !A,G!, 20 Dec 50 and "Monthly Summary" No.2) Delay,
too, developed in the return of the advance water party,
whose movement was not completed until 7 Jan 51 (V.Q.,
C.M,M.F,E" 7 Jan 51),

78. It is to be noted that the concentration
of the Force in Fort Lewis was not complete. The base
post office in Vancouver and the Seattle movement control
group, as well as C.M.M.F.E., remained where they were,
since they were at their operational stations. Certain
other medical and transport units remained in their
Canadian stations, at or near nil strength, the intention
being to bring them to strength in Active Force officers
and N.C.Os. when the force moved abroad (D.H.S. 9-24-},
vol 1: S.D. 1 Letter No, 4119, 22 Nov 50).

79. On completion of the move, the group of
units which had concentrated in Fort Lewis formed 25 Cdn
Inf Bde Gp (ibid). Thereafter, use of the term "Canadian 1

A:rmy Speclal""""F'OFce" practically ceased as a collective
reference to the units which concentrated in Fort Lewis,
and to those which later moved to Korea. The group, of
course, continued to be a llspecial force" within the
meaning of para 7 of the Canadian Forces Act, and the
personnel who had enlisted under special terms of service
were referred to as Special Force personnel, to distinguish
them from other soldiers of the Active Force who had
enrolled on regular terms of engagement. The formation,
however, was called 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp, and this
designation will be used subsequently in this Report.

25 CON INF BDE GP IN FORT LEWIS
(22 NOV 50 - 19 APR 51)

80. In addition to the departure of 2 P.P.C.L.I.
for Korea, three principal developments occurred during
the period spent by 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp at Fort Lewis. The
first was the adoption of a more compact form of
organization of the reinforcements already enlisted, and
the creation of a system of training and supplying
reinforcements. The second \res the completion of a
programme of concentroted training vmich, in less than
five months, fitted the Brigade for action. The third,
a truly historic develor-ment, was the growth of a new
concept of the status of the Brigade within the Canadian
Army, a change which was reflected in the attempt, made
prior to the departure overseas of the formation, to re
engage Special Force personnel under Active Force terms
of service.

The Departure for Korea of 2 P.P.C.L.I.-25 Nov 50

Bl. 2 P.P.C.L.I. moved to Fort Lewis by train,
leaving Wainwright on 19 Nov 50. On 2} Nov, with other
units of 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp, it paraded before the
Minister of National Defence, and t\~ days later left
Seattle on the U.S,N.S, Pvt Joe P. Martinez for Pusan.
Embarkation strength was 927, including personnel of the
administrative increment Which, on arrival, were to be
added to the Commonwealth maintenance chain to take care
of the Battalion (11,0" 2 P.P.C.L.I:, 19 - 25 Nov 50; D.H..S.
9-24-}, vol 1, S.D.l Letter 110. 4116, l} Nov 50). "
Immediately prior to .he Battalion's aeparture, the
Directorate of Military Traiqing estimated that it would
be ready for action by 15 Mar 51 (H.~.S. }201-151/25,
vol 1: D.ll.T. to D.G.M,T., 20 I~v 50~.
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Organization of Reinforcecents

82. When it aopeared that the Brigade would not
be required for service in Korea (para 75 above), plans were
made to organize the infantry reinforcements into battalions.
One battalion was to be formed to replace 2 P.P.C.L.I. when
that unit sailed for Korea. Then, when it waS clear that the
Brigade would not be despatched to Korea, two infantry training
battalions were to be organized. (D.H.S. 9-24-0, vol 1:
H.~,T.S, 2000-2/1(S.D,l), 10 Nov 50)

8~. Aocordingly, when 2 P.P.C.L.I. left for Pusan,
formation of 3 P.P.C.L.I. was authorized with effect 30 Nov 50.
It waS to operate on the same establishment as the other two
battalions and be located in Fort Lewis as the third infantry
battalion of the Brigade (ibid: S.D.l Letter No. 4128, 30 Nov
50). The actual forming or-the unit, however, took some time,
since offioers and warrant officers had to be collected from
allover Canada, and the equipping of the unit to field
service bas~s had to be completed. In spite of these diffi
culties, ~ P.P.C.L.I. performed the remarkable feat of reaching
a battalion-level state of training by March 1951. ((F.S.)
410B25.009 (D5): "Comments on draft of Hist Sec Report 0

62 by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53)

84, The next ~portant development in the organiz-
ation of reinforcecents was the creation of infantry and
artillery training units. On 9 Dec, the Minister authorized the
formation of 3 R.C.R. and 3 R. 22e R. as infantry training
battalions. These units were to be located in Fort Lewis, and,
were to operate on a reduced establishment personnel bein~ fOUD
fron the existing group of reinforcements lH.~•.s. 2001-151/25,
vol 2: C.G.S. to M.N.D., 8 Dec 50 end Draft General Order
signed by M.N.D. on 9 Dec 50, T.D. 30). SubsequentIy "G"
Battery, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery ("G" Bty R.~.H.A.)

was formed as an artillery training unit, on the same terms
as the infantry training battalions (D.H.S. 9-24-0, vol 1:
SD 1 Letter No 4138, 18 Dec 52).

85. The plan in effect at this t~e prOVided that
training of reinforcements for Arms other than Infantry and
for all Services would take place at the appropriate Corps
schools. Infantry reinforcements, additional to those in the
training battalions, were to be trained by the three first
battalions (ibid: S.D. 1 Letter No. 4137, 14 Dec 50). This
proved to be-so-heavy a load that it affected the training
programmes of the first battalions, and two steps were taken
to relieve them. On 29 Jan 51, the establishment of each of
the training bettalions was increased to that of a normal
infantry battalion (ibid: S.D. 1 Letter No. 4156, 29 Jan 51'
H.~.S. 2001-151/25, vol 3: G.C. Leech to v.C.G.s., 6 Jan 51!.
On 5 Feb, the Minister aporoved a recommendation of the C.G.S.
that three training companies be fOTJ:led to relieve the first
battalions of the responsibility for training the remaining
reinforcements (H.~.S. 2001-151725, vol 3: e.G.s. to M.N.D.,
2 Feb 51 and Draft General Order, 5 Feb 51, T.D. 34). Although
operating on a separate establishment, these training companies
were to be attached to the first battalions, to absorb their
traditions. In practice, the companies -- at least the one
attnched to 1 R.C.R. -- continued to create a probleD. since
they contained a high proportion of undesirables who had been
enlisted in the first rush and had gradually settled to the
reinforcement company during the organization of the second
and third battalions (ibid: Tel R.C.A. 3374, Army Petawawa to
Army Ottawa, 25 Apr 51~

86. Formation of a headquarters, designated
Headquarters No. 25 Canadian Infantry Brisade Replacement
Group (H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde Replacement Gp) was authorized
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with effect 14 Mur (D.H.S. 9-25-0, "25 Cdn Inf Bde
Replacement Gp - Drg 'lnd Est ll , vol 1: S.D. 1 Letter
110. 4197, 28 MAr 51). This lIendquurters completed a
move to Wainwright on 9 Muy 51, where, under Brigadier
W.J. Megill C.B.E., D.S.O., C.D.! it commanded a training
orga.nization composed of Ld S.H. R.C.) less "C" Sqn,
1 R.C.B.A., 2} Fd Sqn, } R.C.R., } P.P.C,L.I., } R. 22e R.,
25 Composite Trg Coy and the necessary services. The
function of this organization woe to train replacements
for 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp end recruits for Active Force units
of three Arms - Armour, Artillery nnd Infantry. In
addition, the Group was to hold nnd continue the training
of replacecents for units of other Corps in 25 Cdn Inf Bde
Gp, who had received their initial training at Corps
schqols. Officers were also to be trained after they hud
qualified, at the appropriate Corps schools (ibid: S.D. 1
Letter No. 4228, 21 Apr 51: W.D., 25 C.I.B.R.G., 9 May 51).

Training

87. Fort Lewis, tha home station since 1946
of 2 U.S. Inf Div, is fifteen miles from Olympia, in
the State of \~shlngton. It is a large camp, 100,000
acres in extent, and contains accommodation and essential
civilian services for a population of 50,000. 25 Cdn Inf
Bda Gp was assigned the North Post, and the Headquarters
was located 2i" miles from the Camp Headquarters (IIBrier
for Visit of M.II.D. to Fort Lewis, 14 and 15 Apr 51",
(held Def Secretary)).

88. The small arms ranges, training areas and
battle indoctrination courses in the camp were more than
adequate for the needs of the Brigade, especially since
a very large proportion of them had been made available
to Canadians (II.D., H.o.. 25 Cdn Inf Bda, 24 Nov 50). It
was found later, however, that the terrain of some training
areas was hardly varied enough to be entirely satisfactory,
and the numerous restrictions on the use of live ammunition
proved a handicap. In addition, the constant rain and
the proximity of large cities hampered training (H.o..S.
}640-151/25, "Trg Reports and Returns, 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp",
vol 1: "C .A.S.F.: Year End Report on Trg", 1 Jan 51).

89. The restrictions on the use of live
ammunition in heavier weapons were overcome by despatching
the armoured squadron, the artillery regiment 'and the
antl-tank'platoons from the support companies of the
infantry battalions to the ranges at Yakima, 80 miles
east, for firing practice. 2 R.C.H.~. went as a unit,
while the armoured squadron and the anti-tank platoons
sent troops and sections in succession (ibid; \/.0.,
2 R.C.H.A., 17 Dec 50, 21 Jan 51: \-I.D., H.o.. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde December 1950: Appx Iti211, "C.A.S.F. Trg Instr No. ;11,
11 Dec 50).

90. \lhile the Brigade was concentrating in Fort
Lewis, the Headquarters issued a directive on the training
to be done there. Training to platoon and company level
was to be completed early in February. Infantry companies
were to be put through controlled field firing exercises using all
~upporting arms during February. following which the three
infantry battalions and supporting ~rms were to be exercised

*
controlled field firing as units. The whole programme

s to be completed by the l!liddle of March (\I.D., H.o..
2 Cdn Inf Bde, November 1950: Appx "XX", "c .A. S.F. Trg
I.str No.2", 18 Nov 50).
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91. The prosramme got off to a rather slow
start (ibid, 27 Nov 50) but good progress was reported
by Brigadier Rockingham on 1 Jan 51 (H.Q.S. 3640-151/25,
voll: "C.h.S.F.: Year End Report on Trg", 1 Jan 51).
The armoured squadron, equipped with self-propelled
anti-tank guns, was training drivers and doing exercises
in troop manoeuvre at Fort Lewis. In addition, it was
sending one troop every two weeks to Yakima. 2 R.C.H.A.,
in Yakima, had already progressed to the point where it
was doing regi~ental shoots. 2 R.C.R.'s trainins, however,
had proved to be insufficiently advanced for platoon
exercises. The Brigadier considered that this had resulted
in part from the system of training officers and men
separately, and ordered a two-week review of basic and
section training, to be conducted by the officers.
2 R. 22e R., which was behind the other units in November
(W.O., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 27 Nov 50), had made remarkable
progress, and was planning to spend the month of January
in a training area, doing exercises under operational
conditions. 3 P.P.C.L.I., which had started late (para 83
abovo) and made slow progress, was not expected to be ready
for another three months. The Services wers, for the most
part, performing their operational roles 1n Fort Lewis and
rapidly becoming trained for action.

92. During this period, the officers of Brigade
Headquarters were given a course in passing verbal
messages by "ireless (D.H.S. 9-24-4, "25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp
(C.h.S.F.)-Hist Offr's Ileekly Summaries", No. 10). In
addition, exercise'hIRSTRIP~ a tactical exercise without
troops, was held on 21 Dec. Its purpose was to
standardize battle procedures for attack, and give the
officers practice in issuing verbal ~rders. Fifty
percent of the officers of the infantry battalions and
supporting arms attended (\1.0., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
21 Dec 50, and appx 119" J 1I\'larning Ordor, Ex AIRSTRIP" J

7 Dec 50).

93. The first six weeks of 1951 saw the
infantry battalions reporting continued progress (11.Ds.,
2 R.C.R., 3 P.P.C.L.I., 2 h. 220 R., January and February
1951). 2 R.C.R. did a two-week review of basic training
and then, after Exercise IIKI\lI I

• (para 94 below) J a ten-day
battalion exercise, lTSHAKEDO\"m:1 Lt-Col Dextraze and his
"gars ll of 2 R. 22e R. spent a rtliny month out on a training
area in Exercises 'tITTLE JOE"and '!lIG JOE!' 3 P.P.C.L.r.,
which did not draw its Brens and Stens until 10 Jan 51,
was somewhat behind the other units, ond did not take the
field for collective training until 5 Feb 51.

94. Several exercises were conducted by Brigade
Headquarters during January and the first pert of February
(W.O., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 5 Jun to 1 Feb 51). On 5 Jan,
Main Headquarters carried out li prt:1ctice louding of
operational vehicles. Exerclse"MADIGhN", held on 22 Jan,
was an exercise in communication between the various
headquarters within the Brigade. ~ night move to a
concentration arou was involved, followed by a tactical
advance und preparation for a brigade attack. 2 R.C.R.
prepared and occupied a defensive position, which was
studied by officers of the Brigade on 24 Jan as Exercise
'XIVII'~ On 31 Jan, Brigade Headquarters moved to a training
area, where it operuted for a period in its vehicles.
Exercise'~IQUE~ conducted by 2 R.G.H.a. on 1 Fob, was
an indoor exercise in planning firo support for an attack.

95. The ''IGNES BELLmr'series (ibid, February
and Marcil 1951), though followed by two other exercises,
represented the culmination of the Bi'ieade's training
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programme. The exercise situation created for Phase I was an
infantry company in the advance, supported by an allotment of
weapons from the support conpeny plus a battery of field
artillery. Two platoon attacks followed by a company attack
were required. Each infantry company in the Brigade was put
through this exercise during the period 5 to 12 Feb. Phase II,
from 14 to 20 Feb. was a battalion attack followed by con
solidation on the objective. Each battalion was supported by
a troop from the armoured squadron, a troop of field engineers
and a detachment from the si~al squadron. Phase III. held on
7 Mar 51. was an attack in three phases by the whole Brigade.
Live ammunition was used throughout all phases of the exercise,
both by "enemy" and "own" troops.

96. "IGNES BELLUM" waS followed by Exercise "SCRAMBLE',
an exercise in rapid movement during each of the operations of
war. Unfortunately, the weather conditions were so bad that
Brigadier Rockingham was forced to terminate the exercise at
midnight on 11 Mar. Shortly afterward. processing of the
Bri~ade's vehicles for shipment overseas began. As a result,
it was no longer possible to conduct formation traininB, and the
Brigade passed the remainder of its stay in Fort Lewis in
physical training, range firing and practice of patrolling and
night operations. A fair amount of hill climbing was done. to
accustom the troops to this activity before they reached Korea.
In addition, a sand table exercise - "FINALEIl - was carried
out on 30 and 31 Mar. to teach the conduct of the withdrawal.
((H.S.) 4l0B25.009 (D5): "Comnents on draft of Hist Sec Report
No 62 by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53)

Attempted Conversion of Personnel from Special Force
to Active Force Status

97. By tho beginning of 1951. import~t changes had
taken place in the strength ond dispositions, actual and pro
posed, of the RegUlar Forc~s of Canada. The nation which, prior
to the invasion of South Korea, had not maintained an expedition
sry force in being as a matter of policy (para 33 above). now
had a brigade group proffered to the United Nations. plus three
destroyers, an infantry battalion and a squadron of transport
aircraft actually serving in the Far East. In addition. she was
planning to psrticipate in the Integrated Force under the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (House of Commons Debates, Mr
Speaker, 30 Jan 51, p. 1). Finall~ no end to these commitments
was in prospect.

98. These changes had an imcortent effect on the
status, within the Canadian Army, of the Special Force~* Where
formerly it had been regarded as a temporary addition, to be
disbanded as soon as need for it had passed (para 40 above). it
now came to be considered a Dore or less permanent element of
the Active Force. in the sense that the time when it could be
safely disbanded appeared to be well in the future. However,
the terms of service under which personnel of the Force had
engaged made assumption of this new role difficult, since these
terms of service had all derived from the former view of the
Force. He-engagement of personnel under Active Force conditions
was required if the Special Force were to consist of the pro
fessional soldiers, willing to serve for co~paratively long
periods, which were needed to give practical effect to the
Force's new position.

*This and the following paragraph summarize the contents
of the planning papers on the SUbject of conversion of person
nel of the Special Force to Active Force status ("A.G. Hist
Record", January 1951: Appx "A-3", "A-4 " , "A-17 I1 , 1IG-3 11 ) and
the final plan (~, March 1951: Appx "C-2". A.G.I. 444, 3
Mar 51).
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programme. The exercise situation created for Phase I was an
infantry company in the advance, supported by an allotment of
weapons from the support coopeny plus a battery of field
artillery. Two platoon attacks followed by a company attack
were required. Each infantry company in the Brignde was put
through this exeroise during the period 5 to 12 Feb. Phase II,
from 14 to 20 Feb, was a battalion attack followed by con
solidation on the objective. Each battalion was supported by
a troop from the armoured squadron, a troop of field engineers
and a detachment from the signal squadron. Phase III, held on
7 Mar 51, was an attack in three phases by the whole Brigade.
Live ammunition was used throughout all phases of the exercise,
both by "enemyl! and "own" troops.

96. nIGNES BELLUMII was followed by Exercise "SCRAMBLE',
an exercise in rapid movement during each of the operations of
war. Unfortunately, the weather conditions were so bad that
Brigadier Rockingham was forced to terminate the exercise at
midnight on 11 Mar. Shortly afterward, processing of the
Brigade's vehicles for shipment overseas began. As a result,
it was no longer possible to conduct formation trainine, and the
Brigade passed the remainder of its stay in Fort Lewis in
physical training, range firing and practice of patrolling and
night operations. A fair amount of hill climbing was done, to
accustom the troops to this activity before they reached Korea.
In addition, a sand table exercise - lIFIli!ALE" - was carried
out on ;0 and 31 Mar, to teach the conduct of the withdrawal.
((B.S.) 4l0B25.009 (D5): "Comnents on draft of Bist Sec Report
No 62 by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53)

Attempted Conversion of Personnel from Special Force
to Active Force Status

97. By the beginning of 1951, important changes had
taken place in the strength and dispositions, actual and pro
posed, of the Regular Forc~s of CanAda. The nation which, prior
to the invasion of South Korea, had not maintained an expedition
ary force in being as a matter of policy (para 33 above), now
had a brigade group proffered to the United Nations, plus three
destroyers, an infantry battalion and a squadron of transport
aircraft actually serving in the Far East. In addition, she was
planning to participate in the Integrated Force under the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (House of Commons Debates, Mr
Speaker, 30 Jan 51, p. 1). Finall~ no end to these commitments
was in prospect.

98. These changes hed an imDort~nt effect on the
status, within the Canadian Army, of the Special Force,* Where
formerly it had been regarded as a temporary addition, to be
disbanded as soon as need for it had passed (para 40 above), it
now came to be considered a more or less permanent element of
the Active Force, in the sense that the time when it could be
safely disbanded appeared to be well in the future. However,
the terms of service under which personnel of the Force had
engaged made assumption of this new role difficult, since these
terms of service had all derived from the former view of the
Force. He-engagement of personnel under Active Force conditions
waS required if the Special Force were to consist of the pro
fessional soldiers, willing to serve for co~parntively long
periods, which were needed to give practical effect to the
Force's new position.

*This and the following paragraph summarize the contents
of the planning papers on the subjeot of conversion of person
nel of the Special Force to Active Force status ("A.G. Hist
Record", January 1951: Appx "A-3", "A-4 II , "A-17 11 , 1IC-3 11 ) and
the final plan (~, March 1951: Appx "C-2", A.G.I. 444, 3
Mar 51).
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no difficulty, since they had already been adopted by
the Active Force. The special benefits conferred by the
origindl terms of service (para 45 above) presented a
problem which was solved by the simple expedient of
requiring those who rc-engaged to surrender all special
benefits. In execution, the plan did not enjoy a great
.uccess. By ~he end of July, 1952, only 2711 hed joined
the Active Force from the Special Force (The Evening
Citizen, 28 Aug 52, p. 9).

100. An associated developwent was the termination
of enlistment under Special Force terms of service. This
had been reduced to limited quotas on 23 Aug 50 (para 49
above) and discontinued in all Commands, except Quebec
Command, on 11 Dec 50 ("A.G. JUst Record", December 1950:
Appx "C-11", Tel Org 42, D. Org to Army Montreal, 9 Dec 50;
Appx "C-12", Tel Org 43, D. Org to Comds (excl ~ue),
9 Dec 50). It was discontinued entirely on 21 Mar 51
(Ibid, March 1951: Appx "C-11", Tel' Org 382, D. Org to
Comas, 20 Mar 51).

PleDS and lfuvements

101. There was a good deal of uncertainty,
during the early part of the Brigade's stay in Fort Lewis,
as to where it would ultimately be sent. As late as
12 Feb 51, the Q.M.G., Brigadier (as he then was] J.D.B.
Smith, C.B·.E., D.S.O., C.D., was writing memoranda to
the C.G.S. and V.C.G.S. on preliminary planning being
carried out in his Brunch for movement of the erou~ to
Europe (H.Q'.S; 5800-151/25, vol 2: ~.M.G. to D.M. (through
C.G.S.), 2 Feb 51, T.D. 7; ~.M.G. to V.C.G.S., 12 Feb 51,
T.D. 9). On 21 Feb, howevor, when the ifinlster of
Nutional Dofence announced the decision to send the
remainder of 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp to join 2 P.P.C.L.I. in
Korea, his statement made no mention of these plans;

•.•Yesterday inquiry was received from
the unified comcand of the United Nations
forces in Korea uS to whether training of the
balance of the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade
was complete, and if so, could it be sent to

'form part of the United Nations Forces in
Korea?

This training is ulmost complete, and the
government agroed toduy that the other elements
in the Brigllde group should shortly proceed to
Karau Hnd join the second bdtta.lion of the
Pri~cess Patricia's Canadien Light Infantry
there •.•

(House of Commons Debates, 21 Feb 51, p. 563)

102. The wurning order for the move wus duted
19 ~r 51 (H.Q.S. 2001-151/25, vol 3: S.D. 1 Letter
No. 4196, 19 Mar 51). Signal" Medical and Ordnance units
which hud remained in Carutdu (pura 78 above) woro to move
to Fort Lewis and sail with the Brig3de. The greater part
of the units listed in the Order of Battle of the C.A.S.F.
for 20 Oct 50 (pura 57 above) were to leClve, with the
exception of C.M.M.F.E. and 2 P.P.C.L.I. which were already
in the F~ East, und of a movoment control unit, a medical
liaison detachment and the base post office, whose duties
required them to remain in North America. Also 26 Cdn
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F.S.T~* c.1Dd 25 Cdn Fon.S.· "I;ere to remain in Canada pending
complotion or their org~nizution. 20 Cdn Fd Dentul Det,*
less five Clinics which were to ticcompuny the Brignde,
wns likewise to remuin in Canado. A buse signal troop
and n field punishment c~p, which h d been added to the
Order of Buttle; wore to suil with the Brlg'J.de. 11G-JI Bty
R.C.Ii'.... , the third b,tt"l1ons, und 20 Cdn Fd Dent'll Det
here to move to l/aih"right when the Brig,"de hud left
(par'l 86 above).

10}. The C.G.S., Lt-Gcn G.G. Simonds C.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.O., C.D., visitod the Brigude from 18 to 21 Imr
("I/oekly Su=ry", No. 22). Following his departure,
Brigadier Rockinghnm left for Korea und Jupan on 2} Mar,
returning on } Apr {\I.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 2} '.jar and
3 Apr 51). The Govcrnor-Gen~rtil of CtlDuda, Viscount
Alex~nder of Tunis, und the IMnistor of National Dafence
paid a farewell visit on 14 and 15 Apr (ibid, 14 and
15 Apr 51), and the Bri~~de sailed on 19~ and 21 Apr 51.
Three ships, the lfurino Addor, the GenerQl Patrick and the
President JJcksan wore tho trJDSports used (i£i£, 19, 20
ond 21 Apr ;1; w.j'cckly Su..os:no.ryll, No. 27).

104. Prior to the dep~rturo of the Brigude, a
Comm~nd Instruction WttS issued. Parugraph 11 of this
instruction -- the fin~l p~ragruph quoted below -- is
most significant. In its original form this parngraph
ptrmitted Brigadier Rockingham direct reference to the
C,G.B. should ordors bo given to commit Can~diQn troops
ill -In operation which, in his opinion, would involve
unnecossurily large c~sunltios. The Brigudier wus given
a speciul code to use in any dir~ct reference which might
b, necessary, and Lt-Gen Simonds held the only other copy.
H~wever tho original wordine WaS fimendod, at the instance
of the J.A.G., to thut shown below, in order to avoid
o~ject1on on the part of the U.N. Comd. As will appeur
later (para 181 below), Brigadier Hockingham almost had
occasion to resort to this direct reference in at least
one instance ((U.S.) 410B25.0l} (D 22), "Interview with
Briaadier Rockinghnm, 1000 hr s 17 tlov 5~").

J:
Your role will be to participate in

operational or occupational duties Within the
territorial limits of Korea under the control
of the Commander, United Nations Forces, Korea.

Before engaging in operations, except in
self-defence, you must ensure that your troops
have had sufficient time in the theatre for
indoctrination and are operationally fit.

'25 Cdn F.D.S. sailed on 8 Jul 51 ('.:.0., 25 Cdn
F.D.S., 8 Jul 51), 20 Cdn Fd Dental Det on 21 dUg 51 (W.D.,
20 Cdl Fd Dental Det, 21 Aug 51). Nothing was dona about
compllting the organization of 26 Cdn F.S.T., and in
Febru~y of 1952 a notation that it was to remain at nil
stren~h was publish&d in an edition of the Command and
Location List (5th Edition, "The Command and Location
List", February 1952)
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There Is no law establishing a legal
relationship between Canadian Forces and the
United IJations Forces as a whole, nevertheless
it will be necessary for you to establish a
working arrangement in this regard. Therefore,
upon arrival in the theatre it will be necessary
for you to consult with the Coamander, United
Nations Forces, concerning this matter.

The principle of the saparata entity of
the Canadian Force, however, shall at all times
be maintained. ,fuile the grouping of forces
is a matter for the operational command to
decidc, it is anticipatod that in the Doreal
course of operations or other Hctivitios of the
United r~tions Forcos, your tusks and undertakings
\11111 be 50 allotted or arranged, having regard
to tho size of the Canadian Force, that its
Canedian eatity will readily be preserved.

You will be the Senior Caaadian Army Officer
in the Far Eastern theutre. Tho Commander,
Canadian Military iUssion, Far East, will be
your represontative at Headquarters, United
Iffitlons Command and lieudquarters, British
Commonwealth Occupation Forces. Commander,
Canadiaa llllitary ~Ussion, Far East, will be
responsible for obtaining and reprosenting your
views to these HCCidquarters on any matter
which may ariso.

No limitation is placed on your direct
channel of communication on any matter with the
Chief of the General Staff.

«(U.S.) 410B25.016 (D2), "Comd Instr to
Comd 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp", l} Apr 51)

105. On 10 ~~y, a further Instruction was issued,
in amplification of the origin<ll Instruction. It is
possible that this was made n~cessary by the decision for
25 Cda Inf Bde Gp to be incorporated in the Commonwealth
Division, since the reference to this incorporation is
the only significant addition to the previous Instruction.

You will be responsible for discipline
and purely Canadiaa adcinistration of all
Canadian troops in the Far Eastern theatre.
You may delegate the responsibility for
discipline and Canudian ud~nistration of
Canadian troops not part of First (Commonwealth)
Division, to tho Comcander, Canadian llilitary
Mission, Fur E~st, if you so desire.

You will be responsible for maintaining
the Canadian identity of Canadian support and
service elements now in 25 Canadian Infantry
Brigclde Group when they become part of the
support and service units of t~c Divisional
Troops of the First (Commonwealth) Division,
United Ndtions Forces.

(Ibid, "Comd Instr", 10 May 51)
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TIlE INCHON r",NDINGS, OPERATIONS NORTH 01' TIlE
38th PARALL];'L "lID CHINESE INTERVllN'rIOll (15
SEP - 14 DEC' 50), ',lITH "SSOCI«TED DEVELOPMEIlTS

IN TlIE UNITED r"'TrOIlS. *
.

106. On 15 Sep 50 (Korean time), X U.S. Corps,
controlling 1 u.s. Inf Div, 1 UiS. I~rine Div and South
Korean units, made an amphibious attack on ilolmi island
at the mouth of the harbour of Inchon. ("0 ne Year in
Korea", pp 5, 6; (H.S.) 681.013 (D 8), G.H~Q.., FEOOM,
Mil Int Sec, G. S., IIIntelligence Summary", Nos 2927 to
2929). Three Canadi,an destroyers - "Siquxll

, lIAthabaskan"
and "Cayuga" - were among the naval units supporting the
operation ((n.S.)120.013 (D2), "H.C.l!. in Korea", p. 1).
Within two days the attacking forces had captured Kimpo
airfield, near Seoul, and on 28 Sep the whole of the
Seoul area was under their control (1I0ne Year in Korea",
p. 6).

107. At the same time, Eighth U.S. Army broke
out of the Pusan perim~ter and began a swift advance on
Seoul, to ~ink up with the U.N. troops in that area
(lIrnt Swnmuryll, Nos 2929 to 2932; "One Year in Korea",
pp 6 and 7). This contact was established on 26 Sep 50,
when elements of 1 U.S. Cav Div joined forward units of
7 U.s. Inf Div near Osan, 30 miles south of Seoul ("Int
SWIlIll8.ry", Nos 2939 and 2940). Meanwhilo South Korean
troops had raced up contral Korea, and up the enst coast.
By the end of Septembor these units A particularly the ones
on the east coast, stood near the 3~th parallel (ibid,
Nos 2944 to 2946).

108. Progress on the western sector, however,
was slower. Uijongbu, ten miles north of Seoul, was
not captured by 1 U.S. Murine Div until 5 Oct 50 (~,
No. 2948). Two days later, X U.S. Corps was withdrawn
from the Seoul ure~; tho formation was co~tted in north
east Korea as soon as the South Koro~n udvunce had opened
0. port for its use ("0ne Yenr in Korea", p. 7 and para
111 below). In uddition IX U.S. Corps, consisting of
2 and 25 U.S. Inf Divs, w!:s left south of Seoul to deal
with the scattered enemy in thut areu (para 113 below).
These dispositions left I U.S. Corpsund two South Koroan
corps to continue the udvunce north. This the South
Koreans did, re~ching Tongchon, un important centre on
the enet coast 60 miles north of the 38th pdrallel, on
6 Oct 50 ("Int Summury", No. 2951).

109. These military developments created an
urgent need for decision, in the United Nations, as to
what was to be done about sending non-Korean troops
across the 38th parallel. The issue was debated in the
Political Commdttee of the General Assembly, to which it
had been transferred from the Security Council when it
became apparent that veto by the Russian delegate, who
had returned to the Council on 1 Aug 50, could effectively
prevent any action by the Council on Korea (External
Affairs, October 1950, p. 364). The group which had
supported intervention in Korea found it extremely difficult
to work out a clear-cut recommendation. Their hopo, as
expressed by r~ L.B. Pearson, tho Canadian Secretary of
State for External Affairs, was that the North Koreans
would surrender and repUdiate the government which had led

*Geogrnphical detail mentioned in this section is
shown in Mup 1.
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them to a disustrous defeat (ibid, p. 365). lio~ever.
the North Koreans had not surrenderod, in spite of Geo
MacArthur's demand (ibid, p. 363) that they do so.
Finally, the United Kingdom and seven other countries
sponsorod a resolution which prOVided) acong other things,
that "all .appropri..J.to steps be taken to ensure conditions
of stability throughout Korea" (~, p. 366). Discussing
this resolution IHter, the Canadian Socretary of State
fot' External l~ffoirs geve the interpretation which was
placed on this phraso at the time, und outlined some of
the considorations which hud led to its ~pproval•

./e thon took & decision which authorized
General ~fucfirthur to use his own judgement
whether to cross this particular line or not to
cross it ..•One of tho fuctors in a good many
minds at that time ... wi.ls the hope, indoed the
expoctation, that the crossing of this line
might not result in a rush for the Munchurian
or Russian border •...

..•Although militury considerations are
important, political considerations are equally
important, possibly more importunt. \ihen a
decision was takon last October to uuthorize
the United Nations Comm~nder to cross this line
if ho saw fit, thore were politicol reasons
betind that decision us well as military. The
politicul reasons were that the United Nutions
felt thut it should uuthorizo necessary action
to liberute nnd unify all of Korea. That is
what we hoped would happen us a result of that
decision, but unfortunately it did not happen.

I think most of us SaW in our minds at that
time certain dangers in that decision. Those
dangers turned out to be much greater than we
hud realized. Possibly we were wrong in not
reulizing thut.

(House of Commons Debates, 20 Mar 51,
pp 1442 and 1443)

110. The U.S.S.R. and its bloc h~d no such
difficulty. They contended that both sides should cease
hostilities, ~nd thut U.S. and other foreign troops
should le~ve Korea (Externul hffairs, October 1950, p. 368).
This, as the Indiun dolegnte, Sir Bonegal Rau, pointed
out, would leuvo the South Koreans at the mercy of the
North Koroans. l:e urgued that a confPomise resolution
should be worked out, but his proposu~ Wd5 defeated (ibid,
p. 369). The Peking government ulso took an indirect purt
in the debate when its Foreign ~linister, Chou En-Iai,
announced on 5 Oct 51 th~t Chinu would not stand idly by
if U.N. forces crossed the 38th parallel (ibid, December
1950, p. 426). In spite of this warning the General
Assembly uccepted the United Kingdom resolution on 7 Oct 50.
Sir Benegu1 Rau abstained from voting, on the ground that
the resolution appeared to authorize U.N. forces to enter
North Koren ilnd remuin there until unification had been
achieved. This, he considered, might prolong North
Korean resistance und even extend the urea of the conflict
(ibid, I10vember 1950, p. 398).

111. Provided with a very broad authority to
use his own discretion <.J.bout lldvlincing into North Korea,
Gen MucArthur began operations north of the 38th parallel.
On 9 Oct 50, 1 U.S. Cav Div crossed the line in an advance
on Pyongyang, the cupital of l~rth Korea, which it entered
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three d"ys l"tor ("Int Swnmury", Nos 2953 und 2963).
Tho day following this entry, X U.S. Corps commenced
l..inding at the port of \laDSd-D, which htld been cuptured
by 3 R.O.K. Div on 11 Oct 50, (ibid, No. 2954; "One Yeur
in Koreu", p. 8) & This deployment created two thrus'ts
into North Koreu~, ono by Eighth U.S. Army up the west
coast and the other by X U.S. Corps inlund ~Dd north from
tho \lons:;lD-lIungntiDl arou* on the e,lst coast 1 Those two
thrusts woro sepurated by division of cOamdnd, X U.S.
Corps beihg directly under G.LQ. in Tokyoj and by
formiduble mountain b~rriots, through which only the most
tenuous of contacts WdB possible. Historically, they
wore joined in the crushing dofout whioh beth suffered.

112. Initiully, whilo the build"up continued
on tho east coust, tho .ldvance in the westC,fD soctor wus
the more spectacular. Its progress W~B more rapid than
prudont. On 26 Oct 59, olements of 6 R.O.K. Div reeched
the YUlu river, the northern bound3ry of Koreu, at Choann
("lnt Sumanryl1, No. 2970). A continuous front WIlS not
meintuincd, the advance boing largoly confined to the roads
running north to Chongju, Tuechon, Unsan and Taepyong.

,Increasing resistance to this movement was encountered
Which, on 28 Oct 50, developed into heavy attacks against
II R.O.K. Corps south of Onjong. These attaoks
disorganized the South Koreans, and forced a general
withdrawal to the Chongchon river (ibid, Nos 2969 to 2980).

113. In spite of the faot that the presence of
substantial Chinese forces WHS revealed by this attack,
and that it had created a SUfficiently serious threat
to force a general withdrawal of Eighth U.S. Army, the
advanc~ north was again resumed in the west.** IX U.S.
Corps came up the west coust from south of Seoul on
5 Nov 50 «H.S. )681.013 (D 7), U.N. Comd, "G-3 Ops Report",
No. 134). 3 U.S. Inf Div h1llded at Wonsan (nG_3 Ops
Report", Ho. 141). By the third week of November 1950,
the main bodies of the formations in the western sector
sto04 slightly further north than thoy had when the Chinese
first attacked. In the eastern sector, lIyesanjin and
Chongjin were reaohed on 21 and 25 Nov 50 (ibid, Nos 150
to 157). 24 Nov 50 was selected as D Duy forlO general
attack north in the western sector, to be followed, a day
or so later, by a pnr"llel attack in the east (ibid)., -
114. Then, on 26 Nov 50, a massive Chinese
of£ensivo developed against the front in the west, between
Taeohon and Tokchon (ibid, No. 155). Two days later, units
of X U.S. Corps came under heavy att ck in the area of
Yudam-ni and Hagaru-ri, near the Chasin reservoir (ibid,
No. 157). In face of this offensive, a general retreat
was ordored. In the eust, U defensive perimeter was
estublishcd about Hungnam, .from which port evacuation
of the survivirB elements of X U:8. Corps was completed
by 24 Dec 50'" ("One Year in Korea ll

, p. 12). In the west,

*The Hamhung-Hungnam areu hod been teken by the South
Korean Cup! tal Division on 17 Oct 50 ("lot Su.mmary",
No. 2961).

**On 6 Nov 50, Canada expressod misgiviqgs to the State
Department about oarrying the campaign to trte northern
border (House of Commons Dobates, L.B. Peilrson, 2 Feb 51,
p. 56).

*"'*This date may have given rise to ironic recollection
that the war was to have been \von Uby Christmas".
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Eighth U. S. ',u-my retreated 70 or 80 miles to positions
south of Pyongyung in the ton days which followed the
Chinese attack ("G-} Ops Report 11, No. 164). By 14 Dec 50,
the Army held positions on the Imjin river north of Seoul
(ibid, No. 173). It is worth noting that, while Canadian
ground troops were not committed in these operations,
Cunadlao n..1vul forces h<.1d supported the evacuution of buse
instullations through Chinnampo, the port of Pyongyang
("R.C.N. in Korea ll , p. 1).

115. \lithin the United Hations, Chinese
intervention had two principal consequences.* The first
was a series of attempts to negotiate with the Central
People's Government of the People's Republic of China.
The second was the naming of China as an aggressor in
Korea, and the consideration of measures to be employed
to meet her aggression. During this period, Canada was
one of the principal supporters of the policy of
negotiating, or attempting to negotiate. J~t the same
time, she used all her influence in an attempt to delay
the naming of China as an aggressor until it was clear
beyond any doubt that negotiation was impossible. Illien
she could delay this action no longer, she succeeded in
ensuring that it WuS done with the least possible prejudice
to futuro possibility of negotiation.

116. fittempts to negotiate were complicated by
the fact that the Peking Government, directly and through
the Russian bloc, attempted to centre discussion on its
charges of U.S. aggression in Formosa. A group of members
outside the Russian bloc, on the other hand, attempted
tQ confine the discussion to the terms of a settlement
in Korea. The result was a series of debates and
procodural manoeuvres which offectively provented any
substantial progress toward ending the war 1n Korea.

117. On 14 Dec 50, -the General ~ssembly approved
the establishment of a Cease-Fire Committee, to be
composed of the President of the Assembly and two other
members. The President nominated Sir Benegal Rau of
India and L.B. Pearson of Canada to serve with him.
This committee experienced great difficUlty and delay
in its attempts to reach an understanding with Peking.
RS a result, the United States began to press for
consideration of her resolution naming China as an
aggressor in Korea. Canada attempted to persuade the U.S.
to agree to further postponement, but failed. };owever, the
Canadian representative was successful in arranging
amendments to the resolution which ensured the
continuation of attempts to negotiute. On 1 Feb 51, the
General Assembly passed the amended U.S. resol~tion, in face
of a warning by Sir Bonegal Rau, whoso Government was in
direct touch with Peking, that by so doing it was ending
all hope of a peaeeful solution to Far East questions
(House of Commons Debates,L.B. Pearson, 2 Feb 51, p. 60).

*This paragraph, and the two which follow, summarize
information contained in articles on the Korean crisis
prepared in the Department of External lLffairs, and a
statement by the Secretary of State for External Affairs
("Korean Crisis", External Affairs, December 1950, January
and Februtiry 1951; House of Commons Debates, L.B. Pearson,
2 Feb 51, pp 51 to 61).
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TRAINING OF 2 P,P,d,L.I. IN KOl,E" (18 DEC 50 
15 FEB 51). THE RESUMPTION AND TERJ.!Il"'TIOII OF

TIm CHINESE OFFENSIVE.'

118. The U.S.N.S. Pvt Joe P. Martinez, bearing
2 P.P.C.L.I., docked at Pier 2 in Pusan harbour at
1500 hrs. 18 Dec 50 (H.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I.. 18 Dec 50). The
trip from Seattle had been relatively uneventful (ibid,
November and December 1950), although it had been
enlivened by consideration of the news from the battle front
(para 114 above). The ptlrtitlily-trained unit (para 81 above~
which had sailed on what ,vas thought to be the ev? of
final victory (Chronolo Su lement to The 'wrld Toda •
Vol VI, No. 23. p. 59, found itself reading reports
in the ship's newspaper about operations the reverse of
victorious (;/.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I., December 1950, Appx "9"
and "11"). Speculation on the future employment of the
Battalion became the principal occupation of all ranks
(ibid. 8 Dec 50).

119. On arrival in Pusan, 2 P.P.C.L.I. moved
to a staging camp in the harbour, where it remained
until 27 Dec 50, drawing and preparing its equipment and
stores (ibid, Ib to 27 Dec 50). ~"o days later, it had
co~pleto~move to a training area nc~r tliryang, on the
main supply route from Pusan to Taegu (ibid, 29 Dec 50).
It had barely established itself in this area, when the
front began to move south towards it.

"
120. Since 14 Dec 50 Eighth U.S. Army had held
its positions on the Imjin river north of Seoul (pera 114
above) without major contact. Then, on 1 Jan 51, the
Chinese resumed their offensivG in attacks directed at
Seoul and '.lonju ( lIOne Year in Korea tl

J p. 13). III ROK
Corps, to tho north of .wnju, was disorganized and
overrun (E.S.) 112.314.1.023 (D 16). "Cdn Army Int Review",
January 1951, pp 2 and 3). This collapse of the right
flank forced a general withdrawal to the south of SeOUl,
which was abandoned on 4 Jan (1I0ne Year in Korea ll , p. 13).
Four days later, the Hithdrhwul in the western sector
ended on Line IID", dpproxlmately forty miles south of
that city (Hedn ,nrmy lnt Raviown , January 1951, p. 2).
Canadian naval forces were once again involved in the
withdrawal of U.N. ground forces, when fhC.N. dostroyors
supported the evacuation of Inchon (llR.C.li. in Karaali,
p. 2)

121. lihUe I und IX U. S. Corps, who held this
western sector, oxperienced only. minor enemy contacts
after the withdrawtl.l to Line liD", heavy fighting continued
on the contral sector (lICdn Army Int Review:!, January
and February 1951, "Ops in Korea ll ). There U.N". forces
strove to hold an escupe route open for divisions which
had been ovorrun, and to establish a continuation of
Line "DII to the (last coast. In addition, they were
engaged in mopping up or driving northw~rd the enemy
divisions which had penetrated the sector. X U.S. Corps,
which had been reorgunizing after its defe..lt in north-otlst
Korea (para 114 ubovo), was committed early in January.
The Heudquurters of the Corps, controlling one of its
originul U.S. divisions - the 7th - us well as 2 U.S.
Inf Div und three South Koreun divisions, opened ~t

*Geographicul detail mentioned in this section is
shown in !.lap 1 ~
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Chungju und took over the sector about l,lonju ("0.-3 Ops
Rcport ll , No. 193). Of the Corps' two other U.S. divisions
(puru. 106 and 113 ..bove), 3 Div wont to I U.S. Corps,
while the ~rine Div wns committed to operations against
gucrrillus in the urea of Poh.lng-dong. Line liD" was
finally extended to tho eest coust, but on 11 Feb the
enemy <.l.ttllcked ugain, first o.guinst ~Ionju and subsequently
further eust, in the ...lreu of Chaahan and Yongwol. These
att~cks were contdined, however, und by 20 Feb the central
front was quiet.

122. Ide'.lnwhile, I tmd IX U.S. Corps h..d been
graduully '.1dvancing towurd tho l~un xivor (ilCdn Axmy lot
Review", Junutlry uod Fobrut:lXy 1951, HOpS in Korea").
Initiully, strong putrols rungeu forward to establish
cont<J.ct, but by the end of Junuo.ry this type of action
hud been repluced by full-scule divisional attacks. By
20 Feb, I U.S. Corps hdd closed up to the south bank of
the Hun river in tho urea below Seoul. IX U.S. Corps
had also reached the Ean in the tiren of Yangpyong, and,
further west, held positions north and north-east of Yoju.
On the central front and further east, other formations of
Eighth U.S. Army joined this advance as the Chinese
offensive ended. By the end of February, the whole of
the Army was on the move again toward the 38th parallel.

123. Wbile these events were taking place,
2 P.P.C.L.I. spent the month of January near iUryang,
in section and platoon training under company arrangements
(',1.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I., January 1951 and AppX "52", "B"
Coy Sitrep). Some weapon training was also done,
particularly on U.S. mortars and rocket launchers with
which the Battalion had been ecuipped on landing.
Realism was added to this training by the operational
duties which the unit was required to perform during this
period. These began with reconnaissance of the roads
south and east of Taegu, in preparation for a possible
emergency move to a sector east of the city. In addition,
posts were prepared for the defence of each company area
in the event of an attack by guerrillas. On 14 Jan 51,
IICII Coy left the battalion to prepare positions in a
sector of the defensive perimeter, "RhD.I\R", which was
being established about Pusan. The Company's sector
lay near Siachon, a small village immediately to the east
of Samnangjin,* on the edge of an area in which guerrillas
had been active. IIBII Coy was subsequently dispatched to
patrol an area near Slnchon. DurIng this operation, the
Company located caches of ammunition and engaged several
parties of the enemy.

124. In spite of these interruptions - or perhaps
because of them - romarkably rapid progross was made in
training. ~ithin throe weeks, exercises on company level
were being conducted. These culminated in an exercise
arranged by the C.O., which took place during the last
three days of January and the first day of February (ibid,
29 Jan to 1 Feb 51). It was a combined t ..ctical and field
firing exercise in the advance to contact, over a prepared
course. On 2 Feb 51, a battalion scheme, "MAPLE LEJ.\F",
was started. It was designed to exercise the entire unit
in the advance, fitttl.ck, defence and withdrawal. "MAPLE
LEhF" ended on 7 Feb 51, and eight days later, the main
body of the unit began to move to the front (1E!£, 2 to
15 Feb 51).

*20 miles north of Seoul •
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125~ The destination of the move was
Changhowon-ni, 10 miles south of Yoju~ On arrival, the
unit was to come under command of 27th British Commonwealth
Infantry Brigade (27 Britcom Inf Bde). These orders
reflected a change in the originul plan which was to
employ 2 P.P.C.L.I. with 29th Independent Infantry Brigade
Group (29 Indep Inf Bde Gp) (IJ.D., 2 P.P.C.L.r., 8 Feb 51
and Appx "20", C.G. EUSiUC to COlild 2 P.P.C.L.r., 9 Feb 51)

2 P.P.C.L.I. IN THE SECOND U.N. ADVANCE TO THE
38th P"RhLLEL (17 FEB - 19 APR 51). FURTHER
D1'VELOPMENT 0]' U. N. POLICY ON THE KOREAN WAR. *

126. On 16 Feb, while 2 P.P.C.L.I. was on the
move to join it, 27 Britcom In! Bde was committed on the
western end of the A U.S. Corps sector. The front
assigned to 27 Bda-lay on the right end of the western
sector of the Army front, which was advancing despite
the fact that heavy defensive fighting was in progress
further east (paras121, 122 above). The Brigade was to
advance north-east, in the general direction of Hongchoo,
from positions immediately north of Yoju, under command
of 2 U.S. Inf Div. On 17 Feb, however, the boundary of
IX U.S. Corps was moved east, to permit X Corps to
concentrate its forces further to the right (para 121 above)
against a shift in the Chinese attack ("Cdn Army Int
Review", February 1951, pp 3 and 4). As part of this
change, 27 Bda came under command of IX Corps, and
advanced on the right of the Corps' front, with 1 U.S.
Cay Div on its left. On 21 Feb, however, b HOR Div was
deployed on the right of the IX Corps front. As a
result 27 Bde was relieved of its responsibility for the
Corps boundary, and continued its advanco between 1 CaY
Div and 6 ROK Div ("G-3 Ops Report", Nos 236 to 238).
In a few days, this movement became part of a general
advance on the 38th parallel of all the U.N. forces at
the front in Korea (para 122 above).**

127. 2? Bde was u seasoned formation, having
participated in tha Korean War since the defence of the
Pusan perimeter (Eric Linkltiter, Our Men in Korea (London,
1952), p. 10). It consisted of two British battalions,
1st Battalion, The Middlesex Regiment (Duke of Cambridge's
Own) and 1st Battalion, The Argyll and Sutherland
Eighlanders (Princess Louise'S), with an Australian unit,
3rd Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment (ibid, pp 15,
16 and 22). Since a New Zealand field artillery regiment
was in support, the addition of n Canadian unit mude the
formation ti fairly representative Commonwealth brigade.

*For 2 P.P.C.L.I. fS first. advance see Map ~0
"Second U.N. Advance (A)" and Map 2-.. _ For the second
advance see Map -10 -. "SecondU;N. Advance (B1' and lliaps 3 am 4._

**The difficulties encountered in attempting to record
this sort of advance from the point of view of the higher
formations involved are discussed in some detail subsequently
(paras 176 to 179 below), in the record of the third U.N.
advance on the 38th parallel. At this point it is perhaps
sufficient to say that, lacking the lIar Diaries of 27
Britcom Inf Bde and of any of the higher U.S. formations
involved, it is not possible to present more than a
battalion-level record. However the operations recorded
may prove to be representative of the action across the
entire front.
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128. 2 P.P.C.L.I. arrived at Changhowon-ni,
10 miles south of Yoju, on 17 Feb, and came under command
of 27 Bde os planned.* Two days luter, the Battalion
moved "to Chuarn-ni (8339), within the Brigade area, and
at 1100 hrs on the same day advanced north up the valley,
with the object of capturing Hill 404 (8542). The hill
was taken without opposition, but evidence that there hed
been enemy in the areu was provided by the bodies of
65 U.N. soldiers, surprised in their sleep some time
previouely and sluin beside the road up which the unit
tidvanced.

-
129. " On 21 Feb, the Battalion moved east to
the general urea of Snngsok (8942) und resumed its
advance up the valley running north from that Village.
Hills ranging from 800 to 1400 feet in height rose on
either side. Ruin ~d snow fell, turning th~ rouds and
tracks into quagmires. Soon fog began to fill the valley.
In spite of these difficulties, the advance continued •
First centuct with the enemy was mode by "011 Coy, when
it came under fire near Chohyon (8943) from the high
ground to the north-east. This burst of fire was the
only opposition encountered, and by 1700 hrs Tactical
Headquarters was sstablished in the little villuge of
Wol-li (8845), with the companies deployed on the
sarrounding high ground.

130. Next day, the Battalion continued up the
valley, clearing the hsights on either side. "C" Coy
sustainsd ths unit's first battle casualtiss in an
attock on Hill 444 (8749), when it lost two killed and
one wounded. As the advance neared Point 419 (8950) at
the head of the v:.tlley, opposition increased, possibly
because this height controlled a pass leading into the
next valley. Finally, at 1900 hrs, the C.O. decided to
consolidate and prepare for u battalion attack on the
hill next morning.

131. This utt~ck w~nt in at 0900 hrs on 23 Feb,
nO" and "Dlt Cays being committed. Strong resistanco was
encountered and noither compuny succeeded Lit rouching the
objective. At lust, with night coming on und casualties
of six killed and eight wounded to consider, the C.O.
ordered the two comp.lUies to dig in for the night below
the high ground (8950) to the left of Point 419.

132. NeXt day "D" Coy attempted to get on to
Point 419 by advancing along the high ground from the
right. The Company went in after preparatory artillery
and air bombardment, and succeeded in roaching the forward
edge of the objective. Here it came under fire from
both flanks as well ~s from the front, and was forced to
retirc and dig in short of the objective. To the east,
the Austru/liuns also failed in an attuck on Hill 614
(9050). In view of this situution, fu"rther att/lcks on
Point 419 were suspended. The Battalion patrolled from
its company positions until 27 Feb, when the Austrulians
succeoded in capturing Hill 614. As a result of this
SUCCOBS, Point 419 bocnme untenable by the onemy, being
dominated by Hill 614, und 2 P.P.C.L.I. took it on 28 Fep

*Excopt where otherwise Indic~ted, the mtiterial in
peras 128 to 138 hus been druvm from \1.D. 2 P.P.C.L.I., 17 Feb
to 13 Mar 51).
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without serious opposition.

133. By the first of IlJrch, the Brigade held
positions tlt the apex of a long sHllent, with 1 C~V Div
and 6 ROK ~iv on its left and right. The 1iddlesex and
the Argylls moved into positions on Hill 484 (8853) and
450 (9053) respectively, while 2 P,P.O.L,I. went into
reserve. The forwurd positions l~y on the edge of n
valley running east und wost, with th~ villoge of Hdgal-li
(9055) oa thc floor of the valley aimost immediately below
them. Thoro the Brig~de But, waiting for the line to be
straightened and the flanks socured.

134. The terrain which fucod the Brigade differed
in one important respect from th~t alreudy traversed.
Previously, the vulleys had run gener~lly north und south,
cl1rvod by rivers draining south into the Han. IJow they
ran east and west, the high ground between them interposing
a series of formidable obstacles to the Brigade's advance
north-e<Jst.

135. At first, it uppe£l'ed thut the enemy
intended to offer the maximum resistance on each of these
nutur~l lines of defence. On? MUr, the Brigade att~cked

ugain on u two-bJttalion front, with 2 P.P.C.L.I. left
and 3 R.A.R. right. The battulions' objeotives were
two features, lIills 532 (9056) und 410 (9255) almost
directly opposite the positions of the lUddlesex and
the Argylls. "D" Coy of 2 P.P.C.L.r. uttacked Hill 532
front1.111y, while "A" Coy went in from the left flunk.
Although "A" Coy aude rensonably good progress at first,
neither company ~lS able to got on to the objective, und
at 1600 hrs tho e.o. ordered "DII Coy, \vhleh ht1d six killed
und twonty-eight wounded, to withdraw. n.fL1I Coy consolid
ated where it was und "B" Coy later dug in on the lower
slopes of Hill 532, immediately below d Chinese position.

136. AI thOUgh the "D" Coy Ilttuck failed to
achieve complete success, it hJd boen pushed home most
gallantly. Pte L. Barton, batman to the plutoon le':der
of the leading Pl~toon, particuldrly distinguished himself
when, his "le.ldor .~~ '-lnd sevorul members of the pl..ltoon
being wounded, he rallied the romainder und led their
advance. He was himself wounded three times, but carried
on until ordered to be evacuated. ~ good part of the
ultimate success of the attack may be attributed to his
bravery, for which he was awarded the iUli tary Medal
(P.N. 171-51, "Citation, Pte Leonard Burton").

1.37. liD" Coy's lack of success hEld been matched
by equal failure on the left and right flunks of the
Brigade. The troops of 1 Cay Divan the left did not
get across the valley, and on the right 6 ROK Div trailed
some 6000 yards in rear. \ii thin the Brigade, the
Australians on the right of 2 P.P.C.L.I. had failed to
capture Hill 410.

1.38. Next morning, (Ill was changed. The Chinese
had apparently made a withdrawal during the nirPt, for
"Bll Coy took Hill 5.32 without opposition, and counted
47 enemy deHd in the <ireti. On 9 ldu.r, the ..l1ddlesex and
the Argylls occupied positions on the next line of high
ground to the north, and 2 P.P.C.L.I. took !:ill 685 (9258),
immediutely in front of the Argylls, on the 10th. The
Brigade's final uttock of the advance went in on 11 Mar.
During this attaok, 2 P.P.C.L.I. on the left of the
Brigade's front, cuptured Hill 642 (9564) north of the
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village of Chnngmal (9462). The ltiddlesex nppear to have
been in the centre, and the Austrtilians on the right.
On the 12th the Middlesex were in reserve, huving been
relieved by the Argylls. On 13 Mar, a·Regimental Combat
Team from 1 Cuv Div relieved the Brigade, which moved to
the reur in Corps reserve. 2 P.P~C.L.I.'s aroa was
near the village of Sunggwang-ni (7951),

139. A day or so after the rolief of 27 Bde,
it became clear thut the enemy had ab~ndoned his stubborn
delaying action ond h~d begun a withdrawal. Seoul was
libertlted by 1 ROK Div on 16 I,Jur ("0-3 Ops Report", No.
265). On 19 Mar, liongchon WtlS captured, 1 Cuv Div
closing on it from the west and the Marine Div from the
east' (ttCdn Army lnt Hevlew" March 1951( p. 2). Two days
lnter Chunchon fell to 1 Cav Div (ibid) .. Daring the
last week in lfurch, 187 U.S. Airborne Regt was dropped
ne~ l~nsun, twenty-five miles north-west of Seoul.
Although this drop did not trap as gre~t a number of
enemy dB hud been hoped, it did eliminate cn enemy salient
in the uraa south of lfunsnn (ibid). By 28 lfur the front
line lay upprox~tely 10 mil~outh of the 38th parallel,
except for an enemy sdlient on the Imjin river in the
west', and a South Koreun sc.l1.ient north of the parallel on
the eust coust ("G-3 Ops Report", No. 277).

140. Once ug~in, the question of crossing the
38th penllel beg~n to be discussed within the higher
levels of commund, und among the members of the United
Nl.ltions (liThe KoreanCrisis ll

, Externul 1-I.ffairs Feb - Apr 51).
The discussion revealed thut, if the u .. n. forces W€:lro to
remuin in Koreu, two cours~s of action were open. Tho
first \'luS to try fJ.guin for completo victory by reinforce
ment of U.N. forces in Koren, and by authorizing
operotion~ outside the borders, purticulnrly operations
against the Chinese buses in J.1anchuriu. The second was
to accept stalOJ!lilte or "stabilization of !l militury
position" (House of Commons Dob'-1tos, L.8. Pe.:trson,
20 Mnr 51, p. 14431, in the hope thut sullsequent
negotiations would end the conflict.

141. General 14ucArthur est~blished hlessl! as
protagonist of the first course, und by so doing quickly
reve~led thut the course co~ded no support at all
among tho members of the United I~tions. It was proven
subsequently, during the gre~t debate on the conduct
of the w,J.r in Korot.J. which his dismissal provoked, that
the course "-lso failed of popuL.lr support in the United
Stutes. ThUS, in effect if not by formal declurl:l.tion,
the United Nations adopted the course of accepting a
stalemate and trusting negotldtion, as the less
undesiruble of tho two ~ltornutives.

142. ;/hile these discussions were in progress,
27 ~ritcom Inf fide wns sent into the line again.. On 24
Mbr it c~me under oper~tionul control of 24 U.S. Inf Dlv
in IX U.S. Corps ("0-3 Ops Heport", No 274), and on the

.followiqg.day coepleted a cove west to Pyongmal (5683)
in the Divisioa's sector (!£i£, No. 275). At that time
24 Div was advancing towlrd the ~8th parullel on an axis
to the west of Kupyong (6987), with two R.C.Ts. forward
(ibid). On 28 NUr the right teum - 19 R.C.T. - was
Vlithdr'lwn. 27 Bde and 21 R.C ...T. LlDvedforw-lrd, and the
Division \MS then ,~dvancing with the Brigade ond t'WO
R.C.Ts. forward, 27 Bde being in the centre with 5 R.C.T.
on its left und 21 R.C.T. on its right (!£i£, No. 277).
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143. The Brigade's axis ran up the valley of the
Chojong river, a tributary of the Pukhan,* The advance began
ap~rox1mately five miles south of the head of the valle~, which
at this point in its length ran north and slightly east. The
mountains on each side rose to beights of between 2,000 end
4,000 feet, their slopes scelloped with gullies. The crest
line was continuous, and roughly paralleled the floor of the
valley. Brigade Headquarters planned to move up the valley
road, with ths battalions clearing the hills on either side.
2 P.P.C.L.I. was given the task of advRncing along the crest
line to the east of the valley.

144. At 1420 hrs on 28 Mar, 2 P.P.C.L.I. reached the
positions of 3 En, 19 R.C.T., the unit it was to relieve.
These positions lay on the crest line, 3,000 yards north-east
of Porunggol {58871, and gave a view of the terrain over vffiich
the unit was to advance. The prospect wes not entirely pleasant.
Snow lay four to five feet deep on the Shaded slopes, and the
line of the crest ~as broken by steep rock feces and cut by
gullies. There were no roads on Which a vehicle could nove,
and this circunstance dictated supply by trains of South Karsan
porters, ce.lled "rice burners", and also Ilm.ited battalion
supporting weapons to ODe section of 81 rom mortars.

145. The advancs started from Hill 929 (6090) on 29
Mar, and had passed north over five hills by the end of the
month. Fortunately, the unit did not encounter any serious
resistance as it scrambled forward over the rocky slopes and
plunged thr~ugh the snow fields. The main problem was supply, and
credit for the advance belongs equally to the porters who each
night performed almost superhuman feats of endurance to bring the
sup,ltes forward. On 31 Mar the advance halted before Hill
1250 (6298). 21 R.C.T. to the right put in an attack on the
ridge line dominated by this hill, but failed to take it. They
did, however, succeed in getting on Hills 974 (6497) and 834
(6597). It was at the beginning of this advance that Brigadier
Rockingham visited 2 P.P.C.L.I. As we have seen (para 103 above)
he had left for Japan and Korea on 23 Mar, and six days later hs
was climbing a steep slope in the area of Hill 929 in search of
the forward companies of the Patricias. The Brigadier gained a
clear impression of the difficulties of the Korean terrain during
this trip, for his guide took him by mistake to a ridge held by
the Argylls. As a result, he was forced to descend this
thousand-metre ridge and climb another equally high before he
found the leading companies of 2 P.P.C.L.I.; it was not until
midnight that he began his final descent over the steep, snow
covered slopes. ((H.S.) 410B25.009 (D5): "Comments on draft of
Hist Sec Report No 62 by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53)

146. By 31 Mer, the Brigade's advance had reached the
head of the Chojong valley. As a result it was moved east to the
valley of the Kapyong river, to resume its advance north-west up
that Talley. On 1 Apr, 2 P.P.C.L.I. captured Hill 1250 and took
up positions on Hill 974. The other battalions relieved the
remaining units of 21 R.C.T. ("G-; Ops Report", No. 282). On
the same day, the boundary of I U.S. Corps waS moved east to
include the sector of 24 Div, which passed to operational control
of the Corps. Next day, 27 Bde was released from control of 24
Div and came directly under IX U.S. Corps (ibid, Nos 282 and 2831
The result of these changes was that 27 Bde;-!n its advance up
the Kapyong valley, becoms left flanking formation of IX U.S.
Corps, with 24 U.S. Inf Div of I U.S. Corps on its left, and 6
ROK Div of IX U.S. Corps on its rig3t.

147. During the early part of this operation,
2 P.P.C.L.I. remained in Brigade reserve in the area of
Sorakkae (6302), While the other units pushed north-east.

'~nless otherwise stated, material in paras 143 to 147
has been derived from w.n., 2 P.P.C.L.I., 28 Mar to 19 Apr 51.
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On 7 Apr, the unit was given the task of clearing a crest
line from Pangnipko-chi (6607) to Point 719 (6410),
parallel to a similar line on the left which h~d already
been cleared by the ~ustralians' The unit crossed the
38th parallel on the next day, and on 11 Apr took
Point 719. During this advance, casualties from "All
Coy were evacuated by helicopter. On 14 Apr, the Brigade's
axis was switclled to the north-east ~ T\',IO days later, 2
P.P.C,L.I. captured Eill 826 (6513) on this new axis,
while the AUstralians made a parallel advance on the left.
These last advances were made ~gainst heavier resistance
than had been encountered previously. In view of this
fact, and of the additional fact that the Brigade had
an open right flank, no further advance wus attempted.
The Brigade contented itself with limited patrol activity
until it was relieved by troops of 6 ROK Div, which
came up on the right Bnd took over on 19 Apr.* On relief,
the formation moved to un area immediately north of
Kapyong, in Corps reservo.

148. I.nen troops of 6 ROK Div relieved 27 Bde
on 19 Apr, the entire front of I~ U.S. Corps lay north
of the 38th parallel. The other Corps of Eighth U.S.
army had also crossed this line, tho only sector still
to the south being the left flank of I U.S. Corps. '!his flank
from a point below the junction of the Imjin and H~ntan

rivers, ran south-west away from the pardllel, following
a line two or three thousand yards below the south
bank of the Imjin (Ibid, 1'0. 299).

TIlE CHInESE ,.pHIL OFFENSIVE III THE llEST
(22 APR - 1 MaY 51). 27 BRITCOM INF BDE
IN THE KAPYOnG ACTION (23 - 26 APR 51)."

149. During the advance to the 38th parallel,
evidence had accumulated of a formidable enemy build-up
in the area north of the line Chorwon-Hwachon, opposite
I and IX U.S. Corps (IICdn army Int Review", April 1951,
pp 1 and 2). Just before midnight on 22 Apr, Chinese
and North Korean troops launched an offensive from this
area against the two Corps, both of which were ordered
to withdraw ("G-3 Ops Report", lIo. 303). In the sector
of IX U.S. Corps, with which this narrative is principally
concerned, the attack fell on 19 and 2 ROK Regts of
6 ROK Div, in their positions seven or eight miles north
of the sector (para 147 above) in Which 27 Bde had been
relieved (ibid, NOs 303 and 304). The record of the
movements and operations of ·the Division during the next
four days is not clear. In spite of this uncertainty,
some developments which were reported to G.£.~. in Tokyo
(ibid, 1I0s 303 to 308) are outlined below, for the reason
that they concerned, or came intimately to concern,
the operations of 27 Bde.

150. The first shock of the attack hurled the
two Regiments some 10 miles south, where they are
reported as having ostablished positions by 1130 hrs on
23 Apr. The positions of 19 ROK Regt were three miles
south of the lino on which 27 Bdo had been relieved,
and in its former sector (para 147 above), while those

'The duily reports from the U.N. Comd give the dute
of this relief us 17 Apr ("G-3 Ops Report" No. 297) but
there is no doubt that it actually took place on the 19th,
as stated in ,I.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I., 19 Apr 51.

'·Geographical detail mentioned in this section is
shown in Llaps 5 and' 10.
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of 2 ROK Regt extended the line four miles to the right
(ibid, '0. 303). h further retreat of eight miles followed.
7~ Regt, which hod been in reserve, joined this retreat
after an abortive nove north to assist the other two
Regioents (~l. By 1930 hours, the Regiments had halted
this withdrawal and had begun to move north, to positions
some four miles forward (~). Here they appear to have
been put to con~lete rout and sent streaming down the
Kapyong valley (~, Nos 304 to 306).

151. Had 27 Bde's reserve area been selectod with
some such eventuality as this rout of 6 ROK Div in mind,
it could not have been better chosen to place the Brigade
near a position in which it could hold open an escape route.
The reserve area lay in the valley of the Kepyong river,
north.west of its junction with the Pukhan and immediately
north of the town of Kapyong (6987). At this point the
valley was 3000 yards Wide, but to the north of the Brigade
area, the hills on either side converged, and the velley,
thus narrowed, turned north-east for four miles. The
river flowed down this stretch in three sweeping curves,
dominated by Hill 677 (6893) on the west and Hill 504 (7493)
on the east. Opposite Pill 504, the valley turned sharply
north-west for three miles. At this bend, en unnamed stream
entered the Kapyong from the north-east, the valley at its
mouth dominated by a ridge running north-east from the
village of Somok-tong (7294). As the Kapyong valley turned
north-west, it ran across the north-east face of the lower
slopes of Hill 677, which thus dominated both arms of the
valley~ In addition, the north-west arm was dominated
by Hill 794 (6996), almost due north across the river
fpom Hill 677. Between these two hills, the valley narrowed
sharply, and then opened again as it continued to its
head, some ten miles to the north-west. Continuous crest
lines ran west fron Hill 677 and east from Hill 504,
connecting in both cases with north-south crest lines
and furnishing an avenue of approach to both hills.

152. This was the area in which 27 Bde was
ordered to establish a defensive Dosition in order to
hold open c route along which 6 ROK Div could withdraw.*
The lfiddlesex, With three companies, were given the
high ground in the vicinity of Rill 794; the Australians,
with 72 u.s. Tk Coy attached, were to cover the area
north and east of the bend in the river, in positions
extending to Hill 504. 2 P.P.C.L.I. wes to hold Hill
677. Since the enemy had shown a disturbing tendency
to invade the gun areas and interrupt the gunners at
their work, one company of the Middlesex was detached
to protect a troop of 16 N.Z. Fd Regt, which was in
support of 19 ROK Regt.

153. The Australians were the first to be
attacked. They had deployed in their positions by
2000 hrs, 23 Apr, and two hours later the two companies
on the ridge running north-east from the villB~e of
Somok-tong were heavily engaged. It is worth noting, as
an example of the enemy's tactic of developing the attack
in depth, that 2 end 19 ROK Regt·s were being smashed at

,

160
*unless otherwise stated, all material
is derived from W.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I., 22

•

in paras 152 to
Apr to 1 May 51.
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almost the same time, seven miles further north (para 150
above). The. attacks on the ridge were beaten off, and
the enemy then diverted his main effort to the Australian
companies holding the high ground leading to Hill 504.
These attacks contipued throughout the night and by
0900 hr. 24 Apt; the C.O\ was forced, to relinquish control
to his Company Commendersl to bring their troops out as
best they could. Batta1ion neadqu~ters moved to a
position wi thin the area held by the rUddlesex, who had
withdrawn from their exposed position on Hill 794 and
taken a stand on the high ground within the southernmost
of the three curves of the Kapyong river. 72 Tk 90Y
made eleven trips from the former Australian position to
evacuate the wounded, a task which was completed by
1400 hrs. During the engagement, the Australian
casualties totalled 155.

154. Ueanwhile, 1 Cav Div, which was in Army
reserve, had despatched 5 R.C.T. to Kapyong. The
formation was att~ched to the Brigude with effect
1800 hrs, 24 Apr, and at the same time took up positions
in raur of 2 P.P.C .L. I. and the i.4iddlesex, in the general
area of the junction of the Pukhan and Kapyong rivers
("0-3 Ops Report", No. 304)'.

155. Until the withdrawal of the Australians,
2 P.p.C.L.r. had remained relatively undisturbed. The
unit had deployed to cover the north face of Hill 677,
with "A" Coy at 700935 "B" Coy at 682947, "0" Coy at
692938 and "D" Coy at 1,82933, Tacticfll Headquarters
opened near Tungmudae (7092) at 0400 hrs, 24 Apr, but
tho companies had already been on the ground for some
six hours. At 0700 hrs, enemy were detected immediately
in rear of the neadquurters. To meet this threat, the
C.O. moved "B" Coy south, to a hill at 706927 immediately
east of Tactical Headquarters. Tanks of 72 Tk Coy, by
this time engaged in suppmrting the withdrawal of the
Australians und evacuating their wounded, opened fire on
the Company tiS it occupied tho hill. wounding one man
slightly. In this new position, tlB" Coy observed enemy
movement to the north and eust, in the area of the
Village of Haechon (7092). This movement increased, and
by 2200 hrs the forward platoon of "BII Coy W.::lS under
attack. It V/llS overrun during tliis push,( but most of
the men \/ere able to fight their wuy buck to the mula
Company position, which succeeded in stopping the enemy
thrust. J\.t the sume time as the attack WdS in progress
aguinst "Bu Coy, a smt:lll group of enemy was !Ilachine
gunnod out of the valley behind Tdctic~l IIea.dquarters, and
shortly afterwards a larger body was caught in the same
fire as it forded the Kepyong at 702919. During the
attack on liB" Coy, Private Wayne Robert Mitchell, a Bren
gunner, distinguished himself by the skill and resolution
which he displayed in performing his fire tasks. For
this action, he was SUbsequently awarded the Distinguished
Conduct I.ledal (P.N. 263-51, "Citation, Pte 'jayne Robert
Mitchell" ) •

156. At 0130 hrs. 25 ~pr, movement was heard
in the "D" Coy area, in the vicinity of 10 PI which was
covering the ridge leading to Hill 677 from the west.
This movement was followed by an attack which, one hour
later, had enclosed the Platoon on three sides. The
same attack partially overran the area of 12 PI, and
both 'members of the crew of a medium maChine-gun which
was supporting 10 Pl from the 12 Pl area were killed at
their posts. By 0300 hrs, 12 Pl had been driven back to
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Company Headquarters, and 10 PI had been cut off. At
this critical moment the Company Comcander, Capt J.G.W.
Mills requested the artillery to lay down defensive fire
right on top of his Coy n.Q. and succeeded in stemming
the enemy1s advance. Undeterred by the reverse, the
enemy persisted in attempting to invade the Company area
from the west, but was driven off each time by artillery
fire. At last, with the approach of daylight, the attack
subsided and 12 Pl was able to reestablish itself between
10 PI and Company Headquarters. The "D" Coy area had
been maintained intact, and Capt Mills was awarded
the Military Cross for his bravery (P.H. 171-51, "Citation,
Capt John Oraham lIallace Mills"). Pte K.F. Barwise of
the suoe company was ulso awarded the M~11itary l~edal

for the courage he displayed during the reoccupation of
the 12 Pl position, in particular for his single-hunded
recapture; of the Id.~1.G. (P.n. 322-51, "Citation,
Pte Kenneth Francis Burwise") ~

157. By contrast with the preceding night, the
daylight h9urs of 25 Apr were quiet. 10 Pl held its
lonely hill, well out from the rest of the company.
Although sUbject~d to heavy fire, it remained free from
attack, as did the other sectors of the battalion
perimeter. It appeared, however, that the Battalion was
surrounded, the ~rea at the base of the position, through
which supply vehicles would pass, being definitely held
by the enemy. Failing normal supply, Lt-Col Stone
requested an air drop, which was made at 1030 hrs. At
1400 hrs putrols from "Bl! Coy reported the road clear,
and the C.O. requested thut additional supplies be
brought up by vehiclos ~s soon as possible. The
Middlesex are reported ("G-3 Ops Report", No 305) as
having cleared enemy groups from the rear of 2 P.P.C.L.I.'s
position by 0900 hrs, but no further information on
this action is available.

158. By lute afternoon of the 25th, the area
wa.s quiot, Wld the Battalion WLlS ..ible to tdke stock of
the situation. The record it surveyed was good. It had
maintained its positions intact, and these positions
covered what may safely be considered tho ground vital
to the defence of the Brigade area. In addition, its
relatively light cusualties of 10 killed and 23 wounded
«(n.S.) 133.065 (D 578), vall, "Korean C.lS") testified
to the skill with which the position had been organized
and defended. Lt-Col Stone's outstanding leadership
during this action vtiS sUbsequontly mentioned in the
Citation to the award of a second bllr to his Distinguished
Service Order (P.N. 53-5~1 "Citntion, Lt-Col Jumes
Riley Stone D. S.O., I&.C.' J •

159. at 2359 hrs that night, n.Q. 28 Britcom
Inf Bde took over from li.Q. 27 Britcom Inf Bde.
Previously, on 23 apr the argylls hud been relieved by
1st Battalion, The King's Own ,ilcottish Borderers ("0_3
Ops Report"., Nos 304 und 306).

160. TJ:e remainder of the story is quickly told.
On 26 Apr, 28 Dde was relieved by 5 R.C.T., 1 Bn
relieving 2 P.P.C.L.I. On relief, the Brigode moved
south-west, to an area north of the junction of the
Chojong und Pukhnn rivers, near the Village of Nongol
(6279). From Nongol the Chojong valley runs generally
north on a co urse pa.rallel to that of the Kapyong, and
ten miles west of it. 24 Div, which hod been on the left
of 6 ROK Div. had been conducting ~ withdr3wal on an

*As a result of this relief, neither battalion was
actively co~tted in the Kapyong action.
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axis pa~allel to that of the South Korana formation
("G-3 Ops Roport", Nos 302 to 312). In its latter stages,
this withdrawal followed the Chojong river, ond the
positions of 28 Bdo were sited to cover the southern
end of the route, at the point where it turned south-west

. down the. valley of the Pukhuo. On 27 ~pr, the boundary
between I and IX U.S. Corps WJ5 moved west; 24 Div came
under operational cohtrol of IX Corps nnd was given
oontrol of 28 Bdo dnd 6 ROK Div (ibidl 110. 30?): The
Brlgnde moved again on ~he sume day. nnd establ~shed

positions south of the junotion of the Kuun and Pukhen
rivers, covering the withdruwul of 24 Div down the Pukhan.
Next day tho Brigcldc caco under control of IX Corps llnd
completed u move to a reserve arcu ncar Yangpyong
30 miles due oust of Seoul whore it recalned until the
end of i\pril. On 1 ~.uy, it came under operational control
of 24 Div (ibid, 110. 311) and rolievod 19 R.C.T. in
positions on the HiiG river ne:..lr TOkso-ri, 10 miles duo
east of Seoul.

161. Tho gell~nt stand of 3 R.h.n. and 2 P.P.C.L.I •
..It Knpyong wus Llter recognized, when both these units
were uwardod Presidential Citations. 1IJ1.11 Coy, 72 Hy Tk
Bn was also included, in view of the support which it
hud given during tho operation. Those Citations indicate
the vctluo of the action fOUght by those units in making
possiblo n more or less orderly withdrdwal, and
preventing U oonplete oollapse of the front in the Kapyong
"roe ((H.S.l l45.2P7065 (Dl); "Citdtion, 2 P.P.C.L.I.,
Koren").

162. By 1 l~y the enemy offensive hed onded
<:lnd tho withdrawal of Eighth U,S. lLrmy h!1d stopped.
The front lino, in comparison with thut of 22 ~pr, had
ch~ged notice"bly. On the latter ddtO, it hed followed
tho south bunk of the Iojin to the point whero the
river turns shtirply north at its junction with the Hanten.
Hero the lino roso to tho ~reti of Yonchon, ~nd then run
ea~t to the coast ~t Yungyang. On 1 May, tho fronts of
I dnd IX Corps l"y 40 miles south of Yonohon. In the
Seoul are~. h semi-circle of defunsive positions hud
boen occupied north of the city, with euch end resting
on the H:m river. To the eust of seOUl. the line raD
to the south bUnk of the I;an, cutting off the tip of a
sweeping northward loop in the rivor, To tee right of
this loop the line run due east und then north-eust
to Subungu. From Snbungu it continued to rise north-
CHst to positions on the cOust immediately north of
Y"ngyting. ("G-3 Ops Report", !los 302 tind 311)

163. In I Corps, I n.O.K. Div hod oompleted a
withdrawul from positions south of the Imjin to the
western sector of the defensive line north of Seoul.
To its right, 1 CdV Div held positions in the line tistride
the Seoul-Uijongbu ro~d. 25 Dlv hud retreated rrom
positions on the Uijongbu-KUl!lhw<, rOlld upproxi=tely 20
miles north of the 38th ptirtillel to a sootor east of
1 Cav Div. its areu including the torritory within the
northward loop of the Hun oust of Seoul. 29 Indep Tnt
Bde Gp, having fought a most g~llant defensive ~ction in
the area of the Injin-llunt~n junction, hud retr~ated to
positions on tho Kimpo p'enlnsula. 3 u.s. Inf Div was in
roserve, heving beon roughly used by the enemy during
its withdruwul frorJ the Yonchon area, before being
replacod by 1 Cav Div. (ibid, Ilos 302 to 311)

164. The boundary botwoen I and IX Corps crossed
tho Hun tit the tip of tho northward loop. In the IX Corps
seotor, 24 Div WtiS on the left. The Division had ended
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its withdruw~l froQ positions cast of the Uijongbu-Kumhwa
road by deploying on both sides of the Pukhan river,
north of its junction with the Han. \lithin its sector,
2 p.p.e.L.I. wus on the extrc~e left, in th0 aroa of
Tokso-ri und just eust of the tip of the northwurd loop.
6 R,OIK, Div l~y to tho rirftt of 24 Divi the South Korean
for~tion having appdrently rocovered sUfficiently from
its defoa.t west of Hwachon to enter the lino <lguin.
1 !mrine Div, on the tight of the IX Corps front, held
a line running north-east to the boundary with X Corps
immediately east of SObangu.

165. On completion of the withdrawal, comparative
quiet settled over the front. In the west, I Hod B~ Corps
dug, cined and wired their positions 86ainst a possible
resWilption of the Chinese offensive. (i/.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I.,
1 to 20 !.lay 51) ':'0 the north, the Chinese shifted their
forces east, in a ;nove which proved to be preparatory to
a blow at the eastern end of the line (paras 173 and
174 below). Ueanwhilo, on the broad Pacific, 25 Cdn
Int Bde Gp drew closer and closer to the inhospitable
shores of Korea.

THE THIRD U.N. nDVAl'lCE TO THE 38th PnRALLEL.
ROLE OF 25 CDN INF Bm: GP "ND 2 P.P.C.L.I. IN
mIS ADV.,J<K:E, AND SUBSEQUEIfl' OPElu..TIONS

TO 27 JUL 51.

166. The lfurine Adder and the General Patrick
docked at Pusan on 4 May 51, and cocpleted unloading on
the following day (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 4 and
5 May 51). On the 6th, the President Jackson landed
2 Cdn Adm Unit, 25 Cdn Rft Gp and assocIated signals,
movement control, postal and dental units at Kure in
Japan (II.D., 25 Cdn nft Gp, 6 Apr 51; Appx "3", "U.S.S.
President Jackson - Debarkation Plan for 6 May 51").
Brigadier Hockingha.m. met the troops who landed at Pusan.
He had flown from Vancouver on 24 Apr, arriving in Tokyo
on the 26th, and had spent the intorval between his
arrival and that of the Brigade in liaison visits to
C.M.ll.F.E. and the U.N. Comd in Tokyo, as well as to
II.Q. Eighth U.S. nrmy in Taegu. In Pusan he found it
necessary to visit BriBadier General Paul F. Yount, the
Commanding General of the port of Pusan, to arrange for
a more speedy unloading of the Brigade's equipment.
("Ileekly Summary", No~ 28 and 29)

167. On arrival, the units were transported
to various staging camps in the Pusan area, where they
spent the next six days in drawing stores and equipment,
and removing the preservative which had been placed on
t.hem for the ocean voyage (ibid, !los 29 and 30). During
this time the front was qUi~cross the whole of the
peninsula, the situation which existed on collapse of the
Chinese offensive continuing substantially unchanged
all along tho line ("G-3 Ops Report", Nos 315 to 325).
Several changes in the equipment to be used in operations
were made during this period, the most notable being
the conversion of the armourod squadron from M 10 self
propelled anti-tank guns to Sherman tanks, and the issue
to tho infantry battalions of 75 mm recoilless rifles
in lieu of 17 pounder towed anti-tank guns (~, No 30;
VI.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 6 Imy 51).
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168. The first of these changes resulted from
an important modification of the view held as to the role
of the squadron. Previously, the unit's primary role
had been considered to·be the anti-tank defence of the
Brigade area. In preparation for tasks associated with
such a role, the squadron had been equipped with self
propelled anti-tank guns, and had trained in deployment
for anti-tank defence. However Drigadier Rockingham
considered it necessary for the infantry to get the
experience of being supported by tanks in the attack and
defence, and had ordered the squadron to conduct tank/
infantry training in Fort Lewis! using its self-propelled
guns as tanks for this purpose \(H.S.) 410B25.013 (D 22),
"Interview with Brigadier Rockingham, 1000 hrs 17 lIov 52'~)

169. On arrival in Korea, the Brigadier learned
that very few enemy tanks were being encountered, and
that tank support of infantry was essential. In addition,
he discovered that tank-ambushing parties, for whose
grenades the open turret of the M 10 would provide a
convenient recoptacle, were activo at the front, and
even along the lines of communication. In view of these
facts. he sought and obtained authority from A.H.Q. to
re-equip the squadron with Sherman tanks. This change
made possible the employment of the squadron in tank
support of infantry, and at the sume time left unchanged
its capacity to provide anti-tank defence of the Brigade
area, should it beoome necessary to do so (1£!£).

170. On 11 :.1ay, training exercise IiCI~lB.LEY HORSE"
begun. It was designed to harden the troops and practise
them in the tactics ~nd procedures to be followed during
an attack in mountainous country. Tho two infantry
battalions put their companies through the exercise in
turn, the la.t company of 2 R. 22e R. going through on
Tuesday, 15 May (":Ieekly SUmmary", 110. 30). Immediately
afterward, the Brigade begun to move north, on the track
of 2 R.C.n.A. which had preceded the formation and put
its gun groups into action on 17 ;~y in .upport of 28
Britcom Inf Bde (para 164 above) on the Han river (I/.D.,
2 R.C.H.A., 17 l&oy 51).

171. The orders for the Brigade's move provided
that wheeled vohicles, carrying os many troops us possible,
would move by road and that tho romaining soldiers, with
tanks, heavy engineor ~quipmcnt und miscellaneous vehicles
would travel by rail. partie. leaving on the 16th. 17th
and 18th. Elements of the Brigade going by road would
travel in three groups, the first leaving on 15 May and
the other two on the lbth and 17th. The rood to be
followed was the ~in supply route viu Pusan - Taegu 
Taejon - Suwon, and the ooncentration ureu lay neur
Kumnyangjang-ni, ten mile~ east of Suwon.* The road move
was expected to be completed on 19°1ooy, but no urrivdl
time wus given for the purties truvelling by rail, who
would require to be transported from Suwon to the Brigade
concentration area (";.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, MaY51,
Appx IIlllt "M':ov to Cone Ard:.t" 12 M..l.Y 51· ibid "Ruil MovJh.stzo, , 0 , _,

No. 1 edn, Pusan - Suwon")

172.
immediatoly
the arrival

Ir·.ld the front remained ;JS quiet during and
after the Drigude's move as it had been since
in Pusan, the for~tion would have hdd a good

*Mup 1.
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chance to get its foet well.under it before going into
the line. Events, however) did not movo that way. The
Brlgude's movement coincided with' two
important developments at the front, both of which, as
will bo soen luter. opor~ted together to cause a good
deal of uncertulnty ~nd scurrying to ~nd fro during the
period immediutoly preceding tho Brig~de's first uction.

17,~ The first Chc;lOgO in the situ~tion occurred
on the dentrul and a~stern sectors of the front, which
came under hO;Jvy attuck dround the middle of the month,
just as the Brigade W.1S sturting to mve north. This
dttuck developed from normul contucts, which increasod
in number Dnd severity until, by 16 or 17 May, it was
app~rent tffilt un enemy attuck - and perhups an offensive 
wns in progress.* Prior to this attack. the affected
sector run lI.lmost duo north-etlst from u point 15 miles
west of lIongchon to the COtist dt Tuepo-ri. This line
was held by X Corps, III ROK Corps ~nd I ROK Corps.
The ml:lin weight of the push uppe~lrs to have beon directed
against III ROK Corps in the centre. This hupless formution,
dlre~dy roughly bandled in D previous offensive (pura 120
above), wus this time sm<.1shod so completoly that the front
or X Corps had to be extended to that of I ROK Corps on
22 ~~y, to fill the gap created by the destruction
or III ROK Corps. By 23 Muy, the enemy had achieved his
maximum gains. At that time tho line ran west from
Kangnung nenr the coast to Hajinbu-ri, from there north
west to the area of Chuun-nl whence it fell south-west
to the X'Cor~s lett boundary ut u point 10 miles north
of Hongehon. ("G-3 Ops Report", lias 325 to 335).

174. Except for the eoll~pse of the South Korean
diVisions, the rotreat appears to hUVE) been a reasonably
orderly uftair. each division 'withdrawing through blocking
positions, behind a screen of mobile t~sk forces whose
mission was to delay and harass the unvuncing enomy.
3 u.s. Int Div \ws taken from J\Imy reserve in the Seoul
area and placed under command of X Corps. which deployed
it on the right of the Corps front. liere it conducted
a withdrawal from positions north-west of Hajinbu-ri
to positions iamediately west of that centre. The
Division appears to have bolstered the most seriously
threatened sector, taking under command such South Korean
units as remained operational and generally filling a
large part of the gap created by the disintegration of
III ROK Corps. By 24 May, the Chinese att,.ek had lost
its moment~ completely, and advances of X Corps and
1 ROK Corps are recorded as these formations joined the
attack which was alreddy in progress on the western end
of the line (ibid).

175. This advance in the west, on the fronts
of I and IX U.S. Corps, constituted the second important
change to develop in the situation at the time of the
move of 25 Bde. The attack began on 20 !toy, the
morning after the last units of the Brigade reached
the concentration area. &s will be seen later (para 182
below), it provided relief to the tense situation in
which the Chinese offensive in the oast had pldced the
Brigadier, but it deprived the formation of any

*For geo~aphical detail mentioned in paras 173 and
174, see Map 10 - "Chinese Offens1va - Eastern Sector':.
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opportunity of getting its first taste of battle in
a defensivo position on a rel~tively quiet sector, as
had seemed possible a fortnight previously. Instead
of static defence; the Brigade found itself taking part
in a general advance of Eighth U.S. nrmy on the 38th
parallel, the third of such advances.

176. AS in the case of tho second movement of
the U.N. forces on the 38th purallel (para 126 above),
it 1s extremely difficult to derive from the sources
now available any clear idea of the development, on
Army level, of this third advance. The only information
at hand at the time of writing on operations above the
level of brigade or equivalent foroatlon ore the dtlily
reports on operations from the United Nations Command,
with an incomplete set of similur documents from Army,
and scattered reports from some of the Corps, the latter
two sources being atttLched as Appendices to the \lar
Diary of H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde. "study of these
situation reports would appoar to justify the conclusion 
or impression - that the advance was largely a matter
of regimental groups moving forward abreast, with due
regard for progress on the flanks. The majority of the
actions recorded are advances to contact, followed by
contact ongagements on regimental or, more frequently,
battalion and company lovel. There do not appear to
have been Bny of the corps or army battlos for heavily
defended lines, such us char~ctGrizcd the fighting on
the comparabla tarrliin of Italy during the Socond \lorld
\/ar, nor were there tiny sweeping manoeuvres on divisional
level or higher to encirclo enemy forces or seize vital
centres of communication. The record of the op~rations

of Canadian troops during this advance roinforces the
impression that euch formation of brlg~de size ran its
own show within its boundaries, the effect of the
operutions of udjacent troops being purely local.

177. ft second source of difficulty in recording
the advance from the point of view of the higher formations
lies in the fact that the objact of the operation is not
stated in tho matGrial avuilable. Previously, on'the
occasion of the-second EUSAK advance to tho parallel,
the United Nations appe~r to have been more disposed to
accept military stulecato und to trust to negotiations
thun to expand the ~dr in the hope of reaching u decision.
Since that time, nothing had been done in the way of
authorizing an expansion of the Korean War, from which
it might be deduced that the wajority opinion in the U.N.
etill favoured stabilizlition of the military situation,
and negotiation. If this was the case, and if the U.N.
Comd responded to this trend of opinion, then the most
logical object would have been to occup~ the b~st

defensive line in the vicinity of the 38th paralle~, at
the lowest cost in casualties to U.N. troops and the
highest to the aggressor force. A final statement on
this question, however, must await the gaining of access
to the records of the U.N. Comd.

178. It is equally difficult to describe tbe
operations of the enemy. The contacts recorded are those
normally associated with a withdr~wal, and it appears
reasonably certain, from the fact that Eighth Army d-id
not have to mount any major "set-piece" attaCks, that
the Chinese and North Koreans were prepared to surrender
ground to and even immediately north of the parallel.
However the possibility that the enemy intended to hold
further south thlin he actually did, and failed for lackor tank, artillery and air support must be noted. In



~ther words, the comparatively minor engagements which
were foup~t do Dot necessarily indicate that the enemy's
intention was to conduct a withdrawal. Thay might
equally well indicate lack of power in the defence.
Whatever the enemy's intention, the important fact 1s
that he did H&1 -- or was not able --~ more than
a harassing and delaying effect, of a local nature, on
the U.N. advance.

179. These tentative conclusions as to the
nature of the U.N. advance, if accepted, dictate the
plan for any record of it. The advance appears to have
been a movement forward of regimental groups, strung
out abreast across the peninsula, against opposition ~nlch

each group waS able to overcome by itself or in conjunction
with its immediate flanking regiments. It would seem,
further, that the action in anyone regimental sector
substantially mirrored that Which took place in other
sectors, Consequently, a description of the action on
the f~onts manned by Canadian troops becomes, in extension,
a description of the advance as a \mole. The following
account therefore concentrates almost exclusively on
the fighting of Canadians, and only touches on the front
as a whole when it becomes necessary to record tfie
position of the front line on any particular day,

180. This advance, however, was still in the
future as 25 Bde crawled up the road towards Suwon and
Kumnyangjan~-ni. Brigadier Rockingham had preceded the
formation, in order to acquaint himself With the task
assigned to the Brigade, and supervise the preparations
for its reception. On Thursday, 17 May, he attended
what a?pears to have been a briefing conference ,resided
over by Lt-Gen James A. Van Fleet, the Commanding General
of Eighth U.S. Ju:1IIY. Lt-Gen Frank Milburn and Maj-Gen
Hoag, Commanding Generals of I and IX Corps respectively,
also attended, with the Commanders of 3, 24 and 25 U.S.
Inf Divs. General Van Fleet stated that a full-scale
enemy attack appeared to be developing on the central
sector, and that he was ordering 3 Div to Wonju, as
reserve for X Corps. One of the formation's regiments,
the 65th, was holding positions on the south bank of the
Han river, in the loop south of Tokso-rit and he
proposed to have 25 Bde replace this Regiment. He asked
When the Brigade vrould be ready and, on being told by
Brigadier Rockingham that the formation was still on the
move, but could be deployed by last light on Sunday, the
20th, he agreed to the timing (W.O., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
15, 16"and 17 May 51).

181. SUbsequently, however, something went
wrong with this arrangement, and the Brigadier was
ordered to commit the Brigade by 0900 hrs on 19 May.
When the order was received, the formation was still
on the move, 2 R.C.R. being due in at 0200 hrs, 19 May.
The other two battalions were at least two hours behind
2 R.C.R. In addition, the infantry, who were travelling
by train, had onl~ their rifles and fifty rounds of
a~unition With them. Their wireless sets, mortars,
airoraft recognition panels, spare armnunltion and so forth
were bein~ moved by road, and would require to be
distributed to the units on arrival -- and the time of this
arrival was by ~o means certain. In view of this situation,
Brigadier Rockin/ham protested the order, on the ground

*For geogrephical detail mentioned in pares 181, 182,
see Map 9 and Map 10 -- ItChinese offensive - Eastern Sector tl •
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that his troops would not have sufficient time to prepare
for action. Throughout the ni~t 18/19 May, the Chiefs
of Staff at Corps and Army continued to repeat the order,
which the Drigadier continued to protest, suggesting at
one stage that he waS prepared to be relieved of his
command rather than commit his troops before they were .
ready. Although he did not resort to his direct channel
to the C.G.S. (para 104 above) on this occasion, he very
nearly did so. ((H.S.) 4l0B25.0l3 (D22). "Interview wi th
Brigadier Rockingham, 1000 hrs 17 Nov 52; (R.S.) 4l0B25.
009 (D5): "Cormnents on draft of Fist Sec Report No 62 by
Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53)

182. Fortunately, the dispute did not come to
final issue, for on 19 May the plan for relief of 65
R.C.T. by 25 Bde was cancelled, thou~ 65 R.C.T. was
still to vacate its position on 20 May and move east as
part of 3 Div (w.O., R.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde. 19 May 51).
The Brigade was placed under operational control of I U.S.
Corp. ("G-3 Ops Report", No. 329) and ordered to a
concentration area near Raechan, immediately south of the
65th'e positione (W.O., H.Q. 25 Cdn I"f Bde., 19 May 51).
There it was to await final assignment of a tesk in the
Corps offensive which was to commence at 0530 hrs on
20 May (ibid).-
183. The general tactical situation of I Corps
at the beginning of thie attack did not differ materially
from that which had existed on termination of the Chinese
offeneive in A~ril (para 163 above)y The I Corps line
ran generally 5 to 10 miles north of Seoul, but dipaed
south.east to its intersection with the boundary between
I and IX Corps at a point which was now north of the loop in
the Han, east of Seoul. The inter-corps boundRrv had been
projected north-east from thie junction, and the I Corps
zone extended from the west coast to tI'.is boundary. \Vithin
the Corps zone, 1 ROM Div was on the left, with, to the east,
1 Cav Div and 25 Inf Oiv. 29 Indep Inf ode Gp still held
positions on the Kimpo peninsula ("G-3 Cps Report, No. 239).
25 Bde, as we have seen, was in Corps reserve, on orders to
concentrate in the Haechon area and be prepared to support the
advance of 1 Cav Div or 25 Div if the offensive went well.
If it did not succeed, or suffered a reverse, the Brigade
was to 3CCUPy the positions which would be vacated by 65 R.C.T.
when it· moved eaet on the 20th (111.0., R.O.• 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
19 MaY' 51; Appx "12", "Notes for Comd's Illl Gp". 20 May 51).
One source ("Cdn Army Int Review", June 1951, p.l) states
that the aim of the attack, at this stage, waS to relieve the
pressure on the central and eastern fronts.

184. By midnight of 23 May, 1 Corps had made
importdDt gains. 1 ROK Div was in Munsan, 1 Cav Div had
advano~d to a line three or four miles north of Uijongbu,
and 25 Oiv had conformed on its right, although 25 Div's
front inclined to the south-east. To the east, IX Corps
had made a similar advance (paras lq7 and 199 below) and
X Corps and 1 ROK Corps had ceased their retreat and
were to make advances next day (110-.3 Ops Report II,

Nos 333 ""d 334). Thus, on 24 Hay, what had been a
d1vers1~nary effort on the ~art of I and IX U.S. Corps
became a general Army "bounce-back" offensive, in which
X Cor.,s and I ROK Corps joined (ItCdn Army Tnt Review",
June 1951, p.l). In the eectors of I and IX Corps
three report lines were established. The northernmost
of these -- ItKANSAS It - ran from Munsan in the ,"est to the
point where the Seoul-Uijongbu-Yonchon road croseed
the 38th parallel. From this point it followed the

*For geographical detail mentioned in paras 183, 184, eee
Map 10 - "Third U.N. Advance".
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*For geographical detail mentioned in paras 185
to 188, see lkip 9.
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"execute rapid lnr-Armored thrust to seize and secure Objective
An (ibid. para 6 (b» which it was to hold until a link-up had
been""""5"f7ected by the main forces. Objective llA" lay on the
38th parallel, within the bo'mdaries of 25 Bde, and 25 Bde's .
task was to follow the Task Force in a bold thrust to Line
"KANSAS" on the 38th parallel, where strong defensive l)os1tions
were to be established (W.D" H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde. 24 May 51).
It may be remarked in passin~ that this device of sanding a
task force in advance of the infantry, presumably to shake up
the enemy and hamper his withdrawal, w~s widely employed across
the front during the third advance on tha carallel, and had
also been generally used during the second advance.

189. The valley of the Pochon ran up the Bri~ade's
zone, and Brigedier Rockingham planned (W.D •• H,Q. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde, 24 May 51) to move his Headquarters up the valley road,
2 R.C.H. clearing the heights on the left and 2 R. ~2e R.
those on the rl~~tt Each battalion wes to have a troop of
tanks under conmand, and a detachment of engineers to accompany
itt This, the Brigade's first operation, was given the code
name ltINITIATE~' and its resemblance to the operations of
27 Bde should be noted.

190. Starting somewhat later than was plannedt~ the
Brigade moved off at 0930 hrs 25 .~ay, following Task Force
"DCLVIN" (ibid, 25 May 51). No opposition wes encountered
until mid.efternoon, when 2 R.C.R. was fired on by e smell
party of enemy on Eill 407 (4197). 2 R. 22e R. also made contact
during the day with a smell force immediately north of Hill
)29 (4593). At last light both battalions occu~ed tight
defensive positions north of Changgo-ri (4295) id). The
advance continued a further 4000 yards up the va ley next
day, 2 R.C.R. on the left encountered some opposition, but
2 R. 22e ~.ts only contact was with stra~glors and deserters
(ibid, 26 May 51). On 27 May the Bri~ade established
pos1tions oovering Line "KANSAS", after a further advance
Which waS made Without contact (ibid, 27 Y~y 51). The
Canadians took over from Task Force-nOOLVDTII the following
day, on high ground overlooking the 38th parallel in the area
west of Samdalbat (4705). On the same day, a tank/infantry
patrol from "C" Sqn Ld S.H. (R.C.) and 10 B.C.T. moved
forward six miles north of the Darallel, but made no contact
(~. 28 May 51). .

191. Operation "FOLLOWUP", an advance by the Brigade
north of the ;8th parallel. began on 29 May, with 10 B.C.T.
left and 2 R. 22e R. rigrt. It covered the route already
reconnoitred by the petrol of the previous day, and halted at
Un chon (4915), where it encountered its first opposition (ibid,
29 May 51). It would eppear that the enemy's time-table or--
withdrawal was being disrupted to a certain extent, for tanks
of "e" Sqn, which were moving on the left With 10 B. C. T.,
discovered a large abandoned dQ~p of gasoline and ammunition
(ibid). The advance was to be resumed on the 30th with 10 B.C.T.
on-the left and 2 R,C.R. on the right. Since Hill 467 (5016),
the probable source of the fire encountered on the previous
day, dominated 2 R.C.R.ts axis of advance, a plan

*For geographical detail mentioned in paras 189 to 196,
see Map 6.

**The late start is explained by the fact that Task Force
"DOLVINII was in such a state of disorder as it crossed both
its ovm start line and that of 25 Bde that Brigadier Rockingham
withheld his attack until the Force waS clear, to avoid
increasing the confusion «(H.S.) 410B25.009 (D5): "Comments on
draft of Hist Sec Report No 62 by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 5:i.
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was made to put in a battalion attack on this feature. "An
Coy 2 R.C.R. was to push rapidly up the road to the west of
the hill and capture the ville~e of Chail-li (5018); "B"
Coy was to cover the laft flank by occupying positions on
Hill 162 (4817), while "C" Coy was given tha task of capturing
Hill 269 (5017)/ which lay between Chail-li and Hill 467 ((H.s.l
145.2R13013 (D2J, "Report on Battle of Chail-li", 17 Jan 52).
The main assault, that on Hill 467, was assigned to liD"
Coy (ibid).

192. The account (ibid) of this action claarly shows
that the advance had reached-a-Tine which the enemy was deter
mined to hold, at least for a period. flAil, "Bu and "0" Cays
got on to their objectives with relative ease, but "Dn Coy
encountered the fiercest resistance from troops markedly
superior to the bedraggled specimens which had been encountered
earlier in the advance, At the same time that "D" Coy was having
a difficult time on Hill 467, "A" Coy in the village of Chail-li
came under attack. Rain, mist and wind assisted the enemy, who
workad toward the spur bordering the road on the southern
outskirts of the village, interposing themselves between "e"
and "AU Cays, each of whom thought, when it saw the movement,
that the other was occupying the spur.

193. During the attack on "A" Coy in Chail-li Gnr
K.W. Wishart, a driver operator for a forward observation
officer with the company, stood by his set under very heavy
enemy fire, transmitting orders for the artillery concentrations
which broke up the enemy attack and which also subsequently
covered the Company's withdrawal from its dan~crous position.
For his steadiness, he was awarded the Military Medal. (P.N.
263-51, "Citation, Gnr Kenneth Wilfred Wishart") In the same
action, Pte J. A. Sargent of "A" Coy distinguished himself bv
the skill and courage which he displayed in handling a Bren
gun, while covering the Company's withdrawal. He also waS
awarded the I!ilitary Medal. (Ibid, "Citation, Pte John
Archibald Sargent") -.

194. Meanwhile "0" Coy had scaled the precipitous
western peak of Hill 467, and had dro~ped into the draw
leading to the main peak, some 300 yerds distant. Enemy
mortar and machine gun fire was heavy. One machine p:un,
in particular, made advance along the draw impossible, since
it was sited on the very summit of the peak, completely
dominating the approach. Several attempts were made to knock
it out, but they all failed, and the forward platoons remained
where they were in the draw, driven to ground by its fire.

195. At Bri~ade Tactical Headquarters, Bri~adiar
Rockingham was considering the situation. He did not find
it ~romlsing. The Brigade's advance had created a deep
salient in the enemy lines, so that the units were left
wqthout "rotection on the flanks. On the right, the closest
troops were 8000 yards bebind, while the forward line of the
left-flanking cnit was 7000 yards back. ((H.S.) 41rB25.009
(D5): "Comnents on draft of Hist Sec Report No 62 by Bri'ladier
Rockingham~ 1 Jul 53) In addition, 2 R.C.R.'s attack waS
failing. "A" Coy was in a fair way to beln~ -surroundedj "D"
Coy was pinned on the rocky slopes of Fill 467 by very heavy
fire while IIC" Coy, between "A" and liD" Coys, had fOltnd that its
fire could not reach the enemy movin~ a~Qinst the other two
companies, so that it was reduced to the role of a helpless
spectator. In view of these facts, tbe Bri~adier decided that
it would be unwise to continue the attempt on Hill 467 further.
Accordingly, he ordered 2 R.C.R. to Withdraw, aod then
organized his units into as conpact a defensive area as
possible. As a further measure of security, I Corps
placed 2 En, 65 U.S. Inf Re~t, under operational control
of the Brigade, which ordered the battalion to occupy positions on
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the feature south of 2 R.C.R. (II.D., H.'l. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
30 Llny 51)".

196". On 31 May, the Brigade maintained its
positions and patrolled! under eo~nd of 3 U.S. lor Div
(ibid, 30 and 31 I~y 51/. This formation hod been
released from control of X Corps in tho central sector on
the 30th und hud moved to the sector of I Corps, where
it was employed on the lixis previously covered by 25 Div
("G-3 Ops !/eport", Nos 340 and 341)". Next d"y the
Brigade, less 2 R. 226 R. dnd 2 H.C.ll.a., was relieved
by 65 H.C".T., which asswned control of 10 B.C.T. (;/.D.,
R.ll:. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 1 Jun 51). On relief, the Brigade
moved into reserve positions in the general HreD 4604,
while 2 R. 22e R. held positions on the right flank of
65 R.C.T., and 2 R.C.lI.A. relJl!lined in support of tho
forlJl!ltion (ibid). Thus was eompleted the "blooding" of
25 Cdn Inf ~Gp. The formation had aequitted itself
well in its first fighting, and the easualties of 6 killed
and 54 wounded, which were incurred between 28 and 30 l~YJ
testified to the sharp engagements which had been fought
((H".S.) 133.065 (D 578), vol 1, "Korean Cas").

197". Me"nwhile, to the right of I Corps, IX
Corps had nlso been advancing.* Its movement north,
like that of I Corps, began on 20 May and, again like
I Corps, its advance stdrted from the general line of
the positions which it had held since the latter part
of April, when its retreat before the Chinese offensive
ended. This line ran from the 2 P.P.C.L.I. positions
in the Tokso-ri area eustw~rd to a point five miles west
of Hongchan.** The left boundary inclined north-east,
and the right boundary curvBd north-west, so that the
Corps was advancing into n nurrowing front. ;iithin the
Corps sector 24 lor Div was deployed on the left flank,
with 2 and 6 ROK Divs in the eentre "nd 7 lor Div on the
ri~lt, the front"ge held by eaeh of the U.S. divisions
roughly equalling that held by 2 and 6 flOK Diva together
("G-3 Ops Heport", No. 330).

198. From the limited information available in
the daily reports of the U.N. Comd and the War Diary of
2 P.P.C.L.I., it would appear that this ~dv~nce of IX
Corps resembled that of I Corps so closely dS to make
any detailed sepdrute description unnecessary. The fact
that 24 Div had 28 Bde under operational control attr~cts

some ttention to thut Division's sector, but the
Brigade's share in the operation was of so brief a
duration Hnd so lucking in important incident th<.1t even
this interest is limitod.

*For geographical detail mentioned in paras 197 to
199 see f4ap 10 - "Third U.ll. Advance ll

•

** The boundary had been ooved east, closer to HonBchon,
on 18 May (IIG_3 Ops TIepart ll , No. 328), presumably to permit
X Corps to concentrate its forces further to the east
against the Chinese offensive.
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199. At the start of the IX Corps attack on
20 ~ay, 24 Div had 28 Bde and 19, 5 and 21 R.C.Ts. deployed
from left to right across its front. 28 Bde waS pinched
out early in the offensive, being reported on 25 May as
maintaining positions extending east from the 2 P.P.C.L.I.
area near Chinbo-li (4377) (ibid, Nos 330 and 335; W.D.,
2 P.P.C.L.I., 24-26 May 51) .-.rare the Brir:ade remained,
While the rest of the Corps passed on north. Little
had occurred to distinguish this advance from ,revlous
operations of the formation. There had been a succession
of similar hills to cliob, similar resistance which vanished
during the night, similar delays While troops on the
flanks conrormed (W.D., 2 P.P.C.L.I., 20 to 26 May 51).
Possibly beceuse of its impending departure to join 25 Bde,
2 ~.P.C.X.I. was giv3n a comparatively minor role in this
advance, and on 27 May the unit was withdrawn from 28 Bde,
moving due south to Sambi-ri (4061) on the north bank of the
Han (ibid, 27 May 51). At the same time, it came under
comman-a-Df 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp, and spent the next few days
preparing to rejoin the Brigade (ibid, 27 May to 2 Jun 51).

200. During the last days of May and the first
days of June, the three Commonwealth brigades were
gathered into one area, presumably in preparation for
the forming of 1st Commonwealth Division~ The concentration
area selected lay about Ibamjana (2393), approximately
nine miles due south of the junction of the Imjin and
Hanten rivers (2507). 29 Indep Inf Bde Gp moved from
its positions on the Kimpo peninsula to the new
conoentration area on 28 May, and 28 Britoom Inf Bde
joined it on the following day from the IX Corps area
("G-3 Ops Report", Nos 339 and 340). Both formations
were attached to 1 Cav Div for operational control (ibid),
and both were deployed on the line "KANSAS II , south o1'tiie
Imjin, with 29 Bde left and 28 Bde right. 29 Bde's
front extended from Ouidong (1500) to the area of Hill
152 (2105), While 28 Bde held the line between Hill 152
and the Imjin-Hantan junction (ibid, Nos 340 and 341)t*
On 2 Jun, 2 P.P.C.L.I. and 25 Can-Inf Bde Gp, less
2 R. 22e R. and 2 R.C.H.A., arrived in the concentration
area (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 2 and 3 Jun 51). Next
day, these two units moved from the 3 Div front (para
196 above), 2 R. 22e R. going into reserve in the Brigade
BreB while 2 R.C.R.A. went into action in support of
28 Bde (ibid).

201. By 3 Jun, the front line of Eighth U.S.
Army had advanced almost to the position which it was
to occupy during the remainder of the period covered by
this Report, though two major operations were to prove
necessary for the advances which covered the remaining
distanoe~ On the I Corps front, 1 ROK Div was on
the south bank of the Imjin in the area of Munsan. The
remainder of the south bank, to the point Where the river
ourved north at its junction with the Hantan, was held
by 29 and 28 Bdes. At the Imjin-'llantan. junotion, the
line ran north along the eest bank of the Imjin to a
point roughly onposite Yonchon (3117), whence it swung

*Map 7.

**The Brigades held this same ~eneral area until -- and
for some time after -- the formation of 1 Comwel Div.

***Map 10 _ "Third U.N. Advance".
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practically due enstl 1 Cay Div was in this sector,
its elemonts on the Imjin facing-west while those in
the area of Yonchon faced ..~est and north. .3 U.S. Inf
Div lay to the east of 1 Cay Div, and faced generally
north, as did 25 u.s. Inf Div on the right of the I
Corps front. IX and X Corps continued the line
practically due east, but the Capitol Division of I ROK
Corps had pushed a salient up the east coast almost to
Chodo-ri in the I ROK Corps sector ("G-3 Ops Report",
No. 344).

202. South of the Imjin-Hantan junction, in
the Cosmonwealth concentration area about Ibamjana, lay
25 Bde.' From 2 Jun until 18 Jun the formation remained
there, as reserve of I Corps (ibid, Nos 344 to 359).
During this period, Brigadier Rockingham and the C.Os.
of the units prepared plans covering the defensive tasks
assigned by I Corps, and maintained the routine normal
to a formation in reserve (W.O., li.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
2 _ 18 Jun 51).

203. One of the more important tactical features
of the I Corps front was the enemy salient bounded by the
Imjin river. iLt its junction with the Hantao, this
river swung sharply south-west, and the I Corps advance
had flo\~ed around the curve, fronting up on the eust-west
and north-south stretches of the river. As will appear
later, the tip of the salient lay dangerously close to the
supply route from Seoul through Uijongbu to the Yonchon
area, Ultima.tely, Operations "MINDEN" and l1coMrl!IANDO"
removed this salient, but during June the only counter
measure taken was a continuous attempt to dominate as
much of the salient's area as possible. This was done by
establishing "patrol-bases" across the lmjin, from
which patrols ranged through the salient ("G-3 Ops
Report", Nos }42 to 371). These "patrol-bases il were
defended areas of battalion or brigade size set up in
no man's land at various distances ahead of the forward
defended localities, and it had become almost a regUlar
practice to establish them whenever a formation was on
the defensive.**

204. On 2 Jun, 2 P.P.C.L.I. wus again attached
to 28 Bd. ("G-3 Ops Report No. 344), for the purpose of
establishing such a "patrol-base" in the tip of the
salient. 28 Bde and troops of 1 Cav Div enclosed this
tip, the boundary between them being the junction of the
Imjin and Hantun rivers. Initially, it had been planned
to cross from south to north in the sector of 28 Bde,
but a flood made a crossing in this direction impractic
able, and the crossing was ultimately made on the 6th,
in the Cuv Div sector (l'i.D., 2 P.P.C.L.r., 1 to 6 Jun 51'
Appx "11 11

, t128 Britcom In! Bde Op Instr No (not numbered~lI,
9 Jun 51). The crossing place \ms at the ferry site
at 268114, and "DII Coy occupied an area about 263116
covering the western approach to this crossing. II A" , and
"c" Cays occupied a position based on Hill 194 at 258103.
The remainder of tho unit stayed on the east side of tho

204,
*For geoRraphical detail mentioned in paras 202 to
see Map 7.

**References to these "patrol-bases" occur frequently
in the daily reports of the U.N. Comd covering periods
when Ei~lth U.S. l~my was on the defensive. The reports
for the period 1 to 20 May contain exumples ("0-3 Ops
Report", Nos 311 to 330).
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river (W.O., 2 P.P.C.L.I., 4 and 6 Jun 51). This battalion
position, somewhat unusual when judged by Staff College
standards, covered an area 1400 yards by 1000 yards, and was
divided practically in the middle by a river which had already
demonstrated its capacity to become a formidable obstacle
with great suddenness. 2 P.P.C.L.I.'s task waS to hold a
bridgehead on the western bank, and to provide a
firm base from which patrols furnished by other units
of 28 Bda could probe into the terra inCo~ita to the west
of the Imjin. On 9 Jun, Brigadier G. Tay or, O.S.O.,
the Commander of 28 Bde, visited the area and stated that
he felt "an all out Chinese attack is due sometime between
the 12th and 15th of June on the I Corps front with the
probability that the 28 Bde occupying the hinge position.
would be called upon to bear the brunt of the attack" (ibid,
9 Jun). In spite of this dire prediction, enemy contac~
were limited to mortar fire, alth~ugh the patrols established
the existence of Chinese positions a few thousand yards
away (ibid, 7 to 11 Jun 511. On 11 Jun, 2 P.P.C.L.I. waS
replaced by 2 R. 22e R., and moved back to the Brigade
concentration area. 2 R. 22e R. remained in the position
until 19 JUD, and its experiences ~enerally resembled those
of 2 P.P.C.L.I. (VI.O., 2 R. 22e R., 11 to 19 Jun 51).

205. By 18 Jun, the eastern end of the I
Corps front had advanced to the southern outskirts of
Chorwon~ To the wes~ the Corps front lay on the Imjin,
from that river's junction with the Ran eastward to its
junction with the Hanten. From this latter junction
the line ran north along the east bank of the Imjin
to an area roughly o)posite Yonchon whence it curved
north-east to Chorwon J forming the line t1WYOMINGll J and then
continued due east to positions ~ediately south of
Kumhwa. The boundary between I and IX Corps passed to
the ,east of Kumhwa J and the fronts of IX and X Corps
conformed generally to the eastern end of the T Corps
front. I ROK Corps, on the east coast, still maintained
a salient to Chodo-rl. ("G-3 Opo ReportilNo. 359; w.O.,
H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 18 1120 K Jun 51)

206. On 18 Jun, 25 Bde was placed under
command of 1 Cav Div and given the task of relieving
28 ROK Regt and 65 R.C.T. of 3 U.S. Oiv on the Chorwon
end of "V'lYOMING"J 1 Cav Div's eastern boundary having
been moved further to the ri~t to incl ude the
6round formerly held by these elements of 3 Div.
(w.O., H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 18 Jun 51). The Brigade

*For geographical detail mentioned in paras 205 to
212, see Hap 10 - "Third U.N. Advance", and Map 11.
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left its area south of the Imjin, where it had
been in reserve since the first part of June, and
was 1n position on IIWYOMIr-rG;l by noon on the 19th
(W.D., E.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 19 Jun 51). 2 R. 22e R.
joined it here on the same day from its "patrol
base" on the Imjin, and the formation was complete
again (W.O., 2 R. 22e R., 19 Jun 51). Referring
to the move of the main body of the Brigade, Brigadier
Roo.1ngham later wrote:

There was an incident of considerable
interest during this manoeuvre. I waS ordered
to move the Brigade at approximately 2300
hours, 17 Jun, but was unable to get a route
on which to move the twenty-five odd miles.
Nor could I get 1 Corps or either of the
divisions concerned to give me an assembly
area into which to put my troops when I
arrived at the other end. What actually
happened was that I started, accompanied
by my cocrmanding officers to reconnoitre
the route and the assembly area, \~thout

leaving any instructions with the main body
of the Brigade as to its move. As we
reached each bridge or cross-road and
found it was suitable, I would transmit
orders to the 3ri~ade Major over the wire
less, giving him the route Which the
Brigade was to follow. I had ordered
them to move about two hours behind us
and our relative positions were maintained
until we reached the portion of the line
in the 3rd Division area where we were to
take over. A very hasty reconnaissance
was made by myself and the COs who then
returned to 'the side of the road and led
their units straight into the line.

This was only possible because the
enemy was not close to our positions and
because of the excellent communications
which existed in the Brigade. We had also
considerable experience in movement by
this ti~e end such n move ~uuld not be
recommended for a less experienced formation.

(H.S.) 410B25.009 (05): "Comments
on draft of Hist Sec Report No 62
by Brigadier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53).

,
207. Once the Brigade was in position, its
front stretched for 7500 yards south-west from the
western outskirts of ChoTNon, which were included in
its sector (w.O., H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, June 1951,
Appx "6", "Disposition of 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp, 19 2115
K June 51").
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To tho right, the positions of 3 Div carried the line
genorally due east, and the Division was reported as
patrolling forward of this lino ("G-} Ops Report" Nos
359 to 370). To the loft, 1 Cav Div's positions
continued tlWYOMINGll south-west to the general area of
YODehon, and from there south, along tho east bank of
tho Imjin, to the Imjin-Hantan junction. The Division
had three "patrol-bascs ll west of the forward defended
localities at Yongjong-ni (2217), Pam-Kogae (252}) and
Chura-dong (2930) ("G-} Ops Report", llos }59 and }60).
Deep patrols into no man's land were the order of the
day, and 25 Bde wns soon to join in this activity.

208. Vlithin tha Brigade's sector, 2 P.P.C.L.r.
was on the left and 2 H.C.H. on the right, with 2 R. 22e R.
in reserve in rear of 2 R.C.R. (\I.D., l:.~. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde, June 1951, Appx "6", "Disposition of 25 Cdn In! Bdo
Gp, 19 2115 K Jun 51"). 2 P.P.C .L.r.' s position lay on
the southern cdge of a narrow valley, dominated by high
ground on the far side. 2 R.C.R. was on high ground on
tho southern edge of the Chorwon plain, which stretched
away to the north-east. The Brigade faced north-west,
but its boundaries rnn north and south. l/ithin these
boundaries, ahead of the for1;iard defended localities,
extended an area of hills interspersed with narrow
valleys whose floors were quite level.

209. On 21 Jun, 2 R.C.R. provided the infantry
elament of the first deep patrol into no man's land.
The patrol was composed of two troops of tanks, two
companies of infantry, one troop of field artillery and
a tactical air control party. A firm base was
established on the high ground immediately north-east of
Chungmasan (4039), following which a troop of tanks,
a company of infantry and the tactical air control
party continued on the route. A strong enemy position
was located on Hill 730 (}850) and brOUght under air
attuck, before the patrol commenced to retire (H.D., H.Q..
25 Cdn Inf Bde, June 1951, Appx "4", "25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp
Ops Roport Ho. 11, 20 1800 K to 21 1800 K Jun 51").

210. This patrol initiated a series of deep
incursions into enemy territory which w~s to last until
the middle of July. !w attempt, however, will be made
to describe the numerous p~trols in detail, since they
were practically identical in comfosition and route.
Even the contacts which were made resembled each other
strongly. In view of this fact, the following general
description of the patrols is taken to provide adequate
information on this period of the Brigade's operations.

An examination of the proposed patrol
routes for the 2 RCR and 2 PPCLI tomorrow shows
that they are very dependent on dry weather to
enable them to bring up their artillery and
tank support. Due to the length of the petrols
at least one battery of the 2 RCHA has to be
moved 4-5,000 yards ahead of the Brigade FDLs
in order to support the patrols adequately. In
addition, whenever it rains, a full troop from
57 Fd Sqn has to be sent with the tanks to
construct bridges dnd build approaches to the
numerous streams and deep narrow canals or
irrigation ditches. After the tactical elements
of the patrol have bean pushed out ahead, it
is not unusual to have engineer dump trucks
carrying crushed rock and gravel out to fill in
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crossings and soft spots in order to insure
the unimpeded return of the patrol's vehicles.
The lack of equally vigorous patrolling by the'
flanking units has made unprotected flanks
10-20,000 yards long quite comoonplace. To
cover 'these flanks the individual battalions
have been forced to expend a considerable force,
drawn from their patrol strength, to picket
their flanks in order to prevent 'surprise and
encirclement of their patrols. The net result
of this drain upon the already limited strength
of the patrols has been the substitution of
fire power, in the form of the battalion's
81 mm mortars and the MMG platoon, for men
on the ground. The half-tracks carrying the
mortars and the liIMG are brought in tactical
bounds behind the advancing patrol as far
forward as Is necessary to support the patrol
onto its final objective. In many cases this
means building road uheed of them as much as
10,000 yards ahead of the FDLs.

The maximum strength of the patrols put out
by the buttalions is determined by the neeessity
of keeping at least two companies in the FDLs.
The inclusion of the mortars and ~1Gs in the
patrol Is necessitated by the need for close
fire support if the exposed flanks are to be
protected and the relatively small patrolling
force is to achieve its objective and extricate
itself in the event that it encounters
determined enemy resistance.

The terrain in this araa has made the
rotation of the buttulions very difficult und
this has meunt that each battalion, ineluding
the reserve battalion, has hud to take its turn
at patrolling. Because of the very open flanks,
each battalion has h~d to leave at least two
compsnies in their FDLs, thus limiting the. size
of their putrols tlnd placing the burden of the
wiring and digging of the defense on two
compsnies at a time. For the most part the
weather has been very hot and the danger of heat
exhaustion in the hills is very great. The
length of the patrols and the height of the
hills climbod, an average of 450 metres, makes
this patrolling more tiring than is normal with
the result that the troops quickly become
exhausted und ut least one d~y of rest is
essential before going on another patrol.

This type of very aggressive patrolling
cannot be considered standard for tlKOHEAII, nor
can the form of those patrols be regarded as
standard tuctics in this country. The purpose
in including this discussion of these patrols
is to try and show that great emphasis is placed
on the versatility and the ability of the men
~nd officers to adupt theQSelves to rapidly
changing circ~tancesi not to l~y down any
pattern for patrols in any other p<1rt of "KOREA"
or on any other front in the world.

(Ibid., 4 Jul 51)
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As the pdtrols went on, the danger

Enemy re~ction Is now evidootto the
increasing long find dungerous p4trolling being
curried on by this brigude. During the first
week in July the enemy confined himself largely
to observ~tion from a safe distance, but they
are now coming further forward to meet our
penotrations with gr'J.dually Incro.:lsing streoBth.
The difficult going end the restricted meuns of
uccess to the line of hills now being held by
the enemy h~8 maunt th&t e~ch patrol must follow
the same route out and in on each patrol. The
only tactic that can be used to prevent a
successful counter-patrol by the enemy against
our extended flanks has been the alternation
in the weight thrown egainst the enemy. First
strong patrols on the right supported by a small
patrol on the left and then the reverse. It is
apparent from the eneey's inability to success
fully engage either patrol that as yet he does
not hold the ridge line in sufficient strength
to tBke effective action against us in the
valley. It is equally obvious that the day is
soon going to come when he will be able to do so
and the Bde Comd repeatedly cautions the bo
comds about this eventuality.

(Ibid, 10 Jul 51).

212. These long and exhausting patrols were
varied by shorter but probably no less irksome ones,
such as those put out to cover the Jack \mrner show (!2!£,
12 Ju1 51). Even amenties such as "live" sho\,Js, however,
failed to make the stay in the Chorwon area a pleasant
one, and it may be supposed that the Brigade learned
with relief, on 14 Jul, of its impending replacement by
the Turkish Brigade (ibid, 14 Jul 51).

21}. On the 16th, 25 u.s. Inf Div replaced
1 U.S. Cav Div in the latter's sector, and assumed
command of 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp ("G-} Ops Report", No. }87).
Two days later, the relief of 25 Bde took place as
planned. The Bri~de, however, did not go into reserve.
Instead, by late afternoon of 18 JU1, it was deployed
in the line again, immediately north of the Imjin-Bantan
junction, 1n the same general area as that in which
2 P.P.C.L.I., followed by 2 R. 22e R., had maintained a
"patrol base" (II.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 17 and 18
JU151).* 28 Bde was on its left, and 27 Inf Regt of
25 u.s. Inf Div was on its right. The sector of 25 Bde
which lay between those t\ro formations was 5000 yards
long, its focal point being the ferry at 269115.**

*For geographical detail mentioned in paras 213 to
217, see Map. 7.

**Unless otherwise stated, material in paras 213 to
217 derives from a Report prepared by the Bist Offr of
25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp (( H. S.) 410B25. Ol} (D}), "Report on the
Imjin River Incident").
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214. I/ithin this sector, 2 n. 22e R. was
deployed in the area of l,ill 183 at 222142; 2 P.P.C.L.I.
with 25 Reece Coy of 25 Div under co~~and, was on the
east bank south of the ferry crossing, while 2 R.C.R.
held a bridgehead covering the western approaches to
the ferry. In addition to the south ferry, there were
three other crossings, the major one being a second
ferry the north ferry, 6000 yards further up stream
at 25l171. Between these two ferries were two fords,
one of which was also served by a footbridge. The
Brigade's position was of vital importance, since it
lay directly in the path of any Chinese attack which
aimed at cutting the important main supply route of 25
and 3 Divs in the Chorwon area (II.D., li.Q. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde, 16 Jul 51).

215. The first complication developed shortly
after the Brigade had got into position, when 25 Div
inaisted that troops be placed at 213170 to cover the
western approaches of the northern ferry. Consequently,
one infantry platoon and the anti-tank platoon of
2 R. 22e R., plus a troop of tanks from nG II Sqn1were
deployed 4500 yards west of the ferry, the tanks
crossing by one of the fords. as if to emphasize the
precarious position of this tiny group, 3000 yards from
tha 2 R. 22e R. area on Hill 183, the Chinase put in
an attack on the latter position early on the morning
Of tha 19th. During the afternoon of the same day, a
platoon of 27 Inr Hegt was sent across tbe river to
oceupy positions at 247171, also covering the western
approaches to the north ferry, but separated from the
Can~dians by 3500 yards. Further attacks on the main
2 R. 22a R. position on the night 19/20 Jul prompted
Brigadiar Rockingham next day to increase tha strength
of tho r,roup on the approaches to tho north farry by
the addition of two more infantry platoons, bringing it
to a full infantry company with an anti-tank platoon and
a troop of tanks attached. At the same time he moved
tho group to positions about 239171, 2500 yards closer
to the north ferry. The infantry company was supplied by
2 R. 220 n., and it was replaced in the main 2 R. 22e R.
position by a company from 2 P.P.C.L.I.

216. These changas in the dispositions of his
Brigade were not the only worries which beset Brigadier
Rockingham at this time. He also had the river to
consider. A heavy rain had started to fallon the 19th,
arousing fears for tho safety of the communications with
the elements of the Brigade west of the Imjin. These
fears proved to be justified. kt 2135 hrs on the 20th,
at the saoe time as 2 R. 22e R. was reporting enemy
actiVity which appeared to presage a major attack on the
Battalion, the south ferry bec~e inoperable and was
moored to the bank; shortly before midnight the north
ferry went out. Then, at 0045 hrs on the 21st the
footbridge carried away and came downstredm toward the
south ferry, breaking its CUbIcs, setting it adrift and
sweeping out the telephone lines across the river. At
this moment, all the combat elements of 2 R. 22e R.,
three rifle companies from 2 R.C.R. and one from
2 P.P.C.L.I., as well as the plntoon from 27 Inf Regt,
the troop of tanks, and 75 assorted vehicles were across
tha jin, absolutely isolated from the eastern bank
except or artillery communications. In dddition, the
force WH b~ken into three widely separated groups,
with terrain which was difficult going even for infantry
separating the southorn two groups from the one to the
north. At the same time, the enemy, who must have
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suspected that the force wus isolated, and who knew that
the weather made air support impossible, was giving
indications of an intontion to mount a full-scalc
attack.

217. Fortunately for all concerned, the
remainder of the story provides an anticlimax to the
dramatic moment when the drifting footbridge erased
nearly all communication with the troops west of the
river. One hour afterward, 2 R. 220 R. came up on the
artillery channel with the information that the front
was relatively ~uiet. At 0900 hra on the 21st, the
Brigadier ordered the force to concentrate in the
vicinity of tho 2 R.C.R. bridgehead positions. However
it was found to be impossible for the tanks to get
south, and HS a result the order was changed to provide
for the northern group to concentrate near the position
of the platoon from 27 Inf Regt, while 2 R. 22e R. moved
east to the 2 R.C.R. positions. These movements were
completed by late afternoon tho same day. Tho night
21/22 Jul was quiet again, but the ferries could not be
repaired and supply of the troops on the west bank was
limited to what could be taken across by power boat.
On the morning of the 22nd, 25 Div ordered all forces
withdr~wn ucross tho river, but after some discussion
this order was amended to the withdrawal of all the force
less the companies from 2 R.C.H. The execution of this
withdrawal was a protracted affair, complicated by
breakdown of the ferry servico und by the fact that the
capacity of the north ferry hud to be increased to enable
it 1 to carry the four tanks back. The movement was
practically completed by noon on the 24th, and two
"half-tracks" of 2 R. 22e R., which had drowned while
trying to ford the river earlier, were recovered next
day. On 26 JU1, 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp came under operational
control of I U.S. Corps, and moved to an assembly area
in rear of 28 and 29 Bdes south of the Imjin (W.D., H.Q.
25 Cdn Inf Bde, 25 nnd 26 Jul 51). By this move the
Commonwealth Brigades were concentrated again and, as
it proved, ~erc on the eve of co~ing under command of
Headquarters 1st Commonwealth Division.

218. Meanwhile, on the higher politicnl and
military levels where lay direction of the war in Korea,
the tacit decision to accept military stalemate and
attempt to end the war by negotiation was in process of
being put into execution. Eighth U.S. army had reached
a line (para 205 above) which was to remain virtually
unchanged during the remuindur of the period covered by
this Report, and, in fact, to the time of writing. The
second part of the programme - negotiation - had begun
on 10 JU1, following I~ Malik1s* broadcast of 23 Jun
(Chronolo Su lement to The ;rorld Toda , Vol VII,
No.1, p. 0; I/o. 1 , p. 419. These negotiations,
howovor, had produced no important results by the end
of ]~arch 1952, and no attempt will be mude to trace
their course, except to record (para 265 below) the one
developmont - the "unofficial truce" - which affected
the actual fighting.

*The Russian delegate to the security Council •
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FORM"TION OF 1st COl.IMOlllfJ:J<LTIl DIVISION (28 JUL 51).

OPEllATIOIIS TO MINDEN (8 s>:P 51) and CO;ilMANDO

(3 OCT 51) *

219. Available sources do not give complete
information on the discussions and planning which
preceded the decision to form a Coamonwealth division.
It is known, however, that Lt-Gen Foulkes had such a
psssibility in mind as early as mid-July of 1950 when,
at a meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, he
outlined a proposal** to form a Canadian bricade to
operate within a Commonwealth division (IIExtracts from
C.G.S. Daily Di~ry", p. 2). At that time he pointed
out that Canadian forces would be more likely to retain
their identity with such a division, that commanders
would be more familiar with its organization and system
of command, and that training would be facilitated,
since training of the Can~dian Army had followed the
British pattern and had been based on equipment of the
type used by the United Kingdom.

220. A few deys later, he raised the SUbject
again, this time at a meeting of the Cabinet Defence
Co~ttee, when he explained that integration of
national contingents in Gen i~carthur's command would
present a problem for which the United States Joint
Chiefs of Staff had no immediate solution (ibid, p. 3).
In view sf this fact, he argued that the most useful
form of assistance would be a Commonwealth division
which could function as a self-contained formation with
its own supply lines. The Commdttee agreed that a
Commonwealth division would be most appropriate. ~t

the same time, the War Office began exploratory
conversations with the Canadian Joint Staff in London
and, through the United Kingdom Army Liaison Staff, with
the V.C.G,S. in Canada on the SUbject of Canadian
participation in a scheme to provide a brigade group for
Korea (ibid).-
221. On 16 Aug 50, as the Canadian Army
Special Forco was taking shape both in plans and on
the ground, the C.G.S. again returned to the idea of
a Commonwealth division. On that date he wired
Brigadier H..H. 'Moncel D.S.O., O.B.E., .Army member of
the Canadian Joint Staff (London), requesting him to
explore the possibility of the C.A.S.F. forming . part
of a Commonwealth division, or at least connecting to the
Commonwealth supply line in Korea (ibid, p. 6).
Brigadier Moncel replied that the liar Office favoured
the idea of a Commonwealth division, but would not
assume a commitment to field one until the size of the
contributions proposed by other Commonwealth countries
was known. Subsequently, the Directorate of Staff Duties
at Army Headquarters prepared papers on the manpower
implications of a proposed CHnndian contribution to a
Commonwealth division (ibid).

*Geographical detail mentioned in this section is
shown in Maps 7·, 8, and W" - "Third U.N. Advance".

**This proposal was one of four prepared at this
time. The other three, however, do not appear to have
been seriously considered, and they are therefore not
outlined in this Report. Some detail about them is
available in "Extructs from e.G.s. Daily Diary", pp 1 to 5.
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222. This planning continued, and agreement
to form a Commonwealth division was reached before
25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp left for Korea, or while it was en
route. On 1 May 51, Mr Brooke Claxton announced to
the House of Commons that the Group would form part
of "The '!irst (ComClonwealth) Division, United Nations
Forces" jHouse of Comnons Debates, 1 Hay 51, 9. 2553).
From that time until the Division bad taken its place
on the Order of Battle of Eighth U.q. Army, its
history is a record of the assemblin~ of its constit
uent parts in the area south of the Imil~J culminating
in the assumption of command by H.~j 1 Comwel Div on
28 Jul 51.

223. The assembling of the three formations
whioh were to become the brigades of the Division has
already been recorded (paras 200 a"d 217 above). With
this went a parallel assembling of command and staff
elements, and of maintenance units or increments to
maintenance units required to make the Division "oper
ational" J and to complete the organization of its
maintenance systen. On 1 JU1, the first flight of
the Canadian Section, British Commonwealth Rospital
arrived in Kure (W.D., Cdn Sec, Brit Commonwealth
Hosp, 1 Jul 51). V~ile there is no evidence that
this unit was formed as a Canadian contribution to
the "divisional alleeu, or that it would not have
been formed in any event, since Canadian troops were
being hospitalized in the British Commonwealth Hos
pital, tbere is no doubt that it became, in effect
at least, a Canadian contribution to the maintenance
organization supporting the Division.

224. Meanwhile, on 11 Jun, the G.O.C.,
Major-General A.J.B. Cassels, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
arrived in Kure, where he met members of the
Division's Staff and Heads of Arms/Services.
These included Lt-Col E.D. Danby D.S.O., G.S.O. I,
who had arrived in Kure on 8 Jun with Capt E.R.
Blais, G.S.O. III (Int) (W.D., C. 4.1I.F.E., 8 Jun 51).
The Canadian element of the Headquarters increased
as the latter took shape, until, on 28 Jul, it included
seven officers (W.O., Cdn Sec, H.~. 1 Comwel Div,
28 Jul 51). On 1 Aug, the Ca"adian element ~as
orRani7ed as a unit of the Canadian Army, under the
designation "Canadian Section. Headquarters First
(Commonwealth) Division" (Supplements to C.A.Os.,
Isaue No. 245 (Part B) of 1951). On 24 Jun, the
British elements of be Staff and Services of the
Headquarters together with 1 Commonwealth Divisional
Signal Regiment and 28 Field Engineer Ragiment
arrived in Pusan, and the Hendquarters was set up,
for the first time. in Seaforth Camp near that city.
(H.~.S. 1750--121/1, "Reporta and Returns -- 1 Comwel Div",
vol 1: "Periodic Report 2 Uay - 15 Oct 51", Appx "B",
"Diary of Op Events 1951", p. 1)

225. A partial Order of Battle of the Division
as of that time, covering the major Arms, is attached as
AppendiX "Cit.

226. The formation of the division brought a great
change to Brigadier Rockingham'S command. Previously, he had
commanded a force which night be "oonsidered, in some respects
at least, a division in miniature, complete with its own Arms
and Services. Now he held direct operational control of
only three infantry battalions and the armoured squad-
ron. He was. in sober truth, much reduced, as
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of course was Brigadier Brodie of 29 Bde, and it stands
greatly to the credit of all concerned that the
transition was made with the absolute minimum of friction
or confusion (llPeriodic Report, 2 May to 15 Oct 51",
para 8). *
227. Incorporation of 25 Cdn Inf Bdc in the
Division brought changes in the organization for command
and control of the Brigade. Previously, as the commander
of an indepondent brigade, the Brigadier had exorcised
direct operational and administrative control over all
Canadian units forward of E.Q. Eighth U.S. Army.
25 Cdn Rft Gp and 2 Cdn Adm Unit in Kure were placed
under the command of C.O., 25 Cdn Rft Gp, and Comd
C.M.M.F.E. exercisod administrative direction over these
units. L. of C. troops in rear of rtrrny Hoadquarters
were controlled by the appropriate service adviser at
H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde. (li.S.) 410 B 25.013 CD 22),
''Interview with Brigadier Rockinghal:l, 1000 hrs 17 Ilov 52",)

228. ~fter incorporation of the Brigade in
1 Comwel Div, all CanadiHn units of the former Brigade
Group remained under Brigadier Rockingham's administrative
control from purely Canadian aspects, e.g., discipline,
promotion, transfer and so forth~ He had operational
control of the infantry battalions and the armoured
squadron, but the other units of the Group came under
operetional control of E.~. 1 Comwel Div, although they
were used, for the most part, in support of 25 Bde (ibid).

229. Vhile the units and formations of the
Division operated together with remarkable smoothness
from the start, the same good relationship was not
immedietely estublished between II.Q•. 1 U.S. Corps and
the Division. One of the first difficulties encountered
was thbt of persuading the Corps to MOve 25 Cdn In! Bde
Gp to the Commonwealth area. On this subject, Maj-Gen
Cassels reported as follows:

My major worry during this time was to
persuade I US Corps to assemble the three
brigades in such locations as to make them
controllable as a division. 28 and 29 Brieades
were very conveniently sited side by side on
the KAN&\S line. 25 Can~dian Bda was miles
away in the CHaRI/ON area. I was assured that
by the time I took over they would be brought
back into a reserve area behind 28 and 29
Brigades. I went forward on 21 July and found
that 25 Brigade had been moved, but instead
of being put in reserve had been lent to 25
US Inf Div (later relieved by 1 US Cav Div)
to protect their left flenk, end that I was
expected to take it over in that location:
~s this put all my brigades in the front line,
and as the CANtJ>IANS were separated from the
others by two rivers, both of which were in

*An example of the sort of situation which arose
during the transition froo Brigade Group to Brigade status
is provided by en incident involving 57 Fd Sqn; Brigadier
Rockingham had ordered it to construct a tactical road
into the position of one of the battalions, while the
C.R.E. had arrangod for the unit to level an air strip
at Divisional Heudquarters (iI.D., 25 Cdn Inf Bde
27 Jul, 51)
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flood I protested strongly. rlfter three days
gf arGument and discussion it was agreed that
25 Brigade should· move to a reserve area
behind 28 and 29 Brigades.

("Periodic Report, 2 14ay to 15 Oct 51", para 5)

230. Although I Corps finally agreed to the
movement of 25 Bda to the Commonwealth sector, it
retained control over the Brigade as "mobile reserve ll

,

at least for a few d~ys. The task assigned, as quoted
by Bda H.Q.., wa.s lito be propared to oper..ite offensively
anywhere in Corps zono, with first priority in zone
of 28th and 29th Infantry Brigades" (\I.D., B.Q. 25 Cdn
Inf Bde, July 1951, "ppx "9", "25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp Op
Instr ll

, 26 Jul 51). Ullon II.Q. 1 Comwel Div assumed
command of 28 and 29 Bdas on 28 JUl, there was some
uncertainty in H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde as to whether the
Brigade would be joining the Division immediately, or
would remain for u time under control of I Corps. At
0950 hrs 28 JU1, the Brigade Major queried Corps
Headquurters on the mtttter, observing that authority
to join 1 Comwel Div had not yet been received. Corps
replied that lilt was definitely on" for the Brigade
to join the Division und that a message w~s being
prepared. It ~dded that there was some speculation
that the Brigade would only be employed on authority of
II.Q. I Corps (ibid, Appx "4", "H.ct. 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp
Log", 28 Jul 5~ This arrangement was actually
confirmed later on. Although 25 Bde had become part
of the Commonwealth Division) the Division was only able
to use the Brigade within its sector after obtaining
authority from If.Q. I Corps. Other than this somewhat
nebulous control of 25 Bde) 1 Comwel Div had no
reserve ((II.S.) 4l0B25.013 (D 22) "Interview with
Brigadier Rockingham, 1000 hrs 17 llov 52").

231. As the Division began to operate) the
G.O.C. experienced difficulty in perceiving the reason
behind some of the orders he received. In some cases)
also, he considered the operation involved in the order
to be militarily unsound. His report on this matter
sheds some light on the arrangements for control of the
Division at tho higher levels of command.

}~ main trouble during this period was
to convince I Corps that, though we were more
than ready to do anything that was required)
we did like to know the reason behind it. On
many occasions I was ordered, without any
warning, to do things which I considered
militarily unsound and for ~nich there was
no apparent reason. Eventually I asked the
Corps Commander for tin interview where I put
all cards on the table. I pointed out that
we worked quite differently to them, and it
was impossible to expect that we could
suddenly change our ways to conform with
American procedure. I then asked that) in
the future, we" should be given our taSk, the
reasons for that task and that we shoUld then
be left alone to do it our way without
interference fTom '~he Corps staff. The Corps
Commander could not have been more helpful
and, since then) things have been much bettor
and both sides are happier. Novertholess I
regret that I cannot state that everything
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is now completely right. There is no doubt
that thoy look at milittiry problems in a very
different light to us and I never know for
certain what the future plan is likely to be.
There have boon at lc~st five occasions when
I considered invoking my directivo and
referring tho matter to Gon ··ROBERTSON. I
am glad to say thtit, so fHr, this has been
unnecossary, but I cannot help feeling that
the day may como when I really shall have to
do 80. I can assura you that I shell avoid
it if possible.

("Periodic Report, 2 May to 15 Oct 51", para 9)

232. When the Headquarters a5su~d command of
1 Comwel Div, the formation held a front of 11,000 yards,
a sector of lino IlKn.NShS", on the south bank of the :nm.jin
river, from that river's junction with the Hantan
westward to the boundary of I ROK Div ("Diary of Op
Events 1951", p. 4).* 25 u.s. Iat Div, replaced by 1 Cav
Div on 31 Jul ("G-3 Ops Report", No. 402), wus on the
right ("Diary of Op Events 1,951", p. 4). \lithin the
sector of 1 Comwel Div, 29 Bde was on the left, and 28
Bde on the right. 25 Bde lay in rear, at least during
tho periods when it was not employod elsowhere (ibid).
The main enemy positions wero 6000 to 8000 yds north
of the Imjin, which was in flood but which could be
crossed by boats or rafts (ibid).

233. The sharp curve in tho Imjin river at
its junction with the Hanten, whore the former changed
from a southerly to a south-westerly co~bse, formed
the boundaries of a triangular salient ihto tho I Corps
11nes, and tho front of 1 Comwol Div ~y along tho
southern arm,of this salient. Prcvio~s activity in the
area within this curve had indicatod that, in the main,
enemy positions there were teGporary posts. ~owever

there was always tho possibility, noted by Brigadior
Rockingham when the Brigade occupiod positions on the
eastern side of the sali~nt, that tho onemy might attack
east across the Imjin and sovcr the north-south supply
route which ran to Chorwon. This threat prompted vigorous
and deep patrolling into tho salient, in which activity
1 Comwol Div became involved ulmost immediately. In
fact the whole story of the operations of the Division,
from its formation to tho dnte of this Report, may be
summarized as'patrols into the salient, followed by
occupation of the area in Operations IlIAINDENII ond
"C01ft.fu.lIDO tl

•

234. From 28 JU1, whon R.Q. 1 Comwel Div
asswmed command, until eurly in Soptember When the
Brigade went into the line, 25 Bde was lIin reserve tl •

Its activities during this poriod are recorded in some
detail in this and succeeding pnrugraphs, for the reason
that they illustrute a somewhut unusual employment of
the reserve. In the first pltiee, the Brig de was
responsible for preparing plans for action in the event
of an enemy penotration of the Corps Hreu. These plans

*In tho same general areu, that is, which 28 und 29
Bdes had held since the concentration of the Commonwealth
Brigudes (para 200 above).
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(VI.D., II.Q,. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, July 1951, Appx "9",
"25 Cdn Inf Dde Op Instr 110. 1", 31 Jul 51) involved
counter-attacks against possible enemy penetrations at
anyone of four points on the portion of the line
lIKJ(NSk..SII ,,~hich lay within the Corps boundaries. They
also provided for establishment of blocking positions
to cover withdrawal of elements of 1 CaY Div, and for
movement of the Brigade to the eastern end of the
Corps front. In addition, the Brigade prepared plans
for recapture of the bridges at Seoul, should they be
seized by enemy paratroops (ibid, August 1951, A.ppx "7 11 ,

"25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Instr No.2, Op HORATIUS", 10
.~g 51). There is no mention of rehearsal of any of
these possible tasks, but the reconnaissance of the
areas involved and the making of appreciations and
plans provided active employment for Brigadier Rockingham
and his Commanding Officers (ibid, 27 to 31 Ju1 and
10 Aug 51). -

235. \lithin the Division, as has been shown,
the Brigade occupied a som~whdt equivocal position.
However it ~ust have taken seriously the possibility of
its being required to perform tasks in defence of the
Division's area, for it issued a plan (ibid, August 1951,
Appx "7", "25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Instr lJo.""""ii"";" 28 Aug 51)
on 28 Aug covering five possible counter-attacks to
restore the areas of the forward brigades. \ihether
25 Bde was at that time also responsible for the Corps
tasks is not entirely clear. Fortunately, discussion
of the Brigade's role is rendered academic by the fact
that no enemy attack developed during August to put
the Corps and Divisional plans to the test, and by the
further fact that, during the period, 25 Bde was employed
for part of the time on other tasks and would not have
been available quickly, or at all, as reserve for either
Corps or Division.

236. The first of these employments outside
the Division's area occurred early in AUgust, during
Operation "SLAM"*. This Operation consisted of patrols
in strength across the Imjin, troops of 1 Comwel Div
crossing from the south and elements of I CaY Div
crossing from the east. In the plan, 25 Bda was to occupy
positions along the east bank of the Imjin, north of its
junction with the Hantan, as the positions were vacated
by 5 Cav Rogt, the formation detailed to conduct the
patrol for 1 Cav Div. On 3 Aug 25 Bdo, less 2 R.C.R.,
came under oommand of 1 Cav Div and occupied positions
from tho Imjin - Ilantan junction north for 11,000 yds,
with 2 P.P.C.L.I. on the left and 2 R. 22e R. on the
right. Next day, two battalions each from 29 and 28
Bdes crossed the Imjin and began to move north and west
as 5 Cav Hegt conformed on the right. 5 Cav Regt
encountered some resistance, but 1 Comwel Div advanced
6500 yds north of the Imjin without contact. As it had
done befors, the Imjin flooded, forcing resort to air
supply in the 1 Comwel Div sector and delaying the
withdrawal of the troops there until lest light on 6 Aug.

*M~terial in this par~graph is based on a summary of
operational events contained in one of l~j-Gen Cassels'
periodic Hoports ("Diary of Op Events 1951", p. 5) and
on the iiar Diary of H.Q,. 25 Qdn Illf Bde (iI.D., JI.Q,.
25 Cdn Inf Bdo, 2 to 8 AUg 51) •

•
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On 8 Aug 25 Bde was relieved and coved back into the
Comvel Div's area.

237. Operations "DIRK" and "CLAY1JOItE"* followed.
The first was a patrol by 2 n.C.R. north across the
Imjin to 1'111 187 (1414) "nd 152 (1713). '''A'' Coy
crossed at 175057, south of Sindae, on 13 Aug and
established a firm base. Next day the remaining companies
crossed, and on the 15th they advanced to the vicinity
of the t\~ hills, where they encountered heavy opposition.
From this opposition, it was concluded that the unit
was getting dangerously close to the main enemy positions,
and a withdrawal, which was completed lat~ on the 15th,
was ordered. Subsequently Ptes G.G. Howden and C.O. Bell
were each awarded the M~ilitary Medal for the skill and
daring with which they handled their Bren guns on
contact "ith the enemy during this patrol (P.N. 278-51,
"CitatioD

f
Pte Gordon George Rowden and Pte Curtis

Ora Bell"l.

238. Operation "CLAnmHEIl, a patrol by
2 P.P.C.L.I. and 2 R. 22e R. over the Imjin, took place
between 22 and 24 aug 51. The battalions crossed
at Sumuso (262134), established firm positions in the
vicinit¥ of Misan I~on (2011) and patrolled as far as
Hills 187 (1516) and 208 (1817). Only light and
transient opposition was encountered, but the enemy
came up on the wireless net twice requesting a parley.
This experience resombled that of 2 R.C.H. when it
receivod a note, durln~ its patrol, suggosting that
a party be organized.*

239. On conclusion of the patrol, 2 H. 22e R.
returned via the ferry at Sumuso and moved to an
assembly area at 8aetongjae (3012), where it met 2 R.C.R.
(I/.D., I;.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 24 AUg 51). 21'.P.C.L.I.
returned due south, and went back to its former
position (ibid). The purpose of this move was to place
25 Bde, less-Dne battalion, in rear of 1 Cav Div, to
sqpport 5 Cav Re~t while it adjusted its positions
(ibrd, 20 AUg 51). 25 Bde moved back to the area of
l~wel Div on the 28th, and on 4 Sep relieved 28 Bde
on the right of the Division's front (~, 28 Aug
and 4 Sep 51).

240. Operation ".MIIIDENII) the Division's first
move forward into the no man's land within the curve
of the Imjin, began on 8 Sep, when 28 Bde crossed the
river and estublished a bridgehead covering two
crossings, one at Sindae and the other at the ferry
site at 232098 (Ii-D., rr.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 8 Sep 51).
Class 50 bridges were constructed on these crossings,
and on 11 Sop the Division moved north out of the
bridgehead with 29 Bde left and 25 Bde ri6ht, the
objective being a line from Sanggorangpo (1105) to
Chung-gol (2115) (ibid, 8 to 11 Sep 51; "Diary of Op
Events 1951", p. 7~It should be noted that ocoupation
of this lino would remove the salient bounded by the.
curve of the Imjin, and thereby diQinish the flank threat
to the north-south supply route to Chorwon (ibid, 8 to

*I~terial in this and tho succeeding paragr"ph is
based on "Diary of Op Events 1951 11 ) p. 6 and on H.D.,
H.Q. 25 Cdn I~ Bde, 12 to 25 Aug 51.

**These incidents may have beon temporary local effects
on tho battlefield of the truce talks at Kaesong, which
had started on 10 Jul (External Affairs, August 1950,
p. 275) following Mr Malik's broadcast of 23 Jun.
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11 Sep 51; "Diary of Op Events 1951", ,. 7)': By 12 Sep,
the move had nean comoleted ("Diary of Op Events 1951", p. 7).
12 ROK Regt of 1 ROK Div "tied in"on the left at S!UlI;.p"orangpo,
its line to the west running south of the Imjin ("G-3 Ops
Report", No. 445). 5 Cay Regt of 1 Cay 1)iv was on the right
at Chung-~ol, the Cay Div's positions continuing tpe line
north-east toward Chorwon (ibid). The inter-brigade boundary
divided 1 Comwel Div's fronr-rou~ly in half, and the
Samichon in turn divided the front of 29 3de (ibid). At this
time, then, the Division lay on line ltWYOMINGlI J , ..lith line
"KANSAS" in its rear along the south bank of the Imjin.

241. The part played by 25 3de in Operation ''MINDEN'' was
not a particularly stirring one nnd its casualties of 3
killed and 10 wounded were light «(P.s.) 133.065 (D578), vall.
lIKorean CasU). The f3;sneral area which the :3rigade was to
occupy lay about Misan Myon n'/.D., H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf 3de.
10.11 Sep 51). Part of the Brigade's objective waS already
held by one of the battalions of 28 Ede (~, 9 Sep 51),
and previous patrOls had already explored the territory
pretty thoroughly. 2 P.P.C.L.I. crossed the Imjin on the
10th, under command of 28 Bde, and occupied positions about
Misan Myon (ibid, 10 Sep 51). lext morning, 25 Bde assumed
co~and of tne-Dattalion agein, and sent 2 R.C.R. and 2
R. 22e R. across the Imjin, to occupy positions left and
ril;.ht respectively of those held by 2 P.P.C.L.I. (ibid, 11
SeD 51).

242. On 12 Sep "B" Coy 2 R. 22e R., whose position
centred on Hill 172 (201140), out in en atteck on three
features at 194143. 188145 and 191150 (Hill 222), to clear
the enemy from them 80 that work on the defences of the main
position could be carried on without interference (ibid, 12
Sep 51; A,px "8", 25 3de Sitrep 12 2000 Sep 51). ""The .
Company succeeded in capturing 1~8145, but ene~ on Fill 222
proved too strong to be dislodged and the Co~pany was ordered to
return to Bill 172 (ibid, also Appx "3", 25 Ede ODe Log,
12 Sep 51; '.D., 2 R~e R., 12 Sep 51). Although the attack
had failed to achieve conplete success, it had been pushed
home most gallantly. Subsequently the part played by two
officers, Capt J.P.R. Tremblay and Lt J.P.A. Therrien, in
this attack was mentioned in their Citations for the
Military Cross (P.N. 119-52, "Citations, Capt Joseph
Patrick R"ne Tremblay And Lt Jean Paul Mdre Therrien").
Cpl J.G. Ostiguy and Pte R. Gagnon, of "13" Coy also diS'
tinguished themselves and were awarded the Military Medal
(P.N. 300-51, "Citations, Cpl Jean Gerard Ostiguy and Pte
Romeo Gagnon")f* Next day "n:1 Coy took the features without
opposition, and counted 36 enemy deadf** 1 K.S.L.I.
occupied the area on the l~th, while 2 R. 22e R. completed
work on its position (':.D., H.\;.. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 13 and 14
Sep 51; W.D., 2 R. 22e R., 13 Sep 51). On 17 and 18 Sep, the
British unit was reliaved by smaller groups from 2 R. 22e R.
and 2 P.P.C.L.I. (~. 17 and 18 Sep 51). Routine patrols
and a rreat deal of mining, wiring and digging occupied
25 Bde after this relief, until the comrnenC6nent of
Operation F1CO~·r'..'LloITX)a early in October.

*The new line represented an extension of i"NYO~'ING\I
across the base of the salient. Previously, IfWYm~plG"

hed run from Chorwon to the Yonchon area. After llMINDEN",
it would run from Chorwon across the 1m.iin to Sanpgoran@:po.

~'The date of action is ~iven as the 13th in these
Citations, but this must be an error.

***It is Bri~adier Rockingham's recollection «(H.S.) 410B25.
009 (D5): "Comments on draft of Fist Sec Report No 62 by
Bri""dier Rockingham", 1 Jul 53) that "B" Coy took the objective
(presumably including Hill 222), but this idea is not supported
by any of the sources quoted.
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OPERATIOll 'CO~!MJ,j'IIJO" ( 3 to 8 OCT 51 ).
SUBSEQUENT "CTIVITY TO 31 MAR 52."

243. Operation "CUDGELII J from which "COM:Mt\.NDO"
developed by process of amendment, was a rather complicated
and ambitious undertaking, involving all four divisions
of I U.S. Corps - 1 ROK Div, 1 Comwel Div, 1 Cav Div,
3 InC Div (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdo Inf Bde, September 1951,
Appx "11" "1 Comwel Div 0.0. No.3, Op CUDGEL",
27 Ssp 51j. Advances were to be mude to a line
"JAl.iESTOriN'11 which, in the case of 1 Comwel Div, was 6000
to 8000 yards forward (north-west) of ",lYOMING"
("Diary of Op Events 1951", p~ 9). A further advance
to line lIFARGO" , 4000 to 5000 yards beyond "Ja},fESTOWN",
was also planned, to be made on orders of H.Q. I Corps
("1 Comwel Div 0.0. I/o. 3", paras 2(b), (c), (d) and
15). 1 ROK Div and 1 Comwel Div, on the left of the
COlP~ front, were each to stage two ~ battalion raids
on D minus 2 (ibid, paras 2(b) and 4(b». 3 Inf Div
and 1 CaY Div were to attack on·D"Day, followed by
1 Comwel Div on'tD"plus 2, while 1 ROK Div was to be
prepared to seize a sector of line "FARGO:: on orders
of H.Q. I Corps (ibid, par~s 2(a) and (b), 3). All
attacks were to be prefaced by occupation of the outpost
lines held f"rwurd of "vIYOl!IIIG" (II.D., II.Q. 25 Cdn InC
Bde, 23 Sep 51). Changes in both right and left
boundaries of 1 Comwel Div were also ~rranged. OnID
minus 5, 1 Camwel Div was to take over from troops of
1 Cay Div west of the Imjin river (Ill Comwe1 Div 000.
No.3", para 4(b). On ·D· Day 1 ROK Div was to relieve
elements of 1 Comwel Div 1000 yards west of the Samichon,
thus narrowing the are~ west of tho river held by
1 Comwel Div (ibid, para 2(b».

244 0 In the final Corps plan for operation
"COMl.WIDQ", as ftir as it is reflected in the Order of
1 Comwel Div ('.i.D., li.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, September 1951,
Appx 1111" "1 Comwel Div Op Instr no. 13, op COMMANDO,"
30 8ep 51 j, the Operation had been re-named ;ICOMMANDO"
and tho raids had boen dropped, as had the notion of
the divisions attacking in successiop. Both 1 ROK Div
and 1 Comwel Div w~re to attack on'!fDay, with 1 CaY
Div and 3 Inf Div. Tho boundary changes proposed in
"CUDGEL" were still to be made tiS plannedr, except that
1 ROK Div was to relieve all elements of 1 Comwe1 Div
west of the Semichon. "DTIJ5ay was set at 3 Oct 51.
Proliminary moves within 1 Comwel Div required by
the plan for the Operation began on 28 Sep, when 2 R. 22e R.
relieved 1 Bn of 5 Cav Rest in the ~roa Kangso-ri (2017)
Tokcho~-li (2116) - Yongjong-ni (2217) - south bank of
the Imjin at 220187. One hour ufter the move of 2 R. 22e
R. began, 2 RoCoRo started to move by companies to new
positions roughly 2000 yards forward, in the area Hill
152 (1713) - Kochan (1711) - !jansa-dong (1712) - heights
700 yards cast of Hill 152. 2 P.P.C.L.I. follow0d to
new positions in the area Hill 222 (1915) - heights 500
yards n~$th-eest of Sokchangsang-ni (1814) - Ochon (1914)
- high round 500 yurds east of Segol (1916) (\I.D., H.Q.
25 Cdn af Bdo, 27 und 28 Sap 51; Appx "II:', Trttcc
1I0perational Phase, OSMOSIS").

"Geographical detail contioncd in this section is
shown in l-lnp 8.
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245. Completion of this set of movcs, to which
the nwno Operation "Oill10SISIl had been eiven, pL.tcod
2 R.C.H. and 2 P.P.C.L.I. in the Brigude's former outpost
line, as required in the original planning for "GUDGEL"
and rGtuincd in the pl<.tn for ftCOMM.tNDO". The move of
2 R. 22e R. complcted tho udjustment of the right
boundary of 1 Comwel Div. &djustment of the Division's
left boundury was completed on 1 Oct, when 15 Regt of
1 ROK Div took over all territory west of the Samichon
from 29 Bde ("G-3 Ops Report", llo. 464).

246. 1 Comwel Div planned to make the attack
in three phases (Ill Comwel Div Op Instr No. 13",
paru 5(a)). In Phase I 28 Bde would attack on the right
of the Division's front'" on D DtlY (lIDiary of Op Events
1951", p. 9), with 1 K.S.L.I. left going for Hills
208 (1817) and 210 (1617), 1 K.O.S.B. in the centro
c"pturing the dominating feature, Hill 355 (1718), and
3 R.A.R. on the right with Hill 199 (1920) as its
objective (".I.D., H.C<. 25 Cdn In! Bdo, 29 Sep 511. Since
this plan committed all thrce battelions of 28 Bde,
a reserve was to be croated by placing 1 R.N.F. of
29 Bde undcr corlllllUnd of 28 Bde on D Puy ("1 Comwel Div
Op Instr No. 13", para T( c)). In Phase II, which was
to tuke pl~ce on D plus 1, 25 Bdo w~s to seize a line
of high ground 3000 yards forw..rd of "\/YOMING".
Phases I and II of the attuck wore planned over two
successive days in order to allow each Brigade in
turn to be supported by the whole of the Division's
artillery and part of the Corps urtillery ("Diary of Op
Events 1951", p. 9). Phase III was to be the exploitation
by both 25 and 28 Bdes to the· line "JAMESTOHN" (ibid).
29 Bde, employing one battalion, was to secure the left
flank of 25 Bde up to "J"MESTOIfN", where the battalion
was to be relieved by 25 Bde on completion of Phase III
("1 Comwel Div Op Instr No. 13", p"ra 9). The comparatively
minor role assigaed to 29 Bde is explained by the fact
th~t one battalion of the formution wus due to be
relieved by a battalion from the United Kingdom not l"ter
than 11 Oct. In view of this fact, it was planned to
use individuul battalions ruther thun tho Brigade as a
whole ("Diary of Op Events 1951", p. 10). For some
reason, 29 Bde selected 1 R.U.R. to guard the flank of
25 Bde (II.D., H.Q,. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 29 Sep 511' although
this b<lttulion \\JUS the ono scheduled for relief .
("1 Comwol Div Op Instr No. 13", para 10).

247. 25 Bde's detailed plan divided the
Brigade's attack into three phases (li.D., E.!!. 25 Cdn,
Inf Bde, 29 Sap 51; Appx "11 11 , "ConfirIn..ltory Notes
to Bdo Comd; s Verbal Orders for Op COII,IANDO" , 1 Oct 51).
In Phaso I 2 R.C.R. und 2 P.?C.L.I. were to udvance to
the line of high Ground 3000 yards forward, 2 R.C.R.
capturing the feuture north-west of Chommal (1413) and
Hill 187 (1414), While 2 P.P.C.L.I. secured Hill 187
(1516), and took over from I K.S.L.I. on Hill 210.
I R.U.R. \ms to occupy the feature north-east of Yons
dong (1310), the height at 154122 and Hill 179 (1513)

*There is no doubt that the plan was for a unit
of 28 Bde to relieve 2 R. 22e II. when the latter moved
left (para 248 below), and so provide a secure position
through which the remainder of the Brigade could attack.
This statement, however, does not find clear justification
in the sources available.
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not later than two hours before Phase I began. Phase II
was the capture by 1 R.U.R. of its sector of the line
"JAMESTOIIN" - the features south of Karhyon-ni (1311)
and Pangnae-dong (1312), thnt north-east of Kunsan-dong
(1313), as well as Hill 127 (1311).

248. In Phase III of the Brigade attack (ibid),
2 R.C.R. would secure the feature north-east of Hamurhan
(1314) and the height north-west of Ochon (1415).
2 P.P.C.L.I. was to capture TIill 159 (1417) and the
high ground south of it at 148164 and 142169. 2 R. 22e R.
was to move from its position on the right of the
Brigade's front on D Day, relieve 2 R.C.R., and remain
in 2 n.C.R.'s former area as Brig~de reserve. On
completion of Phase III it was to relieve 1 R.U.R.
on "JAMESTO\lNII, the former unit moving back to the Imjin
to await relief by 1st Battalion, The Royal Norfolk
Regiment 11 R. Norfolk) ("1 Comwel Div Op Instr No. 13",
para 10).

249. AS of the date of this Report, only one
official source of information is available on the
developcent of Operation nco.t.fMh.NDQ" in the sector of 28
Bde - the Report of Maj-Gen Cassels ("Diary of Op Events,
1951", pp 10 to 12).** Here it is shown that 28 Bde
attacked et first light on 3 Oct, in Phase I of the
Operation. At the start, all wont well, but strong
enemy opposition was encountered by 1000 hra, and at
last light 1 K.S.L.I. was 1000 yards short of Rill 210,
while 1 K.O.S.B. was the same distance from its
Objective, Hill 355. 3 R.A.R. on the right had succeeded
in securing Hill 199. On relief by 1 ROK Div, 1 n.NS.
had moved to an assembly area in rear of 28 Bds, where
it came under command of the Brigade. There was no
enemy contact during the night, and the attack was
resumed at first light on the 4th. 1 K.S.L.I. took Hill
210, and by 1300 hrs 1 K.O.S.B. had fought its way on
to Hill 355. Capture of these two features cocrpleted
Phase I of the attack, albeit somewhat behind schedule,
in that Phase II, ut loast initially, proceeded con
currently with Phuse I.

250. Phase II, the attack of 25 Cdn Inf Ede
to secure high ground 3000 yards forward of "WYOMING'·,
began at 1100 hrs, 4 Oct ,mile 1 K.O.S.B. was still
fighting for hill 355 (\/.D., Ii.,.,. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
4 Oct 51). 2 R.G.R. advancod with "}ill Coy left und
"B" Coy right, "ilU Coy passing through the forWl:1rd
defended localities of 1 R.U.H., which hJd established
itself in the area it had been required to secure prior
to "H" hour. Neither company encountere1 any opposition,
and within two hours 2 R.C.R. wus on its objectives,
with liD" Coy on lii11 187 (1414), "All Coy on tho fcuture
above Chommal nnd liB" Coy on the height east of

*It will be noted that Phase I of the Brigade atteck
was Phc.1se II of the Division's uttuck, und thut PhasesII
and III of tne Brigade operation formed part of Phase III
of the Division's effort.

**The ,iar Diary of H.,.,. 25 Cdn Inf Bde contains very
little information on the attack of 28 Bde, and at least
one of the items of information given is wrong. The
Diary states that "D' Day was postponed to 4 Oct (H.D.,
H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 3 Oct 51), which is obviously not
the case.
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Naooohon (1515). 2 P.P.C.L.I. bogon its advance on the
right of the Brigade's front at the sarne time as 2 R.C.R.
It also had two companies up. liD" Coy, on the left t· .

udvanced on Mangun-ni (1715), passed through it and
seized the feature 500 yards to the north. "AI. Coy,
cd the right, advanced to the feature east of Kamagol
(1616). "B" Coy oleared the ridge runniag north from
Sogu-ri (1714) and relieved "D" Coy whioh then moved
across the next valley to take Hill 187 (1516), the
Battalion's main objective. This feature was held by
the enemy, and it took two hours of fighting to get
the Company on it. Meanwhile "A" Coy set out to relieve
the company from 1 K.S.L.I. on Hill 210, and "Bn Coy
2 P.P.C.L.r. passed through "B" Coy 2 R.C.R •. east
of Naeochon, to copture the height immediately aorth
of the R.C.R. company~

251. \lith the capture of I;ill 187 (1516) by
2 P.F.C .t. I., Phase II of Operation "COLtAliliDO" may be
considered complete, since 2 R.C.R. had already seized
its main objective, "Hill 187 (1414). 1 K.S.L.I. had
entered on Phase III, having established itself on
Hill 227 (1518), and 25 Bde began in turn to meke the
advances required for Phase III (ibid). In the sector
of 2 R.C .R., "c" Coy passed through "D" Coy on Hill 187
(14l4)"and seized the height 500 yards north-east of
Hemurhan (1314) by late afternoon of the 4th. It did
not encounter any enemy troops during its advance, but
it was heavily shelled by enemy artillery presumably
controlled from Hill 166 (1215) west of the valley. At
the same time "BII Coy, which had been relieved on the
Naeochon feature by "E" Coy 2 P.P.C.L.I., began to
advance along the spur toward the hill mass north-west
of Ochon. The Company came under heavy fire from its
objective, and had difficulty in extricating its
leading platoon.

252. The successful withdrawal of this platoon
appears to have been made possible by the accuracy of
the covering fire prOVided, greut gallbntry being shown ,
in the direction of this fire. Lt 11.T. °'Brennan, a
forward observation officer with "B" Coy, pushed forward
to get better observation "of the enemy positions.
Although his wireless operator was killed and he himself
was wounded, he continued to diroct the firo of his
battery until evacuatod as a stretcher case. His
devotion to duty was an important factor in'the success
of the Company's withdrawal, and he was awarded the
Military Cross (P.II. 53-52, "Citation, Lt Matthew
Terrance O'Brennan"). After he 'had been evacuated,
L!Bdr F.M. Dorman took over, and won the Military Medal
by continuing to pass tiro orders undor very heavy
enomy mortur and maChine-gun fire (ibid, liCitation, L/Ddr
Frtlncis Merton Dorman':). Pte W.O. Pugh, a signaller
of "B" Coy, went forward from the Coupany' s firm base
when the wireless operator with the Company Commander
was wounded. Recovering the set and the aerial under
heavy fire, he reestablished the communications necessary
to the direction of the tank and mortar fire. For the
outstanding devotion to duty which he showed, Pte Pugh
was awarded the Militar¥ Medal (P.Il. 300-51, "Citation,
Pte \lilfred Denis PUgh")"•

•
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253. Cpl E.',I. Poole, the N.C.O. in charge of
the "B I • Coy stretcher bearers was awurdod the Distinguished
Conduct Medal for tho courage which he displayed while
evacuating the wounded. The first casualties, in
particular, were struck down among thick underbrush
on" steep slopos. Cpl Poole searched thom out under
heavy firo, his disrogurd for his own safety enabling
him to save the lioves of at least five men (P.N.
53-52, "Citation, Cpl Ernest 1Jilliam Pool.e ll

).

254. In the meantime 2 P.F.~.L.I. had also
been advancing {l1.D., H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf llde, 4 Oct 511.
"C" Coy worked its way along the ridge from Hill 187
(1516) to the heights 800 yards west. "A" Coy set
out for Hill 159 (1417). flt this point the resistance
which "B II Coy 2 R.C.R. had encountered and the lateness
of the day caused the advance to be suspended. IIBu Coy
2 R.C.H. was brought back into line, and "Ail Coy
2 P.P.C.L.I. was stopped short of its objective. Thus,
at the end of 4 Oct, the forward line of the Brigade
ran north-east from the heights above Hamurhan, whioh
were held by "c" Coy 2 R.C.n. To the right of this
Company, "Bli Coy, 2 H.C.R. was short of the feature north
west of OchoD, "C II Coy 2 P ..P.C.L. I. was on the feature
west of Rill 187 (1516) and "fl" Coy 2 P.P.C.L.I. had
halted on the approaches to Rill 159. To the left of
the Brigade's front, 1 R.U.n. had gained all its
objectives without difficulty.

255. On 5 Oct the advance was resumed (ibid,
5 Oct 51). "B" Coy 2 n.c .R. occupied the feature north
west of Ochon after it had been reported olear by a
patrol of scouts and snipers; !'B" Coy 2 P.P.C.L. I. dug
in on Hill 159·, and "A" Coy 2 P.P.C .L. I., secured
the heights 800 yards south-west of Sanjom-ni (1417).
»nen 2 R. 22e R. relieved 1 R.U.H., all three battalions
of the Brigade were forward, along the edge of the
Nabu-ri valley. 2 R. 22e R. had "A" Coy on the heights
north-east of Taraktae (1212), "B" Coy on the feature
south-east of Kunsan-dong (1313), tIC II Coy south or
Karhyon-ni (1311) and "D" Coy on Hill 127.

256. The companies of 2 R.C.R. and 2 P.P.C.L.I.
were in the positions whose occupation has already been
described. 2 R.C .R. had "AU and IIDII Cays on the
feature above Chommel and on Rill 187 (1414) respectively,
in positions which they had occupied during Phase I of
the Brigade's attack. nC II Coy was on the heights above
Hamurhan and "Bll Coy was on the feature jutting out into
the Nabu-ri valley north-west of Ochon. 2 P.P.C.L.I.
had "D" Coy on Hill 187 (1516) which it had taken in
Phase I of the Brigade's attack. "A", "B': and ne" Cays
were on the heights south-west of Sanjom-ni, on Hill 159
and on the heights west of Hill 187 (1516) respectively.

257. Thus, late in the afternoon of 5 Oct,
25 Cdn Inf Dde was on lino IlJAMESTO:m", with 1 Bn of
12 ROK Regt on the left and 1 K.S.L.I. on the right (ibid).
Ahead of the Drlg~de lay the Nabu-ri valley whose western
edge was dominated by Hills 166 (1215) and 156 (1217).
2 R. 22e n. overlool,ed a broad level plain, but 2 R.C.n.

¥The Company had previously moved to Hill 210 and
taken over "A" Coy's objective.
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and, to a greater extent, 2 P.P.C.L.I. were separated only by
a narrow valley from possible enemy positions. In addition
"B" Coy, 2 P.P.C.L.I. was well ahead of the K.S.L.I. company
to its right, an inviting targey for any counter-attack.

258. Phase III of Operation "COMMANDO" did not finish
so easily or so quickly on the front of 28 Bde. Here all effort:
on the 5th were devoted to the capture of Hills 217 (1621) and
317 (1722) which were just short of the finel objectives on
line "JAMESTOV.N" in the Brigade's sector rl:Jiary of Op Events
1951", p. 11). 1 R.N.F. attacked Bill 217, while 3 R.A.R.
fought for Hill ,17. Both units succeeded in capturing their
objectives, but 1 R.N.F. wes thrown off Hill 217 by an enemy
counter-nttack just before last light. Next day the attack on
Hill 217 waS resumed. Once again 1 R.P.F. succeeded in getting
on it, but was again forced to vnthdraw. On 8 Oct, however, the
unit occupied the 1UJI. without coIrtl"ct, the enenyhn~ awurmtly
withd~.~ durinG the ni3ht 7/8 Oct. (Ibid, pp 11 and 12)

259. With t~s capture of Hill 211, 1 Comwel Div's
part in Operation "COMMANDO" WElS completed. It had not been
completed without cost, as was shown by the casualties of 58
killed and 262 wounded (ibid). 25 Bde, with 4 killed and 28
wounded, had escaped ligEtIY ((H.S.) 1".065 (D578), vol 1,
I1Korean Cas"). On 8 Oct, then, the Division lay on the
"JAMFBTO. " line between the Sam1choD and the Imjin river. It
held a front of approximately 21,000 yards, with seven battal
ions in the front line, one battalion in a back-stop ryosition
and one battalion in reserve. ~nj-rzen Cassels considered that
a lar?,er reserve would have been lesirnble but found it impos
sible to reduce the nUIlber of units in the front line v'ithout
leaving ga9s so large t~at they could not be accepted. As it
was, the forward battalions were very thin on the eround and
gaps existed in many places. In short, the G.O.C. believed
that the Division was not capable of holding a lar~e-scale

enemy offensive. (H.I<.S. 1750-121/1, vol 1: "Periodic Report
15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52", para 3.) Lines ''l'IYOMDlG'' and "KANSAS"
lay behind the Division, the latter extensively developed durin@
a long period of occupation. In the tortured landscape abead,
the enGoy ~ain line wes much closer than it had been previously.

260. The Chinese began to test the Division's new
positions almost iJ!u:lediately after the completion of "COMMAr:x:>" ,
and the Division reciprocated in kind. On the night 1,/14 Oct,
a heavy attack was put in on 2 P.P.C.L.I. lIAn and ;'B" Cays were
attacked simultaneously, and liD" Coy's position was assaulted
half an hour later. Some penetration was made between "A" and
IIB" Cays, but this was sealed off by M.M.G. fire. None of the
company positions was invaded and the enemy withdrew before da~

(W.D., H.I<. 25 Cde Inf Bde, 12 and 13 Oct 51). Operation
"PEPPERPOT" , a raid by one company from each of the three
battalions of 25 Bde, took place on 23 Oct. The aim of the
raid was to occupy Hill 166 and blow up the enemy positions
there. In sddition, two objectives to the north of Hill 166
were to be seized, to obtain obsArvation into the next valley
and the ridge beyond it. 2 R. 22e R. was assigned the attack
on Hill 166; 2 R.C.R. and 1 P.P.C.L.I. were given
the two objectives to the north. Although the

*It is not ryossible, with the information available, to
say whether II COMMANDO 11 remained a Corps operat ion after amend
ment of the plan. It may well be that it was reduced to an
operation of'l Comwel Div, activity on other divisional fronts
being in support of the attack of 1 Comwel Div. On the other
hand it is equally possible that it remained a Corps operation,
and it may even have formed part of an Army effort whose plan
and object are not revealed in the material at hand. In any
event, 1 ROK Div on the left of 1 Comwel Div, and 1 Cav Div
on the right did, in factI mnke confoI"llng advances ("G-3 Ops
Report", Nos 466 to 476 •
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companies from 2 R.C.R. and 1 P.P.C.L.I. reached their
objectives with relative ease, the resistance encountered on
Hill 166 by the compuny from 2 R. 22e R. proved too strong,
and the company was forced to withdraw without coupleting its
task ("Periodic Report 15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52", Appx "A",
"Diary of Op Events 15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52", p. 1; ILD., H.".
25 Cdn Inf Bde, 19 to 23 Oct 51; (H.S.) 410B25.009 (D5):
IICOEments on draft of Hist Sec Report No 62 by Brigadier
Rockingham", 1 Jul 53). One interesting feuture of the raid was
the tremendous smoke screen which was placed on the ridge when
the infantry were ready to withdraw, still in daylight. As the
screen was laid, the enemy reacted by firing all bis defensive
fire tasks, made up of artillery, mortar and machine ~un fire.
This reaction, however, had been anticipated, and our troops wer
giTeD time to at clear of the enemy's defensive fire tasks by
the exoedient of preceding the s~oke with heavy H.E. concen
trations on the next ridge to the west. These concentrations
led the enemy to believe that a further attack was in prospect,
and he withheld firing ris defansive tasks until the snoke
came down, by which time our troops had withdrawn beyond the
lines of this fire. A new arrival in Korea got its first
taste of action during this raid, when the P.P.C.L.I. company
was chosen frol!l 1 P.P.C.L.I., whose relief of 2 P.P.C.L.I. was"
.Q,Ql\,P1QtQu' on 4 l~OV (W.D., 1 P.P.C.L.I., Nov8.1llbl:>r 1951, Appx "Mit;
Tel Coma 160, H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde to Army Ottawa, 4 Nov 51).

261. The enemy attacks continued in November, and
increased in strength. During the night 2/3 Nov, It All and ;'C"
Coys 2 R.C.H. successfully repulsed a series of attacks,
although the forv,:ard platoon of "A" Coy, corrnnanded by Lt.
E.J. Mastronardi, was forced back to the main Company position
('I.D., H.~. 25 Cdn Bde, 2 end 3 Nov 51; "Diury of Op Events
15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52", p. 2). Prior to this wi thdrawal Lt
Mastronardi had conducted the defence of his platoon area
with great skill and tenacity, inflicting very heavy casualties
on the enemy find forcing him to deploy the better part of a
battalion in an attempt to overco~e the determined resistance
of one platoon. Lt MRstronardi directed the platoon's with
drawal with equal skill, bringing back all his wounded and
his weapons. In the morning, he returned to the position
which he had been forced to·abandon and discovered 21 enemy
dead in the area. In addition, he took five wounded prisoners.
The skill, courage and power of leadership which Lt Mastronardi
displayed durin~ this action were reoognized by award of the
Military 8ross (P.N. 322-51, "Citation, Lt Edward John
Mastronardi"). Late in the afternoon of 4 Nov, very heavy
att~cks were launched aguinst the 28 Bde front. 1 K.O.S.B.
was forced off Fills 217 and 317. its effective stren~th

bein~ reduced to two rifle companies in the process. One
outstanding feature of the attack was the volume of enemy
artil16ry fire ~bich supnorted it. It was estimated that QO
to 120 rounds Der minute fell on the rront of 28 Bde during the
hour before the attack ("Diary of Op Events 15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb
.52 11 , n. 2). On the evening of .5 Nov, "DIt Coy 1 Cl.P.C.L.I.
repulsed a heavy attack, probably e diversion7 effort connected
with the attacks OD 28 Bde (W.D., H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Ede. 5 Nov 5n.
In Operation "TOFFY" 2 R. 22e R. raided Hill 166 on 9 Oct,
employinf?; lie" Coy and the Scout Pl. Part of this force suc
ceeded in reaohing the top of the hill in very oonfused fightine
before the raiding troops were ordered to withdraw (ibid, 9 and
10 Nov 51). 1 K.S.L.I. wus forced off Hill 227 (151~n 17 No,
reocoupied the feature next day, lost it that evening and took
it aguin during the night ("Diary of Op Events 15 Oct 51 to 15
Feb 52". p. 5).

262. Heavy fighting continued in this sector until 22
Nov, when 28 Bde was relieved by 7 Regt of 3 u.s. Inf Div and a
new right boundary was established for the Division, making
3 Div responsible for Hills 217 and 317. It had been planned
previously for 29 Bde to take over a sector west of tha
Samichon from 1 ROK Div and for 28 Bde to go into reserve on
relief by 7 Regt (ibil, pp 6 and 7). These changes in
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boundary were made after reoeated representations by the C.O.C
that 1 Comwel Div was ovsr-extended. They reduced the front tl
16,000 yards, and ralieved the Division of the area in which
the enemy had been most active. Ma1~en Cassels' reported that
on completion of the relief he felt more secure in the
Division's position, though he still did not feel confident
that the formatinn could cone with a really large-scale orteD
sive ("Periodic Report, 15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52", .oara 3).

263. One result of the relief of 28 Bde and the
chan~e in the Division's boundaries was the move of 2 R. 22e R
across 25 Bde's front, from the left flank to the right. Here
it wos to take over UDsitions from two companies of 1 K.S.L.I.
and a part of the area of 1 P.P.C.L.I. 29 Bde waS to extend
its boundary east to take in the former 2 R. 22e R. positions,
so that the Division had 29 and 25 Bdes in the line, with 25
Bde on the right flank. 2 R. 22e R. was in its new positions
at 1100 hrs, 22 Nov, right up against the sector which had S8ffi
such bitter fighting. Events, as it nroved, were not to belie
the rather ominous possibilities sugRested by this prox1Dity t(
the contested area. At 1628 hrs, 23 Nov, the Chinese launched
attacks against the A!!lericans on Hill 355 and against "0" 2
R. 22e R. which was on the saddle between Hills 355 and 227.
At 1745 hrs, an O.P. of 2 R.C.B.A. reported enemy on top of
Hill 355, and 7 Regt confirmed five minutes later thet the hil:
ha.d been lost. This enemy success pIeced "DII Coy, and in fact
the whole of 2 R. 22eR' J in a very dangerous situation, since
Fill 355 dominated the battalions's position~ However, the
Qompany, though under almost continuous attack from 1630 hrs 01
23 Nov to 2230 hrs 25 Nov, maintained its position, suffering
heavily in the process. Total unit casualties were l~ killed
and 37 wounded, nearly all of them from "0" Coy «(P.S.) l33.06~
(D578), vol, 1, "Korean Cas"; ':I.D., H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 21 - 21
Nov 51; V'. 1. , 2 R.e2e R., 22 - 25 Nov 51).

264. The action was distinguished by the outstending
leadershio of the Company Commander, Capt R6al Liboiron, and b)
the p,nl1entry of several men in the unit. Capt LiboiroD, who
was awarded the Distin uished Service Order, maintained his
Com~any positions intact UPder very heavy fire, in the fece of
attacks ~y wave on wave of enemy. Movin~ from position to
position, he directed artillery and mortar fire on the enemy,
rallied his ~en snd led them to re~el all attacks (p.N. 9-52,
"Citation, Caot (A/l.la.1) Real Liboiron"). Cpl L. "ajor, D.C. '.,
won a ;ar to his Distin uished Conduct Medal when he led the
Scout and Sniper n1atoon in a successful atte~pt to recapture
Dositions from which 11 PI had been forced to vnthdraw. Under
his leadership the Platoon fought its way from trench to trenct
into 11 PI's former Dosition, overco~ln~ an enemy six times
their number. Cpl Major then org,nized the defence of the
position, moving from one point of danger to another, under
heavy fire as he directed his men and encouraged them to hold
against overwhelminll; odds (ibid, "Citetion, Cpl Leo Me.jor
D.C.!!."). L/Cpl J.P.A. Earvsy, haVing been given the task of
protoctiag the rear snd the left flank of 10 Pl which the
eneoy attempted to encircl~ moved two Bren guns under heavy
fire into positions covering the Plstoon. Here he most
~allantly repulsed successive enemy attacks, an action for
which he was awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal (ibid,
"Citation, L/Cpl Joseph Paul Aodre Harvey").

*Pill 355. in fact, dominated the whole of the Bri~ade's
front. It was difficult to learn the plan of the U.S. troops
who pad been forced to withdraw from the feature, but it was
finally ascertained that they intended to "sneak" a platoon
quickl V to the positions which they had vacated. (V'. U., ". Q.
25 Cdn Inf Bde, 23 Nov 51.)
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265. A day or so later, a lull fell on the
"front of 1 Co~o~ Div. On 27 Nov, orders were received
from I Corps that, in general, future operations were
to be curtailed to those strictly necessary for the
security of maintaining positions ("Diary of Op Jo.'vents
15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52", pp 5 to 7). This Order appears
to have been connected in some way with the-agreement
on a demarkation line which was reached at Ka~song on
that same date, but the connection is obscure·, In
any event, the Division's front gradually returned to
normal after a period of quiet, although the fighting
did not again, at least during tho period covered by
this Beport, reach tho intensity of the operations of
November (ibid, p. 7 .w:. ~.
266. The four months from Decembar 1951 to
March 1952 dragged out in the nerve-racking monotony
of static warfare. During the first part of the period,
there was some debate over Oporation "VIKING': J a raid
6500 yards deep into anamy territory by two battalions
supported by tanks. I Corps had ordered tho Division
to prepare plans for this raid, but the G.O.C. succeeded
in having it cancolltjd for the time ("Periodic Report,
15 Oet 51 to 15 Feb 52", para 4).** On 11 Dec 51,
I P.P.C.L.I. conducted a raid on enemy positions in
the area of Hill 227, and became involved in a sharp
skirmish which resulted in the unit losing 1 killed
and 24 wounded ("Diary of Op Evants, 15 Oct 51 to
15 Feb 52", p. 9). On 19 Jan 52, 25 Bde was relievad
by 28 Bde, after haVing been ia the line since 4 Sap 51
("',ieekly Sl!mmary", No. 66). On relief the Brigade
moved back to the Imjio, where it engaged in reconnaissance
of the reserve positions and planning for their
occupation - activities inseparable from the role of a
reserve brigade (ibid, Nos 66 to 73).

267. Operation "8IwtE", which affected the
whole of Eighth U.S. Army, took plaee during the period
10 to 16 Feb 52. On this Operation, I~j-Gen Cassals
reported as follows:

This operation affacted the whole of
8 UlIITED ST"TES Army. Briefly it entailed
stopping all artillery, tank and mortar fire
and all patrolling for the period 10 to 16
Februury. ~lso all movement in the front 11ne
was to be cut to an absolute minimum. The aim
was to make the enemy so curious that they
would come in some strength to see what was
happaning and wa could than kill them in larga
numbers and capture some prisoners.

*The actual agreement entered into at Kaesang on
27 Uov established a demarcation line from which both sides
were to withdraw two kilometers at a time specified in the
Armistice Agreement. In view of the fact that hostilities
were expected to continue until the Armis~ioe was signed,
provision was made for revision of the line should an
armistic.e not be eoncluded within 30 days of the time
when this demHrcation line was agreed to. (External
Affairs, Deeember 1950, pp. 410 aad 411). It is possible
that agrae~ent us to the location of this demarkation
line was mistakenly taken to include provision for a
partial cessation of hostilities on the line.

*·Maj-Gen Cassels speaks rather strongly about this
raid, which he considered pointless and potentially
wasteful of manpower (ibid).
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My own view weB that the operation would
give the enemy exactly the oryryortunity he
wanted to improve his defences on the forward
slopes and to work his way forward with
impunity. As we had spent the previous nonth
usin~ every possible means to force the enemy
back ald off the forward slopes, and had
destroyed many of his bunkers, I protested
strongly against twa operation. I was
overruled.

I regret to say that the result has been
exactly as I and all my connanders anticipated.
The enemy is row right down the forward slopes
in very deep and strong bunkers and all our
previous efforts have been completely nullified.
The enemy sent out a few patrols and found we
were still there and then cal=ay proceeded with
his diRging. We are now trying to force him back
a~ain but it will take a long time and considerable
effort .

(Periodic Report, 15 Oct 51 to 15 Feb 52",
para 6)

268. On 10 Mar, toward the end of the period
covered by this Report, 25 Bde '''ent back into the line
ap,ain, relieving 29 Bde in its positions on the left of
the Division' 5 front, astride the Samlchon (IIWeekly SumJ'I1B.ryll,
No. 13). Routine activity followed until 26 Mar, when the
enemy put in a shar~ attack on an outpost platoon of 1
P.P.C.L.I. which was located on the s~ur south-west of
Urndalmal (1010). This attack was followed bV a thrust against
a 2 R.J.R. outpost on Vill 163 (0910). The R.~.R. rrou" was
forced to Withdraw, but the P.P.C.L.I. beld firm until the
attack ended at 0300 hrs. Canadian casualties were 8 killed
and 13 wounded (ibid, No. 16).

269. This action might be taken to mark the
close of a period in the history of 25 Bde. The units
bad fought their way to the 38th parallel, end slightly
beyond. On that line they had endured nany months of
static operations. Now relief was in sight, for troops
fresh from Canada were already on the Pacific, en route
to replace the veterans in Korea. The war was destined
to drag on, but for the original units of 25 Bde, the
turn of March into April marked the end of their fighting
in Korea or a relief in it,

210. This Report was prepar6d ~ Maj. H.W.
Thomas. It has been examined by Brigadier Rockingham, and
sll amendnents su~gested by him have been incorporated
in the text ..

II Lv 7 / / /
for (C.P. Stacey) Colonel,

Director
Historical Section (O.S.)

•
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"C" Partial Order of Battle, 1 Comwe1 Div, June 1951.



Appx Ha :! to
Report No. 62

Order of Battle, C.~.S.F., 20 Oct 50
Headquarters, 25th Canadian Infantry
Bri~ade (HQ 25 Cdn Inf Ede) includin~:

Increment A - postal Detachment
Increment B - Field Security Detachment
Increment C - Historical Detachment
Increment D - Field Hygiene Detachment

A Squadron 1st/2nd Canadian Armoured
Regiment (A Sqn 1/2 Cdn Armd Regt)*

2nd Field Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery
(2 R.C.H.A.)·*

57th Canadian Independent Field
Squadron (57 Cdn Indep Fd Sqn)

25th Canadian Infantry Brigade
Signal Squadron (25 Cdn Inf Bde Sig Sqn)***

2nd Field Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery
Signal Troop (2 R.C.H.A. Sig Tp)

No. 25 Canadian Infantry Brigade
Ground Defence Platoon
(25 Cdn Inf Bde Ground Def Pl)

2nd Battalion, The Royal Canadian
Regiment (2 R.C.R.)

2nd Battalion, Princess Patriciats Canadian
Light Infantry (2 P.P.C.L.I.)

2nd Battalion, Royal 22e Regiment
(2 R. 22e R.)

~o. 54 Canadian Transport Company
(54 Cdn Tpt Coy)

No. }8 Canadian Motor Ambulance
Company (38 Cdn 14.A.C.)

No. 25 Canadian Field Ambulance
(25 Cdn Fd Amb)

No. 25 Canadian Field Surgical
Team (25 Cdn F.S.T.)

*Redesignated as C Squadron Lord Strathcona's
Horse (Royal Canadianli)(C Sqn Ld S.H. (R.C.)) (Supple
ments to C.A.Os••• Issue No. 226 of 1951, C.A.D. 76 - 2)

**Redesignated as 2nd Regiment Royal Canadian Horse
Artillery (2 R.C .1i.A.)( SUpplements to C.A.O... Issue
No. 251 of 1951 (Part B), C.A.D. 76 - 2)

***Reduced to a troop and redesignated as 25th
Canadian Infantry Brigade S~gnal Troop (25 Cdn Inf Bde
Sig· Tp \ after 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp wes incorporated in
1 Commonwealth Division (Supplements to C.A.O.'s, Issue
No. 263 of 1951 (Part B), C.A.D. 76 - 2)
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No. 26 Canadian Field Surgical Team (26 Cdn F.S.T.)

l~. 25 Canadian Field Dressing Station (25 Cdn F.D.S.)

No. 25 Canadian Field Transfusion Team (25 Cdn F.T.T.)

No. 25 Canadian Infantry Brip.ade Ordnance Company
(25 Cdn Int Bde Ord Coy)

No. 191 Canadian Infantry \iorkshop (191 Cdn Inf Vlksp)

I~. 192 Canadian Li~t Aid Detacluoont (Type B)
(192 Cdn L.A.D. B))

No. 193 Canadian Li~t Aid Detachment (Type B)
(193 Cdn L.A.D. B))

No. 20 Canadian Field Dental Detachment
(20 Cdn Fd Dental Det)

No. 25 Canadian Pr.vost Detachment (25 Cdn Pro Det)

No. 25 Canadian Public Relations Unit
(25 Cdn P.R. Unit)

Canadian Military llission, Far East (C.lI.!-I.F.E.)

Canadian Base Post Office (Cdn B.P.O.)

No.1 Canadian Movement Control Group
(1 Cdn M.C. Gp)

l~. 2 Canadian Hovement Control Group
(2 Cdn M.C. Gp)

No. 1 Medical Liaison Detachment
(1 Med Liaison Det)

No. 1 Canadian Ordnance Liaison Establishment
(1 Cdn Ord Liaison Est)

No. 2 Canadian Ordnance Liaison Establishment
(2 Cdn Ord Liaison Est)

No. 25 Canadian Support Workshop (25 Cdn Sp vlksp) *

No. 25 Canadian Reinforcement Group
(25 Cdn Rft Gp)

No. 2 Canadian 11.dm1ni strative Unit
(2 Cdn Adm Unit)

Canadian Lines of Communication Postal Unit
(Cdn L of C Postal Unit)

No. 1 Canadian IleHare Unit (at nil strength)
.

·(H.Q..S: 2000-151/25, vol 2: S.D. 1 .
Letter No. 4106, . 1 Nov 50)

*Reduced to nil strength (S.D. 1 Letter lID. 4373,
23 IIDV 51)



Appx "B" to
Report No. 62

C.Os. of C.A.S.F. Units, February 1951

Unit

H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Bde

C.O.

*ZK 4050 Brigadier J .M. Rockingham
C.B.E., D.S.O.

"An Sqn 1/2 Cdn Armd Regt

2 R.C.H.J\.

57 Cdn Indep Fd Sqn

25 Cdn Inf Bde Sig Sqn

2 R.C.R.

2 P.P.C.L.I.

2 R. 22e R.

54 Cdn Tpt Coy

38 Cdn M.A.C.

25 Cdn Fd Alllb

25 Cdn Inf Bde Ord Coy

191 Cdn Inf l/ksp

192 Cdn L.A.D.(B)

193 Cdn L.A.D. (B)

20 Cdn Fd Dental Det

25 Cdn Pro Det

ZL 2717 Maj J .\1. ~uinn

ZK 107 Lt-Col A.J.B. Bailey
O.S.O., M.B.E., E.D.

ZB 450 Maj D.H. Rochester

ZL 116 Maj D.H. George M.e.

ZH 106 Lt-Col R.A. Keane D.S.O.

*ZK 4311 Lt-Col J.R. Stone
D.S.Q., 16.0.

*ZO 4622 Lt-Col J.A. Dextraze
D. s.o.

**TC 2944 Uaj R.C. LaUghton

*ZC 4551 Lt W.S. Brown

ZD 553 Lt-Col B.L.P. Brosseau
M.C.

ZL 1077 Maj L.V. Patrick M.B.E.

*ZK 4587 I.laj R.E. Hallam

ZB 622 Capt R.C. Rivers

ZB 2054 Capt H.D. JAcLaughlin

ZH 2883 Lt-Col G.E. Shragge

ZC 2228 IJaj R.I. Luker

*Enrolled in the Active Force from the Special Force

**Had not enrolled in the Active Force



Unit

25 Cdn P.R. Unit

1 Cdn Fd Sacurity Sec

Cdn B.P.O.

1 Cdn M.C. Gp

1 Cdn Ord Liaison Est

2 Cdn Ord Liaison Est

25 Cdn Sp \'/ksp

25 Cdn Rft Gp

2 Cdn Adm Unit

Cdn L of C Postal Unit

- 2 -

c.o.

ZP 2294 Mej C.C. 11cDouga11

ZB 2235 Capt M.G. Corbeil

*ZM 4618 Capt R.V. Hyde

*ZK 9648 Maj A. Egarton

ZP 1648 r~j W.G. Finney

ZB 2823 Capt F.B. Revell

ZC 724 Mej W.A. Down

*ZK 4142 Lt-Col G.C. Corbould
D.S.O., E.D.

ZD 112 Lt-Col T.lL Carlisle E.D.

*zc (,909 Capt I/.L. Ford

(H.Q.S. 1454 - 151/25, vol 3:
D. Rec to D. Iiist, 28 Aug 52)

*Enrolled in the Active Force from the Special Force.



Appx lie II to
Report No. 62

Partial Order of Battle. 1 Comwel Di'~~Tune 1951

25 Canadian Infantry Brigtld.

Brigadier J .M. Rocltingham, C.B,;;., D.S.O., E.D.

2nd Battalion, Princess PatliciL ' S Canadian
Light Infantry (2 P.P.C.~.I.

2nd Battalion, The Royal Car:edi~ln :rt:egiment
(2 R.C.R.)

2nd Battalion, Royal 22e Reci:nei1t : 2 R. 22e R.)

28 British COI:llllon"N.alth Info Ltr;" B-igade

Brigadier G. Taylor, D.S.O.

l.st Battalion, Ki3:S'S O\'il1 S{ ott _sh Borderers
(1 K.O.S.B.I

1st Battalion, KL1{;' s Shropf.hirp Light
Infantry (1 K.3.L.I.)

3rd Battalion, Royal Australiail neBi~ent

(3 R.A.R.)

2) Blitish Infantry Brigade -A'-'$1k.~

Brigadier T. Brodie, C.B.E. :J.i,.O.

1st Battalion. The Royal lio=tilunbe~land

Fusiliers (1 R. Il.F. )

1st Battalion, The Gloucest<,.rsh~re Regiment
(1 Glostersl

1st Battalion, The Royal Ul~ter Rifles
(1 R.U.R.)

Armoured Units

8th King's Royal Irish I:ussurs (8 H.)

"C" Sqn, Lord Strathcona' 5 !:orSL (Royal
Canadians) ("Gil SqnLd S.H. iH.e.)

H.q. Royal Artillery

Brigadier II.G.H. Pike, D.S.a.

2nd Regiment J Royal Canadian ".ior se Artillery
(2 R.C.LA.)

16th New zealand Field llagillolt (16 Il.Z. Fd Rogt)

45 Field Regiment R.A. (45 I'd R' gt:

170 Light Battery R.A. (170 L' lty)

11 (Sphinx) Light Anti AircTa~t Battery R.A.
(ll L.A.A. Sty)

•



•

- 2 -

.
H.o.. Hoyal Engineers

s

Colonel E.C.I/. Myers, C.B.E., D.S.O.

28 Field Engineer Regiment R.E.

64 Field Park Squadron R.E.

(H.Q..3. 1750-121/1, vol 1: "Periodic
Report, 2 I..w.y - 15-:0ct 51 11

, Appx llB",
"Diary of Op Events 1951", pp 2 and 3)

•

•



1. Korea

2. Operations, 2 P.P.C.L.I., 19 Feb - 13 Mar 51.

3. Operations, 2 P.P.C.L.I., 28 - 31 Mar 51.

4. Operations, 2 P.P.C.L.I., 1 - 19 Apr 51.

5. Operations, 2 P.P.C.L.I., 23 - 26 Apr 51.

6. Operations, 25 Cdn Inr Bde Gp, 25 May - 1 Jun 51.

7. Operations, 25 Cdn Inr Bde, 2 - 18 Jun, 18 Ju1 -
7 Sep 51.

8. Operations, 25 Cdn Inr Bde, 8 Sap - 8 Oct 51.

9. Situation, 25 U.S. Inf Div, 24 2400 K May 51.
Planned Operations to Commence 25 May 51,

10. Front, Eighth U.S. Army, 1951.

11. Patrols, Chorwon area, 19 Jun - 18 Ju1 51.
























